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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the results of ethnographic research conducted in 2009 on the subsistence harvest and uses
of salmon in 5 Kuskokwim River communities: Tuntutuliak, Kwethluk, Kalskag, Sleetmute, and Nikolai. In
addition, the follow-up study was conducted in the Bethel area in 2012, responding to the very low returns of king
salmon, which resulted in subsistence fishing closures and restrictions in the Kuskokwim Management Area during
the summer.
The major objective of the 2009 study was to understand the historical and contemporary social organization of
fishing within each community and what sociocultural, economic, and environmental factors influenced variations in
subsistence salmon harvests of Kuskokwim River salmon. The 5 study communities represent the cultural, social,
and economic diversity present throughout the Kuskokwim River Drainage. They are located in three distinct
regions: the Lower River (Tuntutuliak and Kwethluk), Central River (Kalskag and Sleetmute), and Upper River
(Nikolai). Through participant observation and key respondent interviews, researchers documented data on gear
types, preservation methods, and natural indicators used for salmon fishing in different parts of the drainage,
changing fishing strategies that key respondents have been experiencing in their lifetime, and concerns about salmon
management.
The research in 2012 focused on documenting the impact of declining king salmon abundance and subsistence
fishing restrictions during the fishing season. Subsistence fishers were affected by the 12-day rolling closures of all
subsistence salmon fishing in the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries. It resulted in particular hardship for the
residents, many of whom rely heavily on salmon. Respondents often suggested that the value of salmon and salmon
fishing go beyond nutrition and economic values, to compose part of their socio-cultural identities, as well as their
way of life.
This report is a significant step toward filling a major data gap regarding subsistence salmon fishing in western
Alaska. ADF&G divisions of Commercial Fisheries and Subsistence have collected harvest data since the 1960s, yet
little ethnographic information was available to contextualize these data. This report will help to characterize
contemporary subsistence salmon fishing in western Alaska and contribute to our knowledge of subsistence
statewide.
Key words:

Salmon, subsistence, fishing, Kuskokwim River, Tuntutuliak, Bethel, Kwethluk, Kalskag, Sleetmute,
Nikolai, king salmon; Chinook salmon, chum salmon, coho salmon, sockeye salmon, 2012 season,
management, ethnography, rolling closure, regulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Prepared by Andrew R. Brenner, Anna Godduhn, and David Runfola
The purpose of this study is to explore how Kuskokwim River families and communities develop or
modify subsistence salmon fishing strategies in response to changing sociocultural, economic, and
environmental circumstances, and to document resulting changes in salmon fishing from the fishers’
perspectives. In order to maintain consistency with regulatory language, “king salmon” shall be used
throughout this report to also mean “Chinook salmon.”
The subsistence salmon fishery in the Kuskokwim River drainage is among the largest in the state of
Alaska. Since 1994 when Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) statewide collection of
subsistence harvest survey data greatly improved, some 54% of subsistence harvests of king salmon have
been taken in the Kuskokwim Management Area, mostly in the Kuskokwim River drainage, and 30% in
the Yukon Management Area. Division of Subsistence studies indicate that fish contribute up to 85% of
the total pounds of wild foods harvested in Kuskokwim River communities, and salmon contribute as
much as 53% of the total annual harvest of fish and wildlife for subsistence (Simon et al. 2007:1) .
Residents of the Kuskokwim River harvest all 5 locally occurring species of Pacific salmon for
subsistence purposes: king Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, chum O. keta, coho O. kisutch, pink O.
gorbuscha, and sockeye O. nerka salmon.
While ADF&G divsions of Commercial Fisheries and Subsistence have collected harvest data
continuously since the 1960s (with substantial improvement during the 1990s), little contemporary
ethnographic information was available to contextualize these data prior to this report. In recent decades,
Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon harvests have shown a decline in total harvest numbers for chum
salmon and in per-household harvest for all species (Appendix A). At the time of this study, little research
had been conducted to explore social, economic or environmental factors other than inriver abundance of
salmon that could help explain these changes in salmon harvest patterns.

BACKGROUND
The Kuskokwim River drains the northwest portion of the glaciated Alaska Range and the southern side
of the Kuskokwim Mountains, draining 48,000 square miles and reaching the Bering Sea on the southern
edge of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta (YKD; Figure 1.1). The river moves from the mountains, through
rolling hills and wetlands of subarctic boreal forest, to the treeless tundra of western Alaska. At 724 miles,
the Kuskokwim River is the second longest river in Alaska. It is the longest river to exist exclusively
within one U.S. state and the ninth largest river in the nation (Kammerer 1990). Charnley (1984)
described the Kuskokwim River by dividing it into three distinct cultural and geographic regions: the
Lower Kuskokwim (Central Yup’ik people); the Central Kuskokwim (Central Yup’ik and Athabascan
peoples); and the Upper Kuskokwim (Athabascan people). All three regions have a minority of nonAlaska Native populations, including Russians, Europeans, and Euro-Americans.
Whether consumed, shared with friends, shipped to family far away, exchanged with neighbors, or sold
for commercial export, reliance on salmon is deep and extends to other facets of life in the Kuskokwim
region. Salmon have been a vital source of protein and a cultural and economic resource since time
immemorial. One fisher in the lower river said:

1

[Salmon is] essential. It’s not something we really should have. It’s something we have to
have. And it’s been going on for generations and generations and that’s what we live on.
Without fish I don’t know how we’d live. (TUNT-5)
The relative importance of salmon and strategies of harvest vary somewhat along the river, but salmon are
important throughout the drainage. Fishing is generally done by a social unit of production – meaning that
the processes of fishing and preparing fish for long-term storage are carried out by groups, generally
based on kinship relations, but often including friends and neighbors. Fishing groups in the Kuskokwim
region generally include 2 or more generations from 2 or more households using 1 smokehouse. These
cooperative units are referred to as fishing groups throughout this report. A fishing group needs to be
large enough to buy gear, cover expenses, and handle the workload with flexible divisions of labor. They
also need to be small enough to negotiate dividing up the fish between the households involved, which
happens at the end of the season. It is usually easier for young married couples to continue fishing with a
parent, because the parents are more established—with facilities for smoking and drying and money for
gas. The structure of fishing groups is necessarily flexible, and seems to have become even more so with
the complexities of contemporary living, as described in the chapters.
A long history of self-management is deeply entrenched in the processes, rules, and beliefs surrounding
the preservation of salmon along the Kuskokwim. The rules of fishing seem to use respect for the fish
themselves as a mechanism to promote safe and sustainable practices that result in healthy conditions,
high quality food, and abundant fish. Nearly all of the respondents who were interviewed in this study
referred to the importance of taking care of fish properly. Few used the language of “self-management,”
but the behaviors described demonstrate traditional ecological knowledge and culturally integrated
resource management. Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) influences the way in which people
interact with their environment. Along the Kuskokwim, traditional management practices included
reducing waste and keeping camp clean. These strategies are more thoroughly described in the chapters.
People in the Kuskokwim region have an understanding that human behavior affects abundance and
fishing success, and respondents often reflected a sense of personal responsibility to follow traditions in
order to protect and sustain the salmon runs.
The need for fish was intensified by the fur trade and the gold rushes of the 19th and 20th centuries. At
the time, it took all summer to collect enough fish (mostly chum salmon) to make those activities
possible. In the early half of the 20th century, fish were mostly dried for local use and often sold or
bartered to feed dog teams that provided the only winter transportation across the territory. The sales were
generally opportunistic and small scale, and so have been categorized as customary trade—although some
fishers may have earned substantial profit. The traditional practices of customary trade and barter indicate
the importance of salmon in the regional economy, even prior to the introduction of cash (Gould et al.
1965; Oswalt 1990).
A full discussion of resource exchanges in the Kuskokwim drainage and the effect of the capital economy
are beyond our scope here, but the interchangeability of fish and money must be noted. In research on the
lower Yukon River, Polly Wheeler (1998) found that wild resources, salmon in particular, were a valuable
currency of exchange. This continued even after the introduction of cash around the end of the 19th
century. Cash, like other resources, was only available sometimes (seasonally) and had a relative rather
than absolute value. Because cash itself is neither edible nor useful without a cash economy, that relative
value was not especially high at first. Cash did eventually supersede fish as the primary currency of the
region, but salmon are still a highly valued resource with which others can be acquired (Wheeler 1998).

2

3
Figure 1-1.‒K
Kuskokwim Riverr map showing stu
udy communitiess.

The financial value of salmon was well established by 1920. That year, the federal government received
reports that commercial fishing at the mouth and in the Bering Sea was harming subsistence fisheries in
the Yukon and Kuskokwim drainages. From 1926–1929 there were conditional probations and from
1929-1952 commercial fishing occurred periodically, until complaints of declining subsistence catches
closed the commercial fishery for two years. It was officially reopened in 1954 but not actually resumed
until Alaska statehood in 1959 (Coffing 1991:29; Pennoyer et al. 1965:42). The 1960s–1980s were
extremely profitable years for commercial fishers on the Kuskokwim, but in the 1990s, commercial
fishing faced increasing restriction in western Alaska, and no commercial fishery targeting king salmon
has occurred since 1987.
Some respondents expressed concern related to the “bycatch” or incidental catch of king salmon;
however, these terms had at least three different usages in this study: 1) incidental catch of king salmon in
lower Kuskokwim River commercial fisheries targeting other salmon species; 2) incidental catch of king
salmon in the Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon fishery, particularly when restrictions are in place to
prevent or minimize the catch of king salmon; and 3) incidental catch of king salmon in the walleye
pollock Theragra chalcogramma fishery in the Bering Sea. This third usage of the word “bycatch” was
most common in study communities. While respondents expressed concern that Kuskokwim River king
salmon populations may be affected by all three types of incidental catch described above, this was
especially true for incidental catch associated with the Bering Sea pollock fishery.

HISTORICAL SUBSISTENCE SALMON HARVEST
The importance of salmon harvested by Kuskokwim River residents has been well established by past
quantitative harvest surveys. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game has collected salmon harvest data
for Kuskokwim River communities through post-season household surveys since the 1960s, although
harvest information collected before 1990 must be viewed with some discretion.1 The annual subsistence
harvest of all species of salmon by Kuskokwim River communities between 1991 and 2009 averaged
nearly a quarter of a million salmon, indicating that in recent decades subsistence salmon continues to
represent a staple food item in this region into the present (Appendix A).
In general, Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon harvests for all species other than chum salmon are
estimated to have remained relatively stable between 1990 and 2009 in terms of total numbers of salmon
harvested (Hamazaki 2011:31–34). However, increases in household numbers (Hamazaki 2011:44) and
the human population (ADLWD 2011) in some Kuskokwim River communities suggest that per capita
harvests of all salmon species have likely decreased. Chum salmon harvested for subsistence have
experienced a decrease both in terms of total and per capita harvests that can mostly be explained by the
decline of dog teams. While some of these variations may be related to fluctuations in resource
availability and economic factors such as a general decline in commercial salmon fishing on the
Kuskokwim (Howe and Martin 2009), prior to this study there had been little research on other factors
and repercussions of this change.
Although king salmon populations had been above or near average levels from 2005–2009 (Estensen et
al. 2009), abundance was poor in 2010, 2011, and 2012, and there has been a noticeable decrease in the
average size of returning king salmon in recent years (Chuck Brazil, former Area Management Biologist,
ADF&G, personal communication, October 2010). Low numbers of returning king salmon led to
subsistence fishing closures in 2011 and 2012, and information collected as part of this study in 2009
provides an ethnographic baseline that documented the importance and patterns of king salmon fishing
prior to recent increased king salmon fishing restrictions. Due to conservative management strategies in a

1
Methods for the survey were redesigned in 1988. Data collection methods prior to 1988 were variable, and data published
from the 1960s–1988 is not comparable with post 1988 data. Additionally, relatively minor variations in harvest data
collection since 1990 led to reanalysis and updated harvest numbers from 1990–2009 (Hamazaki 2011).
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time of record low abundance, an update to the 2009 field work provides ethnographic context and
documents some of the impacts of salmon fishing closures on Lower Kuskokwim River residents in 2012.

REGULATORY CONTEXT OF THE KUSKOKWIM RIVER
DRAINAGE
The ADF&G Division of Commercial Fisheries (CF) directs management of the Kuskokwim River
subsistence salmon fishery in accordance with the Kuskokwim River Salmon Management Plan (5 AAC
07.365), the Policy for the Management of Mixed Stock Salmon Fisheries (5 AAC 39.220), the Policy for
the Management of Sustainable Salmon Fisheries (5 AAC 39.222), and the Policy for Statewide Salmon
Escapement Goals (5 AAC 39.223) As specified in the Policy for the Management of Sustainable Salmon
Fisheries, the primary goal of salmon management is to ensure conservation of salmon (5 AAC
39.222(b)). This policy also directs ADF&G to manage salmon stocks so that a sufficient number of
migrating adult salmon will reach their spawning grounds each year, the purpose of which is to conserve
and sustain potential salmon production (5 AAC 39.222(c)(2)). The State of Alaska Board of Fisheries
(BOF) and ADF&G have defined the annual estimated size of a spawning salmon stock as the escapement
(5 AAC 39.222(f)(10)), and have determined the escapement goal for each managed salmon stock as an
annual range of abundance of returning spawners (5 AAC 39.223). These escapement goals can change as
a factor of the biological and stock assessment data that CF gathers each season. Managers use several
assessment tools in season to estimate the total number of salmon that will reach their spawning grounds.
If the estimated number of spawning adults is in excess of the lower range of the escapement goal, then
the excess number is identified as a surplus which can be allocated for consumptive uses (AS 16.05.258).
Customary and traditional subsistence uses of salmon have the highest priority above other consumptive
uses, such as commercial and sport harvests, which means that Alaska residents must have an opportunity
to harvest an amount of salmon reasonably necessary for subsistence use before other users have an
opportunity to harvest for commercial, sport, or personal use (AS 16.05.258).
Regulatory authority for Kuskokwim River salmon management is shared by the BOF and the Federal
Subsistence Board. The Division of Commercial Fisheries shares inseason discretionary management
authority with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and both agencies’ management decisions are
advised by the Kuskokwim River Salmon Management Working Group (hereafter, WG). The WG was
formed in 1988 by the Alaska Board of Fisheries in order to provide opportunity for local stakeholders to
participate in the process of managing Kuskokwim River salmon fisheries (Francisco et al. 1989). The
WG is an advisory body composed of 13 member organizations or constituencies. These members
represent elders, subsistence fishers, processors, commercial fishers, sport fishers, a member at large,
Federal Subsistence Regional Advisory Councils, and ADF&G (KRSMWG n.d.). The ADF&G
representative is the CF Kuskokwim Area Manager. The Area Manager does not vote on management
action recommendations; however, this member may vote on other actions that the WG proposes for
deliberation (e.g. new members, by-law changes). The WG holds an annual meeting in March, and special
meetings throughout the Kuskokwim River salmon fishing season at the call of the WG Co-Chairs.
The purpose of the WG meetings is to hear and review public concerns, salmon harvest activities, fishery
assessments, and management strategies. The WG may also move to hold a consensus vote in order to
take formal action on specific inseason salmon fishery management decisions that the Area Manager
proposes to the WG. Although the WG may choose to take such formal actions, ADF&G has sole
authority to implement and enforce all management actions allowed under Kuskokwim Area salmon
management regulations (5 AAC 07). Also in attendance at WG meetings are representatives of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). The FWS representatives review and discuss their own agency’s
salmon fishery management concerns as they relate to actions proposed by ADF&G. The Area Manager
and FWS representatives attempt to reach consensus on management decisions. If federal and state
managers do not come to consensus and ADF&G implements a management action to which federal
managers are opposed, FWS may choose to issue a Federal Special Action superseding the State’s
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management action (50 CFR §100.27(20)(e)(4)). Federal Special Action in Kuskokwim River salmon
management has occurred as recently as the 2011 season.

RECENT TREND IN KUSKOKWIM RIVER PACIFIC SALMON
ABUNDANCE
Throughout Alaska’s marine and freshwater fish habitats, researchers have observed a number of physical
and biological stressors which are contributing to fluctuations in the abundance of many of Alaska’s
Pacific salmon stocks (Myers et al. 2009). Of the five species of Pacific salmon that return as adults to the
Kuskokwim River each year, chum, sockeye, and coho salmon are considered by managers and fishers to
have maintained their abundance throughout the previous decade or more (Brazil et al. 2011; Estensen et
al. 2009). Since 2002, the numbers of returning adult chum, sockeye, and coho salmon have achieved the
escapement goals set by ADF&G.
Perceived by many fishing families to be the most important of all fish species for subsistence in the
Kuskokwim River, king salmon have not exhibited the same overall productivity as chum, sockeye, and
coho salmon (Brazil et al. 2011; Volk et al. 2009). In 16 of the previous 30 years, Kuskokwim River king
salmon returns have not reached their escapement goals. The number of returning spawners has declined
each year since 2005 with the lowest returns on record occurring in 2010, 2011, and 2012 (Brazil et al.
2011).
The subsistence harvests of Kuskokwim River fishers represent a very large portion of all salmon harvests
in Alaska, including the largest percentage of king salmon harvests for any river drainage in the State. As
such, management organizations require clear information about current harvest methods, use patterns,
and the economic, nutritional, and cultural importance of subsistence salmon to Kuskokwim River
communities throughout the drainage. The following research objectives guided this project in an attempt
to address these information gaps:

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES


Through participant observation and key respondent interviews, describe the contemporary and
historical social organization of fishing within each community.



Identify what sociocultural, economic, and environmental factors have influenced variations in
subsistence harvests of Kuskokwim river salmon.



Describe changing fishing strategies for Kuskokwim families and communities over respondents’
lifetimes.



Document the impacts of subsistence fishing closures as well as declining king salmon size and
abundance for the 2012 fishing season.

Twenty-six permanent communities are located within the Kuskokwim River drainage, and while Pacific
salmon consistently forms an important component of the subsistence harvest throughout the drainage,
differences in salmon fishing patterns between communities exist. This study explored differences in
salmon fishing patterns in 5 communities throughout the Kuskokwim drainage based on regional
affiliation with the lower, central, or upper Kuskokwim River2. While regional boundaries are not

2

For the purposes of this discussion, Lower Kuskokwim River communities are defined as those communities from
the mouth of the Kuskokwim river upriver to Tuluksak, the Central Kuskokwim River includes those communities
from Lower Kalskag to Stony River and Lime Village, and the Upper Kuskokwim River includes those communities
including and upriver from McGrath.
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discreet, and there is some overlap in regional patterns for border communities in particular, there are a
number of general similarities within each region’s salmon fishing patterns, corresponding to their shared
natural environments, cultural backgrounds, and histories.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH ALASKA NATIVE COMMUNITIES
A majority of the residents of western Alaska are Alaska Native or American Indian who have maintained
their subsistence customs and traditions throughout their history. The project was intended to encourage a
collaborative, working relationship among state and federal agencies, tribes, communities,
nongovernmental organizations, and industries. The ethical conduct of all researchers will meet or exceed
the principles of conduct adopted by the Alaska Federation of Natives in 1993 and the Interagency Arctic
Research Policy Committee on June 28, 1990. All personnel are to work in a manner that develops, rather
than jeopardizes, relations among the cooperators, and between the cooperators and the public.
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METHODS

Prepared by Hiroko Ikuta
In 2009, the ADF&G Division of Subsistence designed and implemented the Kuskokwim Salmon
Ethnography project with the goal of understanding and documenting salmon fishing in the Kuskokwim
River drainage. During the year, researchers worked with five communities for this study to capture the
social and economic diversity of Kuskokwim River communities in three distinct regions: the lower,
central, and upper river. Communities were chosen to represent various aspects of village life along the
Kuskokwim River. Specifically, communities were chosen to span population sizes and to represent as
many distinct cultural and linguistic groups in the report as possible. It was important to include
communities with different priorities for the use of different salmon species, particularly including both
subsistence and commercial fishing in order to consider the relationship between the two.
The communities chosen were Tuntutuliak and Kwethluk in the lower river, Kalskag at the border of the
lower and middle portions of the river, and Sleetmute and Nikolai in the upper portion of the Kuskokwim
River. Additional research was conducted in the Bethel area, the largest community in the Kuskokwim
drainage, concurrent to the very low 2012 return of king salmon, as described below. All participating
communities are along or very close to the mainstem of the Kuskokwim River, and harvest fish directly
from the river as well as nearby tributaries.
Researchers employed semi-structured ethnographic interviews and participant-observation to document
salmon fishing practices among respondents, both qualitative approaches. There were 106 “key
respondents” in total interviewed for this study in 88 separate ethnographic interviews (not including the
“2012 Update”). The key respondent sample was designed to capture the array of fishing experiences
along the river and also to span a time frame including the dramatic changes of the 1960s (when dog sleds
were abandoned in favor of newly introduced snowmachines resulting in significant decreases of chum
salmon harvested to feed dog teams) and longer history as possible. Experienced fishers knowledgeable
of both historical and contemporary fishing activity were approached in consultation with local
leadership.
Key respondents were asked about their fishing and fish related experiences from their earliest memories
through the time of this study. Questions explored information about personal fishing histories over time,
the locations and gear types used, experiences with and understanding of fishing regulations, the
redistribution of salmon, and finally local recommendations for management. Interviews were audiorecorded then individually transcribed and coded.

PROCEDURES
In 2009, the principal investigator was Caroline Brown, subsistence resource specialist with the Division
of Subsistence based in Fairbanks. In the early spring of 2009, ADF&G staff traveled to 5 communities to
meet with tribal councils and review interview protocol and obtain community approvals. From May
through June 2009, research teams traveled to the communities to implement the project. Working with
the lead researcher in each community, the tribal councils of each community selected community
liaisons for the research in their villages. Twelve community liaisons include 2 in Kalskag, 5 in
Kwethluk, 1 in Nikolai, 1 in Sleetmute, and 3 in Tuntutuliak. These community contractors were paid $50
for each interview and $25 per hour to participate in an orientation and training session.
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In each community, the ADF&G staff acted as the community lead for the data collection and conducted
an orientation and training session with their community liaisons. During orientation, the group verified
household lists and reviewed the interview protocol. At the end of training, each researcher selected a
group of households to interview and made appointments with key respondents by phone, VHF radio, or
in person.
Interviewers worked in teams of two: 1 community liaison and 1 ADF&G staff member. Interviews were
conducted in person, usually at the respondent’s home. After data collection, interview notes were
reviewed for completeness and coded for data entry by ADF&G staff during fieldwork. After interview
data had been entered, analyzed, and summarized, the lead researchers returned to each community in the
spring of 2010 to conduct community review meetings. They delivered a Microsoft PowerPoint3
presentation summarizing the results in each community. After these meetings, community leads prepared
community chapters, which were then compiled into this report and supported by a regional discussion of
the primary themes raised during the research.

UPDATE FOR 2012 CHAPTER
The methods used to collect data in the Bethel area differs from the other 5 communities, Tuntutuliak,
Kwethluk, Kalskag, Sleetmute, and Nikolai. Responding to the difficult salmon harvest season for
subsistence users, in June and July of 2012, two researchers spent 2 weeks conducting research in the
Bethel area. The intention was to gather information and opinions about how new subsistence fishing
restrictions affected subsistence salmon users’ ability to get enough fish and whether the restrictions were
changing their fishing or fish preservation strategies. To achieve this, informal interviews ranging from a
few minutes to over an hour were conducted with people in Bethel, surrounding fish camps, and nearby
villages.
Announcements were played on KYUK, the local radio station, in English and Yup’ik, and flyers were
posted around Bethel asking residents to call the ADF&G office in Bethel to discuss their experiences
with subsistence salmon fishing on the Kuskokwim, specifically regarding local closures.
Attempts were made to contact tribal representatives of the six villages closest to Bethel to request that a
Division of Subsistence employee be allowed to visit the village and invite people to come and speak with
them at the tribal office. Of the six villages, two were visited: Kwethluk and Akiak.
In addition, opportunities were taken to briefly interview people that were encountered in Bethel. This
included visitors to the ADF&G Bethel office and individuals calling the Division of Commercial
Fisheries to inquire about fishing management decisions. Interviews were also conducted with several
people at the Bethel boat harbor who were traveling to or from fish camp.

3

Product names are given because they are established standards for the State of Alaska or for scientific completeness: they do not constitute
product endorsement.
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TUNTUTULIAK

Prepared by Anna Godduhn

SETTING AND CONTEXT
LOCAL RESEARCH AND RESPONDENT PROFILE
Three researchers interviewed representatives of 24 households in Tuntutuliak in 2009; some of the
interviews included more than one interviewee. All 14 men and 14 women, ages 34 to 92 at the time of
interview, have relied on subsistence food throughout their lives. Additionally, researchers visited local
fish camps and participated in salmon fishing activities. Research focused on documenting current fishing
patterns as well as the effects of sociocultural, economic, and environmental changes on subsistence
salmon fishing over time. Many of the interviews in Tuntutuliak were conducted in the Central Yup’ik
language, with translation provided by local residents Robert Enoch, Sr. or Martina Chris. Direct quotes
from those interviews are from the translators, who often mixed direct translation with paraphrases of
what the respondent said. In those cases, and also when translated information is paraphrased rather than
quoted, the translator’s name is credited along with the respondent. Unless so noted, direct quotes are of
the respondents themselves.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Tuntutuliak is located on the Qinak4 (Kinak) River, also referred to as the Tunt River, about 3 miles from
the Kuskokwim River. Tuntutuliak is approximately 40 air miles southwest of Bethel and 440 miles
southwest of Anchorage. Mather and Morrow (1998: 200) described Tuntutuliak as a Central Yup’ik
word meaning “having many caribou.” At the time, the authors stated that caribou “no longer frequent the
area” (Mather and Morrow 1998) but in the following ten years the dynamic Mulchatna herd began to
range closer again (ADF&G 2009)5 Tuntutuliak is in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta (YKD), which is a
vast expanse of marsh and tundra lowlands laced with an intricate network of lakes and rivers barely
above sea level. The Kinak River at Tuntutuliak is influenced by tides and glacial silt carried by the
Kuskokwim River. Most local and regional travel is by boat in summer and snowmachine in winter.
Airplanes provide transportation for passengers to regional hubs and beyond throughout the year, as well
as freight to and from the village in winter. In summer, most freight is delivered by several barge arrivals
(ADCCED-DCRA 2010).
Tuntutuliak was established by the relocation of residents to higher ground from two former villages in
the region: Kinak (Qinaq) and Qukakllircaraq (Qukaqlirciraq) (Ray et al. 2010). A Bureau of Education
school was built in 1909 but closed and moved to the nearby village of Eek in 1917. In 1945 the village
moved to its present location on higher ground (Brown 1983:215). The village grew when a new Bureau
of Indian Affairs school was built in 1957.
The Native Village of Tuntutuliak is a federally recognized tribe located within the Lower Kuskokwim
School District and the Bethel census area. Infrastructure includes a post office, the Lewis Angapak
Memorial School, a health clinic operated by the Yukon Kuskokwim Health Corporation, a state owned
4

5

If English names are common, they are used and followed by the ethnographic spelling in parentheses; we were not able to
verify the spelling of all place names.
The complex dynamics between wild caribou and domestic reindeer, which are different subspecies capable of interbreeding
have been significant in the history of reindeer herding in western Alaska, but are beyond our scope.
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Residents of the Lower Kuskokwim River have been fishing for salmon to eat, share, and trade for
thousands of years. Beginning with the development of a Russian fur market in the mid-1800s, salmon
fishing has been thoroughly integrated with the cash economy. Fishing effort, barter, and customary trade
continued to expand with the gold rush at the end of that century. Commercial fishing for export in the
Lower Kuskokwim River began no later than 1913 (Pennoyer et al. 1965) and has continued
intermittently through the present as an industry with local, national, and international components.
The integration of commercial and subsistence fisheries in Tuntutuliak and other YK Delta communities
is extraordinary. Many families that devote substantial portions of their summers to subsistence fishing
also put time and effort toward commercial fishing. The number of active commercial fishers has fallen
with the fish populations and the profitability of fishing over the last 25 years. In the 1970s and 1980s, a
“significant percentage of families” in the Lower Kuskokwim district had at least one member with a
CFEC permit (Andrews and Coffing 1986:3); today about half of households (47 of 96; ADLWD 2010b)
retain commercial permits, but some reported not using them in 2009. During the first half of the 20th
century, and into the 1980s, nearly continuous effort alternated between subsistence and commercial
activity and fishers would use the same gear for both purposes. Fish were processed either by cutting for
drying and long-term storage, or when the cutters were exhausted or the drying racks were full, fish were
sold whole to commercial buyers. Processing for subsistence is described in later sections.
One respondent explained through a translator that, historically, fishers worked hard to harvest whatever
salmon they could.
Whatever they caught. You know, all species... There was no preference – they were
catching whatever they can… That’s true, that there are more reds [sockeye salmon]
today. There were mostly chums back then. Today reds are increasing… They still got
the silvers [coho salmon] but not as much as they did when the kings – they didn’t do as
much cohos because by that time they had gotten most of their winter supply, and they
had to move back from fish camp. Once they moved back from fish camp they don’t
necessarily quit, but they quit harvesting for later use. And also they started doing other
freshwater – other subsistence activities – like whitefish, berry picking, things like that.
(TUNT-2)
Less harvest effort is required now than in the past, in part because there are hardly any dog teams to feed.
One man commented that:
Here in our family the women who are cutting the fish, when it’s like 3 - 4 families, they
do on an average close to 200 fish, and today they quit when they have enough...They
used to, they had a saying, today my mom even tells us to get as much as we can while
they’re around. But today, with nets we have, outboard motors, the boats, it’s easier to get
the amount we need, it’s also easy to get too much, more than what we need. The women
they tell us, they tell their men, “it’s time to quit, we have enough.” (TUNT-21)
Prior to statehood, regulations were placed on the number of fish that commercial processors could buy.
With statehood, regulations shifted to scheduled openings for commercial fishing that began to affect
fishers directly as those openings declined in frequency and duration. One elder remembered that “If they
felt like fishing, they’d go out fishing. They were not regulated as much as they are today” (TUNT-2).
The same respondent explained that early on commercial fishing did not seem to have an effect on the
number of fish and there were no subsistence closures before commercial openers like there are today
(TUNT-2). Another man said he was one of the first five people to participate in commercial fishing out
of Tuntutuliak and that he only subsistence fished for food after he did his commercial fishing (TUNT18). Someone else remembered that commercial fishing used to be open all day, every day, all season;
even if the fish buyers were paying a low price, fishers could still make good money. Now that
commercial openings are more restricted it is much more difficult:
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In the commercial fishing period, you got opening sometimes only one time in a week,
and sometimes two times in a week. In those periods there’s a 4 hour period or 8 hour
period nowadays, and it keeps going up and down on the time. (TUNT-19)
Elders remembered that when commercial fishing was lucrative, they were able to buy new gear, such as
nets and boats, which made subsistence fishing much more efficient. One man said that it was not unusual
to be able to make enough money to buy a complete subsistence net in just one hour of commercial
fishing (TUNT-13). The same fisher talked about days when he was “getting unluck” on commercial
openers: he decided it was better to eat the fish at home rather than sell it to commercial processors. He
only tries to sell his fish when he catches 50 or more and his calculation implies that the subsistence value
of fish can be much higher than their commercial price (TUNT-13).
An elder described how he has seen some families leaning more towards commercial fishing. He said
“Some families where they became too dependent on the cash economy, they started doing less
subsistence because they started getting money” (TUNT-17). Most people reported, however, that
commercial fishing augmented the ability to fish for household use. Many of the people interviewed
agreed that commercial fishing has not been profitable for some time, since the late 1980s or early 1990s.
This change has resulted from fluctuations in the international market and especially the availability of
lower cost farmed salmon (Herrmann 1994). The price to fishers has varied by roughly 10% to 30% each
season (TUNT-21). One woman explained that she had six siblings, all brothers, and she was the only one
without a permit. She occasionally commercial fished with her younger brother. These days, she said, the
lack of openings makes it unprofitable (TUNT-5). Another respondent said:
I commercial fish, but right now it’s changing for us because the fish is getting poor, and
fish buyers are pretty lack in this Kuskokwim area. I never bother, or want to go to
Quinhagak sometimes depending on gasoline expenses. It doesn’t cover use of expensive
gasoline, and not enough to pay for my helper. (TUNT-21)
The same respondent (and others) explained that for many families commercial fishing had been the only
substantial source of income for the entire year, especially for older men without formal education, who
have long depended upon commercial fishing to support their subsistence practices. “Today, it’s really
gone down so that’s affected some subsistence fishing” (TUNT-21). One respondent remembered an
incident where the tender he was delivering to was full and not buying any more fish, so he buried the fish
at home for winter dog food (TUNT-8).

FISHING PRACTICE
It’s like how you have to have maybe milk every day, or sugar. That’s how dried fish is.
It’s something you have to have. (TUNT-28)
Fishing is a central part of life in Tuntutuliak and most fishers have learned their skills and acquired their
habits over a lifetime. Many of the respondents who were interviewed were told by their elders to be
observant in all things, but especially when it comes to fishing. If they were to see something unusual,
they were told to study it instead of merely passing it by, as described in translation:
…the elders used to tell them not to ignore anything, to be observant, and one thing was
when one was traveling by canoe or kayak, they’d see fish behaving unusually, they were
told to observe that fish because, you know, some of the behavior that the fish display can
tell you how it’s going to be in the wintertime or when it gets to be a certain time of the
year, something is going to happen, or it could be a sign of a storm or something good.
(TUNT 10)
Many fishing traditions related to avoiding waste were described by research respondents. People do not
catch more fish than can be processed in a timely manner, and avoid cutting in the hottest time of day,
when the quality of the meat degrades. Fishing during ideal weather produces a higher quality product
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and allows fish to pass upriver while it rains. Proper cutting reduces waste so king salmon, the preferred
eating fish, are cut by proficient cutters. Children learn by practicing on less important fish. Smoking is
done with care. Fish abundance and fishing success are thought to depend on respectful treatment of fish
and the avoidance of waste. Families use most parts of the fish for different products, and unused parts
such as guts are to be disposed of properly, usually in the river or buried.
Elders in particular expressed concern about the consequences of not taking proper care of fish.
Traditionally, if people keep fishing in the correct manner, there will be more fish every year. It was
widely agreed among the respondents that if fish are wasted or disrespected, there will not be as many
fish returning in the future. The fish remains were treated with great respect, so that the fish would not tell
others to avoid these people.
…when he was a kid, when they lived in qasgiq [men’s community house], when they
used to stay in qasgiqs, he would see, in the qasgiq, there’s the rafters or whatever, and
he would see little baskets, in there, put away somewhere, little baskets. Weaved, little,
like when you carve wood, it’s a thin, it comes out thin strips, they weaved those, I guess,
this type of weaving, you know, the wooden baskets, he used to see little bowls like that,
woven out of wood. He used to see those in the qasgiq, but, so, at some point, he got
curious about those and asked about them, that’s what they were, is those were little
bowls that the men used when they ate to discard their waste, the little bowls. That’s what
were for, is when they ate they used those for their waste or bones. And then they’d
empty those somewhere outside where they wouldn’t be trampled on. They didn’t feed
them to the dogs. (TUNT-21)
An example of inappropriate behavior is embedded in a translated story about discretion:
One thing was that they’d be discrete. If I have some fish, extra fish, and I want to share
it, I’m not supposed to holler about it, the person across in that next house, if I want to
share some of that fish, I’m not supposed to holler at him “Hey come and get” I have to
go over and tell him, and that’s because it’s, maybe it’s the spirits, she didn’t mention it
specifically, but I’m just assuming maybe it’s the spirits that will let the other fish know
that “they didn’t treat me right.” She tells of this one time where she mentions the name
of the person. She says there’s a lake back there, a place back there, a lake, and that guy
had a fish trap, whitefish trap, and he, his trap filled up with fish totally, and he had a lot
of extra. So he, I don’t know how far it was, but I guess it was in shouting distance from
that place where he had his fish trap, so he checked on his fish trap it was full so he
hollered to that camp, to have whoever bring their grass baskets and fill them up with fish
from his trap. He hollered at them. So from then on, the fish quit going to that area. So I
think it’s, I would assume that it’s arrogance, or something, I would assume that’s what
the moral might be. You wouldn’t be arrogant about your ability, what you get, or what
you have. (TUNT-11)
A traditional Yup’ik belief is that fish go away if they are not used, and taken care of—which includes
sharing. A respondent described what elders told him when he was little:
…if you don’t take care of fish or animals you’ll be, ah – not a nukalpiaq, not a good
hunter. Every time you’ll go out bird hunting you’ll catch one bird while others are
catching more – because you don’t take care of ’em, it’s that way… He provides. If we
take care, He’ll provide more. Don’t be stingy, share…. (TUNT-1)
One respondent reported learning from her parents that certain kinds of behavior could lead to no fish and
that it was imperative to take good care of them, and not to throw them carelessly around outside (TUNT23). Another remembered growing up at fish camp and recalled that everything was always kept clean.
The fish racks, fish themselves, and cutting areas were the most important places to keep tidy. Fish were
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to be kept in the shade to keep them from spoiling and waste product had to be buried out of the way of
foot traffic (TUNT-20). Yet another said that his elders told him that the subsistence foods that
Tuntutuliak residents depend on will never be depleted if they are treated properly, and the natural cycle
is respected (TUNT-17). When asked why people had these views about rules regarding fish this
respondent explained through translation that “It’s traditional; it’s the elders saying since we depend on
that, we’re told even if it becomes this way (bad) not to throw it away until the run starts coming in and
he has new source that he is able to dispose of, following the proper procedure” (TUNT-17). In another
interview, the respondent said that if fish
…spoiled when it gets maggots like flies lay maggots on them we don’t use that any
more. But when I was a kid my mother used to clean those and still ate the meat on the
fish and use the skin for other clothing too, mittens and boots. Maybe parkas too, or rain
parkas, because they’re waterproof. So even the skin was used, fish skin. (TUNT-9)
If animals are not treated with respect, they might go extinct or cause famine which some seem to fear is
already happening:
People are not watching their fish and their tools as good as they used to, as well as they
used to, like sometimes they would find a piece of fish that had been chewed on or
carried away by dogs. Those types of things are happening today sometimes.… Some
people are getting careless about the ways they take care of their fish, their supplies, and
their tools. At some point fish became less abundant. (TUNT-10)
Several respondents mentioned restrictions to be observed after certain events, such as the death of family
members or daughters’ first menstrual cycles. One respondent explained through a translator that if there
was a death in the family, they would not fish or cut fish to avoid offending the fish: “the traditional rules,
you know if the kid passes on or the wife passes on and you go fishing even though you’re not supposed
to, that affects the fish.” This period of mourning in regards to fishing lasted five days in the past but one
respondent said, through translation, that “then when religion got here they used that 40 day [period]”
(TUNT-18). Whether other fishers provide for the grieving family was left unsaid, but seems likely.
Younger respondents sometimes acknowledged that the rules are no longer followed as closely as they
were in the past. For example:
Not to that extent, you know, we hear about those – we don’t follow them to the extent
that they use to. You know, today we’re lazy. You know, we’re totally different today.
We’re getting too modern. Like we have that waste basket and it’s covered with
containers that it shouldn’t—. We have too much modern stuff, amenities that were
introduced to us, that are, I think causing us to get careless, not respect as much as these
guys used to. It’s getting too easy for us today. And it’s probably most of what we do
today is contrary to their stuff, and the stuff that they used to observe or pay close
attention to. (TUNT-21)
Fishing practice has changed over time in Tuntutuliak, but mostly the changes have been minor
adaptations to traditional methods. Advancements in gear, particularly motor boats, have had much effect
on fishing strategies, including the style and locations of fishing, as described in the sections that follow.

GEAR
Respondents described major changes to fishing gear. Overall, people approved of the tremendous
improvements in gear that have occurred over the last three generations. Elder respondents, in particular,
had witnessed drastic changes as they went from a childhood when people made almost all of their gear
by hand from locally available materials, to an adult life when people used manufactured gear from
stores. First there were nylon nets, and then there were motor boats, both of which have improved since
their introduction. One elder exclaimed that “Most everything change. We got bigger gear, 50 fathom
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nets. We have bigger motors, faster motors” (TUNT-9). Respondents widely agreed that improvements in
gear technology have made it possible to get the necessary amount of fish in significantly less time.
However, decades ago much of the fishing was done to provide for dog teams:
They had to fish as long and as much as they could [in the past]. Today with our
equipment, with the modern equipment we have today, we don’t need as much time to
get as much fish as we need. So that’s, some families will quit fishing within two weeks,
some within a month. When I was a boy people would be fishing most of the summer
until middle of July, end of July sometimes. I think those are the main biggest changes
I’ve seen. (TUNT-21)
A 91 year old man remembered that, when he was young, people used fish traps in the Kuskokwim River
to catch salmon and other kinds of fish:
The other type was the fish traps, the cone, you know those fish traps that have on the
back part close the catch, and then there’s the entrance, the trap part. It came in two
sections. Some use those traps, but they used to make those out of split wood and then
they would check on them every day, sometimes twice a day, and soon as the men
brought the fish home the women would take care of them right away, soon as they
brought them home. The women would work on them right then. (TUNT-10)
In a good spot, these traps could be very efficient for catching fish, and he remembered them often being
full of more than 40 fish. The traps did not solely target salmon and would catch all kinds of fish, but he
liked it best when they caught king salmon. Several elders recalled that dip nets used to be popular and
that “They only used dip nets and setnets. The fish used to swim right beside the bank not way down
there, and they used to catch those fish with dip nets” (TUNT-6). One woman remembers hearing stories
from older people before her time using traditional equipment. Her late grandma, after she was widowed,
began to do her own fishing and used dip nets on the river bank. She recalled that the fish were more
abundant back then and they swam close to shore and “…they were able to catch them right off the bank”
(TUNT-2). A number of people commented that now it would be impossible to catch salmon from the
shore with a dip net and that salmon do not appear to swim as close to shore as they used to; some said
this might be because of the eroding bank. “I think the salmon were more plentiful back then because
sitting on the bank with their dip net, they’d get their whole cache that way” (TUNT-13). An elder man
recalled historical river characteristics and events:
That’s what I used to hear from my mom. That river was really narrow—in my early
days, when I was a kid, it was really narrow. Not like the ocean, right now. You could see
the slough across the river when you’re down there. And in those years before I was born,
probably, across the river when they kayaking – you used to see their kayak oar across
the river. In those days there used to be lots of fish and you dip nets for fishing. (TUNT19)
Gillnets, whether set or drifted, have been the primary methods of catching salmon for residents of
Tuntutuliak. Residents did not report fishing for different species in different locations but rather have
long used different mesh sizes while fishing in the same spots. The materials used to make nets have
evolved with the times. Early nets were made by hand using a variety of local materials, including caribou
sinew, seal skin, and tree bark. One woman recalled her parents telling her about seal skin nets that her
ancestors made (TUNT-22). Seal skin nets have not been in use for several generations, but many
respondents actually remembered women making nets from willow bark.
An elder described how “tree bark” had to be dried and split. She said that willow bark was used because
of the “straight up and down fiber. The willows have that fiber where you can peel it, but some trees6 just
6

The Kuskokwim Delta region is generally composed of treeless arctic tundra, but alder and willow shrubs grow there.
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break off, it’s the willows that have that long fiber and bark” (TUNT-217). An elder man described the
processing of willow bark into string-sized strips for making nets. The women would twist the thin pieces
of bark, and once the material was ready, the men would actually turn it into net:
And the nets averaged about 10 feet, those nets that they made and used, the tree bark
ones were averaging about 10 feet. So they made both king salmon nets, for mesh sizes
for king salmon, they’d make their own nets out of those tree barks for like king salmon,
chums, different size. That’s how they made them, the women would make the string out
of tree bark and then the men would mend it. (TUNT-10)
Once cotton twine was introduced early in the 20th century, people learned to unravel it and then make it
into nets. One elder explained, through a translator, that men used to weave the twine into nets using a
wooden tool for measurement. The transition from nets made with local materials to nets made with twine
was not immediate, and one elder remembered that during his childhood, his mother would make nets out
of twine, but other people in the village were still using nets made from seal hide. As people began to
make nets out of twine, they were able to make slightly larger nets than they had previously used. Several
elders recalled times before the widespread use of nylon nets:
In the early times in my lifetime, the king salmon webbing, dog salmon webbing was
mostly cotton. Lotta work when you pull them out from the water, always hang them –
you didn’t hang them, leave them there, next day it’s already rot. That’s how we used to
take care of our nets. (TUNT-24)
I went fishing with my father at that time. There was no nylon for fishing at that time, and
people had to make their own nets by weaving net [with cotton twine]. They make
different sizes meshes, some for king salmon and some for chum salmon. And at that
time the long net would be like 20 feet or a little more sometimes. So there must have
been lotta fish that time on the river. But since the nets were sold in stores then people
start buying 50 fathom nets. (TUNT-9)
Back then, they fixed their own nets, each person would. They’d watch their nets real
carefully back then. Today I have a hung king net, a hung chum net, but in her time they
didn’t have [multiple lines]. They had king webbing with float line, lead line; they’d use
the same float line, lead line. Springtime, this time of year, they’d hang a king net. When
they got done fishing for king they’d strip the net, replace it with the chum net using the
same lead line or float line, rehang the net each time they do a different size fish. (TUNT11)
Changes in fishing gear tended to be improvements to existing equipment rather than radical changes in
forms. Traditional seal skin and tree bark nets have been replaced with more durable synthetic materials.
The transition away from umiaqs and qayaqs (kayaks), made with natural materials such as whale bone
and seal skin, reportedly began when lumber became available and people began to build wooden boats.8
The new wooden boats with small motors also made fishers less vulnerable to the weather and have now
been superseded by sturdy aluminum boats and powerful outboard motors that are extremely expensive,
but very fast (Figure 3-2).
The increased cost of fishing gear left some families behind in terms of ability to fish efficiently, but even
those without sufficient resources to fish on their own would go to fish camp and join forces with
members of their extended families. For example, one woman whose father passed away when she was

7

This respondent participated in two interviews; in this interview, he was translating for an unidentified older woman, possibly
his mother.
8
The umiaq is made with an open top for travelling and can be much larger than a qayaq; qayaqs are enclosed (around the waist)
and made for just one or two people. The first is made for traveling and the second for hunting.
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three yearrs old describ
bed how she, her mother, and her brotthers began tto help with hher uncle’s fi
fishing
operation. She rememb
bered steering
g the drifting
g boat while hher uncle woorked at the nnet: “I was thhe one
who mosttly went with
h him. And du
uring commerrcial, I was thhe co-helper tto him” (TUN
NT-22). In annother
case, a middle aged brrother and sisster, both unm
married, had ccontinued to fish with theiir parents andd then
together after
a
their pareents passed aw
way. The brother describedd the process of collaborattion:
Last
L year, my cousin and I fished - and my
m nephew - for ourselvess, my sister, aand I. First
tim
me we fished
d and then pu
ut up dried an
nd smoked thhem ourselvees. We fixed up the old
tim
mbers on the south side. And
A this year our married brother is buuilding anotheer fish rack
on
n the other sid
de of the river for them and our niece. ((TUNT-20)
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Figuree 3-2.‒Boats are
a essential to
o life in Tunttutuliak.
One respo
ondent, born in the late 19
950s, rememb
bered that booth set and drriftnets were used at fish camp
when he was
w small. “T
They’d start out
o with both
h and then w
when they wannted to slow down they juust do
setnet—orr sometimes take
t
the setneet out and justt do drifts” (T
TUNT-21). Thhe same respondent said hhe still
sees setneets once in a while
w
but nott often. He thiinks because drifting has bbecome easieer, with motorrs that
let peoplee get out to th
he Kuskokwim
m in 15 or 20
0 minutes, thaat people are doing well ennough driftinng and
do not neeed to use setn
nets. “They ussually try to get
g just enouggh that they ccan work on oovernight or w
within
a day” (T
TUNT-21). Hiistorically, peeople were fishing for maany dog team
ms that ate maassive quantitties of
fish. With
h the arrival of airplanes in the 1930ss and snow m
machines in tthe 1960s, doog teams beggan to
disappear, and fishing effort declineed.
nts rememberred using setn
nets at Fish C
Camp Island inn the 1960s annd 1970s. Thhe nets
A numberr of responden
were relattively small, about
a
25 fath
homs (often 50 fathom storre-bought netts cut in half)), and stayed in the
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water 24 hours a day. Prior to motors, people would paddle to set and check them every morning and
evening (TUNT-13).
We have to watch how much fish we’re catching, so [I prefer] the driftnet. You can use
the driftnet at the same time after you see your catch and kinda estimate how many more
weeks. It really depends on the fish swimming. We catch more fish in setnet, setnets you
have to put maybe so many setnets with small, maybe 25 footers, and the currents are
sometimes pretty bad at low [tide], so good spot, time to check them are high up tide and
low up tide when the current stops. At the time when the current stops we can go there,
catch, come back. (TUNT-1)
One man who used to setnet explained that when it is rough weather in the mouth of the river it is difficult
to check the net, even with large boats. The waves generally cause problems and sometimes ruin the net.
He also said if people setnet nowadays, they deal with beavers cutting the rope and ruining the whole net.
“They’re crazy! There’s lots of ’em all over. In my early days, there was nothing at all, no beavers. Old
timers tell us stories that animals from upriver go down to coast when they go hungry” (TUNT-19).
Beavers, which are often said to be increasing in the Lower Kuskokwim region (Ray et al. 2010: 4) are
just one reason that people have altered their fishing practices.
[By the 1980s], [t]hey’re starting to drift[net] in the middle of the Kuskokwim, and not
just by the shore. That’s the change. When they used to have setnet, they started catching
less and less. They stop catching from the shore. They would say they’re way down there,
in the middle, or they’d say the fish would be on the bottom. (TUNT-6)
These kinds of observations promoted the transition to drifting. When people first began to drift, from
wooden boats with oars or small outboard motors, it was a more labor intensive process.
I watched my dad when I was 5 years old. Fishing with my dad, I watched him, ’cause
my father had boat and outboard motor, small outboard motor. And when he wanted to
save gas he sailed. We didn’t have to burn motor, gas, to go fishing. And row sometimes.
We used to get blisters on our hands when we go fishing, from rowing. Even commercial
fishing, first few years commercial fishing nobody used motors to keep their nets straight,
we rowed and rowed, ‘cause we had 48 hour commercial fishing periods. And we’d be
rowing for 24 hours, maybe. To home – sore. Them days there was no other way, we
didn’t think of other ways but that. And we see somebody idling their motor and keep
their net straight, we start doing that. And when I was young we thought running motor
would scare the fish away, too. Maybe it’s true. Maybe that’s why we catch more fish
them days with small [short] nets. (TUNT-9)
Today in Tuntutuliak, the principal subsistence salmon fishing technique for harvesting salmon is the use
of driftnets, with some families still using set gillnets. Tuntutuliak residents prefer drifting for several
reasons—efficiency above all (Figure 3-3). Drifting is reportedly preferred because it allows better
control over the numbers and timing of harvest, is more easily adapted to fishing restrictions, supplies
fresher fish, and is more fun. Rod and reel, legal subsistence gear in the area, is used occasionally by
people from Tuntutuliak.
They catch salmon at Quinhagak with rod and reel because it is clear water. Here the
water is murky, so with rod and reel we try it out once in a while, and we don’t even
catch. Rod and reel is for fun but also to get fish for freezing. (TUNT-19)
This type of gear is not effective for catching large volumes of salmon and is for when “…we’re hoping
to catch dinner or not hoping to catch lots—when [we’re] not too serious. Out here [in muddy water] they
don’t bite. We go up across the river and go up Eek, way up there. (TUNT-21)
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Figuree 3-3.‒Workin
ng a driftnet on
o the lower Kuskokwim
K
R
River.
Regardlesss of whether people used driftnets or setnets, they ttend to use sim
milar mesh siizes. All nets catch
a mix of fish,
f
but the mesh
m
size alllows preferen
ntial harvestinng. For king ssalmon, peopple reported m
mostly
using 8 to
o 8½ inch meesh. Commerccial fishing has
h been restrricted to 6-incch mesh since the late 19880s in
order to protect
p
large king
k
salmon. Beginning in
n 2011, after this research,, regulations changed to reestrict
the mesh size for subsiistence use to
o 6 inches durring a portionn of the king rrun. Many fisshers already knew
smaller mesh
m
would yiield more fish
h, though they
y would be sm
maller. Historrically, Tuntuutuliak fisherss used
commerciial gear for subsistence fisshing, and att least one maan reports ussing his 6-incch commerciaal net.
This man further comm
mented that more
m
and more people aree trying smalller mesh sizees even whenn there
are no resstrictions becaause there aree fewer large king salmon on the river. One man saiid “I noticed that it
gets moree fish, but the fish are a litttle bit smallerr than the onees you get witth an 8 inch w
web, and withh the 7
½ we tend
d to get more chum [that] we
w wouldn’t be
b getting if w
we were usingg the 8” web.” (TUNT-13))
Several reespondents reeported switcching from kiing gear to cchum gear inn early July ffor the peak oof the
chum run
n. In translatio
on, one said “You
“
get useed to the timinng of things by seasons, bbut right now
w, it is
easier to use
u the calend
dar and the cllock” (TUNT
T 10). Chum, sockeye, andd coho salmonn require the uuse of
a smaller mesh size, beetween 5 and 6 inches. Sm
maller mesh is “…good if yyou need moree chums… yoou can
catch overr 200 if you find
f
a good sp
pot. A fish in
n every hole. H
Hard to pull nnet alone, neeed crew mem
mber to
help you out”
o (TUNT-1).
Several reespondents ex
xplained that there
t
are a nu
umber of item
ms that have m
made salmon ffishing easierr, such
as five gaallon bucketss and plastic tarps. Resideents also saidd that improvvements in coommunication had
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made fishing not only easier but safer and more efficient. VHF radios and now cell phones and texting are
used to ask the fish cutters how many fish should be brought in.

FISHING, PROCESSING, AND PRESERVING
Fishing locations for Tuntutuliak residents have shifted a number of times. Before 1950, most people in
Tuntutuliak travelled to fish camp directly across the Kuskokwim from the Qinaq River and the old
village site; there were several fish camps on the other side of the river. An elder who grew up in
Tuntutuliak remembered fishing there in an extended group that included her uncle and her mother and
siblings (TUNT-3). They had one fish rack and one smokehouse. Another remembered a time when there
were nine tents at that fish camp, each occupied by a family (TUNT-11). Fish camp was a communal
activity that highlighted extended familial relationships. People fished with traps and setnets in areas right
around that camp. The first major change in fishing locations was when nearly the entire town of
Tuntutuliak stopped fishing across the river.
After 1950, people started moving up the Kuskokwim to Fish Camp Island (Kuiguyuk), in the Johnson
River area for summer fish camp. Nasgiglik [sic.] was one of the first sites that people went to when they
moved to the island, and there was already a fish camp—probably established by people from the tundra
villages, like Kasigluk or Nunapitchuk (Ray et al. 2010). For a long time everyone went to the same
vicinity, and the entire large village was dispersed among only three camps during summer—each of
which included multiple extended families. One respondent explained “I don’t really have the numbers,
but the majority of the Tuntutuliak population came here [pointing at map] and some came right across
the river here, to a different fish camp” (TUNT-13). In a different interview, this man’s mother said that
there were already people from other villages who went to fish camp in that area, but that it was not a
problem for people from Tuntutuliak to establish fish camp in the same area. She thinks they were
probably related somehow because she remembered people from the different camps eating meals
together as though they were family (TUNT-11).
Another woman related that when she was a girl in the 1960s, her whole family would go to spring camp,
fall camp, and summer camp. Summer camp was for salmon fishing and was just across the Johnson
River. It was a community experience, and “the whole village used to go” (TUNT-15). Her family is one
of the few that still goes to fish camp, including her husband, children, and grandchildren. They go
around middle of June and come back at the end of July when it is time for salmonberries.
There were two major factors driving the change around 1950: the advent of motors and a decrease in fish
abundance. People felt the need to move upstream to where the river narrows and catching was easier
than from the old camp. One man recalled that about 80% of the people who went to fish camp made this
move (TUNT-9).
Several respondents reported that their families moved from the fish camp across the Kuskokwim River
to the Johnson River area because the slough it was on began to dry up, and access became a problem
(TUNT-10). Another respondent also remembered this and said it was in 1965 (TUNT-13). Another
respondent reported moving from the fish camp called Avoongoluk [sic.] to Fish Camp Island because it
was a safer area for children. He explained that the other place had a steep bank, and he had fallen in as a
child. He said that his family was “…usually concerned about the kids during the summer. Make sure
they’re safe, especially playing near the water.” Today with powerful boat motors it takes people about
two hours to get from Tuntutuliak to Fish Camp Island, whereas in the past with wooden boats and small
motors families would take all day to get there and often stopped half way for lunch breaks (TUNT-15).
Before the advent of schools, families moved between several different seasonal camps. Because the time
people went to fish camp coincided with school vacation, it was the only seasonal camp in which families
with children could still participate, although school did impose limitations. Families used to subsistence
fish for whitefish in the Johnson River area after the salmon season ended in the fall, but with a new
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school in Tuntutuliak and a mandaate for attendaance, people could not doo that. Fish ccamp was parrt of a
seasonal lifestyle
l
that one
o woman described this way:
Every
E
summerr. After we go
o to Bart Lakee, cut pike andd then when tthey’re half-ddried, we’d
go
o back to Nu
unap [Nunapittchuk (Nunap
picuaq)], hanng those and tthose fish cam
mp first of
Ju
une, stay there till [throu
ugh] August. There were so many acttivities. Now
wadays you
do
on’t see anyb
body stay thaat long, just right when th
the fish are ddone, they coome home.
Right
R
before school
s
starts or right befo
ore the berriees start ripenning, we’d m
move back.
(T
TUNT-7)
Only two
o families ressponding to this
t
research still go to ffish camp, annd they bothh emphasizedd how
importantt the time is to
o them as a way
w to pass on
n their traditioons and culturre. They explaained that theey like
to go to fish
f
camp beccause they geet away from
m the hustle aand bustle of life in town. In addition, these
families explained
e
thatt fishing and fish processing are easierr from fish caamp. On Fishh Camp Islandd, fish
racks and smokehouses are located right next to the cabins wh
where people llive, and all oof it is locatedd right
near the water.
w
It only takes a couplle of minutes to step out annd check on thhe smokehouuses. In Tuntuutuliak
women may
m need to travel
t
across town or eveen by boat accross the Kinnak (Qinaq) River (TUNT
T-22).
Tending fish
f
carefully
y results in a much betterr quality of ddry fish, and going to fishh camp allow
ws the
whole fam
mily to really
y focus on pro
oducing qualiity fish. It is also gas efficient to fish once people are at
fish camp
p because driffting can occu
ur right next to
t fish camp, without the need for a 200 minute com
mmute.
There haave been maany changes due to tech
hnological addvances. Resppondents repported that bbefore
generatorss were availab
ble they just used
u
wood sttoves and thatt almost everyything about camp life hass been
improved to make livin
ng there easieer. Several resspondents talkked about thee benefits of ggoing to fish ccamp:
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Figuree 3-4.‒Boardw
walks serve ass streets in Tu
untutuliak.
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We run portable generators, have propane ranges that we can cook on and bake, which
we didn’t have back then when I was a youngster. And we have oil heaters in the cabins.
That’s major changes I’ve seen. All the conveniences we have in the villages we bring
out to fish camp, and that makes work a whole lot easier. That’s the major change I’ve
seen. And one other thing is communication, we have VHF radios today that we can
contact folks, family with, and for the first time this summer we have cell phones.
(TUNT-13)
…it’s not for the weekend where you bring along food and something just for a weekend.
It’s for the whole summer. It’s a hard life but we enjoy it; we’re happy! We’re happy
during summer. Can sit down and talk to wife, listen to radio, otherwise we’ll be quiet.
(TUNT-9)
We’ve seen how convenient fish camp is. Like if you go out there and fish you burn
about 2, 3, 4 gallons whereas if you were at Tuntutuliak you’d burn maybe around 12
gallons. And that’s a big plus. The big thing is family time we spend together in the
summertime here at fish camp. If we were to fish at Tunt we’d have to build our fish rack
close to the river there, and our smokehouse would be some place around there, and we’d
have to go back and forth all day. Where at fish camp the smokehouse is right next door,
and the fish rack is a little ways down here. And there’s plenty of water, fresh water that
we can work with. So those are the main reasons, I guess, we stay at fish camp. The fish
camp bug has bitten us. (TUNT-13)
In the 1970s people began to fish from town as improvements in outboard motors made it feasible to
reach the Kuskokwim quickly, and improvements in drifting technology made it efficient to fish the river
in the wide area near Tuntutuliak. People had a number of reasons for preferring to fish from town. The
required preparations and logistics make relocating an entire family and all their supplies quite
complicated. As described in the introduction, fishing production units, or fishing groups, generally
includes 2 or 3 generations from 2 or 3 families, often part of the same extended family. Fishing groups
are often fairly large and usually include at least a few key members who have jobs in town. In prior
decades, these groups used to spend the whole summer alternating between commercial fishing and
subsistence fishing. People who are employed in town cannot always take time to go to fish camp, but
they may be able to fish or cut fish after work hours if they have a cutting area and smoke house near
home.
Some residents feel forced to fish from town not only because of high gas prices, but also because of their
work schedules (TUNT-14). One woman explained that she would like to go fish camp for the summer,
but her husband would have to earn income—so they would stay in town (TUNT-7). She described the
difficulties people face with seasonal work:
’Cause most of the jobs are for the summer. Weatherization, boardwalk making, so half
the men will be working, probably weekends will be the only option for people who are
working. Weekend will be Saturday, weather permitting. So everything’s getting tighter.
Work. Everything going up. Most men will probably try to be working, fishing season or
not. They have no choice. Wintertime—how will they do it? How will they provide for
stove oil, lights. If they’re thinking about that, then it’ll probably be mostly weekends
that they’ll be fish, from my understanding. (TUNT-7)
The same respondent remembered that while growing up there was much less work-related interference
with fishing. Her father worked during the winter, so the family was able to stay out at fish camp for the
whole summer. Commercial fishing had also provided many families with convenient opportunities for
income, but those opportunities have declined steeply in recent years.
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Many families likke to freezee some fish,, and
freezerrs are readilyy available in town, buut not
feasiblee in fish cam
mp. One respoondent said thhat he
worriedd less abouut bears in town and also
explainned that fisshing from town was more
convennient because of the increaasing availabillity of
resourcces in Tuntutuuliak:
I think it’s easier foor us maybe ffor me too
becausee we’re closse to the serrvice [gas]
station down heree. I think iit’s easier
becausee way back when we livved at the
fish caamp we havve to go up to Bethel
servicee, the tank farrm, and purcchase some
drums of gas. (TUN
NT-20)

Photo by James M. Van Laanen

Figure 3-5.‒Hangin
ng king strips.

In addiition, fishing takes a lot oof infrastructuure in
the form of
o a smokeho
ouse and dryin
ng racks, and
d it is more diifficult to builld these in a rremote location. In
the past, families
f
either could not affford the amo
ount of gas neeeded to fish from town beecause they ddid not
have wage jobs, or if they
t
fished co
ommercially, they had inc ome but prefferred to workk from camp.. Now
that comm
mercial fishin
ng is heavily restricted, most fishing faamilies have at least 1 meember, and usually
more, witth a wage job
b. It is not only more feasiible but necesssary to pay for the extra gas needed tto fish
from town
n.
Another common
c
reason people sto
opped going to fish campp was becausee the trip to fish camp waas not
always po
ossible for eld
derly or infirm
m members of
o fishing grooups. Fishing from town aallowed famillies to
care for older
o
memberrs while still participating
g in subsistennce activities.. One man saaid that his ffamily
started fisshing from to
own when hiis mother had
d a stroke. A
Another respoondent explainned that wheen her
father gott sick, her faamily started fishing from
m town. Someeone else expplained that hher family stoopped
going to fish
f camp wheen her parents got arthritiss. Despite som
me sense of looss, the majorrity of familiees fish
from town
n today.
One man explained thaat he fishes on
o the south side
s
of the Kuuskokwim Riiver when thee tide is comiing in
and on thee north side when
w
the tide is going out (TUNT-12).
(
M
Most responddents agreed tthat it was poossible
to get eno
ough fish from either tow
wn or fish cam
mp,
and that people
p
needeed fewer salm
mon than in the
past becaause they no longer had to fish for dog
d
teams.
pots for drifting
Respondeents reported that good sp
are generrally learned from paren
nts but are also
a
supplemen
nted by experimenting
e
g. The most
m
importantt characteristic of a successful drifting site
s
is one with
w
no snaags (TUNT-1
13). One elder
explained
d that:
Most
M of it you
u learn from your
y
dad, wh
ho’s
go
oing out fishing. But afterrwards, you can
c
fiish, and mayb
be that spot, you
y try differrent
sp
pots, and you
u might hit a good spot, lo
ong
Photo by L
Lily Ray
ass there’s no snags
s
in the water and sw
wift
Figuure 3-6.‒Nearlly dry slabs oof king salmoon with
cu
urrent. Or else your net wiill go down. If
I it
backbon
ne removed.
do
oesn’t get offf early, use the
t motor, [or it
will]
w tear up th
he net real bad
d. (TUNT-1)
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Some mentioned that by communicating with friends using the VHF radios, they could keep track of
where the fish were moving and target different areas. One woman explained that people share fishing
spots and for her husband “like, if he goes fishing, and somebody’s there right at his exact spot, he’ll just
maybe go somewhere else. No hard feelings” (TUNT-28).
Once fish have been caught for subsistence purposes, they must be processed for long term storage. Many
respondents said that the most labor intensive part of fishing is the cutting and preserving of fish. The first
steps of cleaning and gutting the fish are the least technical and can be done by men, women, or youth of
either sex. However, cutting king salmon into strips or slabs is a practiced skill that is almost exclusively
done by adult women (Figures 3-5; Figure 3-6). It is not common for men to cut fish for smoking,
although men are usually quite adept at filleting fish for freezing or dog feed. Because salmon is such a
valuable resource, especially once processed, adults involve children in the cutting process in a gradual
manner (TUNT-5).
The knowledge of how to dry salmon has been passed down through generations, so it is generally done
the same way as the past, although a wider variety of methods are employed in the Lower Kuskokwim
region today. “Salmon harvested for subsistence use were prepared by a variety of techniques including
drying, smoking, freezing, salting, canning, and fermenting in the ground” (Coffing 1991: 114) and still
are. One thing that has not changed is the level of attention people must pay to the fish. A respondent
described in detail the level of care women put into tending their fish:
I guess the biggest thing was that they watched their fish carefully, that they don’t waste
any of it, and once the men bring it home, they have to watch it very carefully, constantly
almost and on daily basis. Once they hung that fish up to dry, they would constantly
watch it, you know keep it open and one of the things, the stomach part, the fattest part,
when it dries up, it likes to shrivel, crimple, shrivel. The women on a daily, regular basis
fix up the fish to make sure that it dries properly. They’d hang it a certain way and then
the next day they turn it over to expose both - every part of that fish to dry. And then to
make sure it doesn’t touch any, it doesn’t get wet, to make sure that it doesn’t get wet
once its hung to dry, the women would weave grass mats that when it rained, that they
used to cover the fish up. (TUNT-13)
As elders from Tuntutuliak explained, preparing the salmon is an important job that can affect both the
future abundance of the fish and the success of the fishers. When elders were asked how they made sure
the salmon came back, they reported techniques for proper preparation and preservation of the fish – the
respectful treatment already described, rather than fishing strategies that encouraged conservation.
Peoples’ parents and grandparents have passed down the knowledge that it is crucial to care for fish in the
right way, and one woman recalled that “they used to stress since they were the main supply, their only,
before the stores, before the freezers, they used to stress the importance of caring for the fish so that they
don’t spoil, so that they stay abundant” (TUNT-11). Given the amount of fish needed for winter, freezer
space is not sufficient, and most fish has to be dried if it is to continue to serve as a primary source of
protein.
The fundamental principle of responsible preparation is to not waste fish. Once caught, fish must be
worked on promptly. Many women described nights when they cut fish until the early morning hours in
order to process the day’s catch. Most respondents agreed that sometimes fish could soak overnight, but
any longer would result in a compromise in quality. To avoid this, no more fish are taken than can be cut
within 24 hours, and usually no more than can be processed that day.
When fish are caught and brought to camp for preparation, they are washed, scaled, gutted, and washed
again—usually by children—and then cut by older youths and women. Currently in Tuntutuliak, salmon
are cut into slabs and strips. After the belly is sliced, the backbone is cut away from the flesh on each side
and the skin can be kept intact (Figure 3-7). The backbones are also cut away from the meat for chum and
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Photo by Lilly Ray

Figuree 3-7.‒Cutting
g out the back
kbone.
sockeye salmon,
s
often by less qualiified cutters who
w are learnning. Backbones are tied ttogether at thhe tail,
hung, and
d dried. One elder
e
explaineed how peoplee used the fishh in the past aand said in traanslation:
They
T
never useed to throw any
a guts out except
e
for thaat part there. T
They keep thaat fish roe,
haang it up, dry
y it up, and th
he liver they use
u it for stinnkheads. And that thing, thhe stomach
paart, the throatt part, they ussed to braid it
i and then haang it up for dry. They used to hang
th
he hearts, too,, dry ’em up (TUNT-6).
(
Many fam
milies still dry
y the roe and eat the hearts, although itt is less comm
mon to clean, braid, and drry the
stomach, esophagus, and
a intestines. Many also still
s make stinnkheads and save the liveer for that purrpose.
Most partts of the salmo
on are still ussed: dried bacckbones are coonsumed by ppeople or fedd to dogs; heads are
prepared as salt fish or
o stinkheads for people, or
o either driedd or boiled ffor dogs. Som
me people repported
eating thee skin and ofteen feeding un
neaten scraps to
t dogs.
In regardss to preferencce between cu
utting strips or
o slabs, theree was a mixedd reaction froom the responndents
to whom we spoke. Bo
oth kinds of cuts
c can be marinated
m
for sseasoning beffore they are hung to dry, but it
t dominantt style becau
use they are m
much faster to prepare. W
When familiees are
seems thaat slabs are the
focused on getting eno
ough fish proccessed for win
nter it is not aalways possibble to prepare strips (TUNT
T-26).
Strips mu
ust be cut and prepared wheen the fish are very fresh aand firm, whiile slabs “can wait till tomoorrow
when fish
h is softer” (T
TUNT-16). Reespondents ex
xplained that in the past, sslabs were maade of king saalmon
by removing the backb
bone in order to obtain the whole large skin. The bacckbone and thhe flesh weree hung
to dry, and the skins were used as waterproof
w
maaterial.
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With
W the king salmon, oncee they got driied and curedd, they’d remoove, some, yoou’ve seen
ho
ow they cut the
t king salm
mon in slabs, with the whoole fish, you know how thhey dry it.
With
W the king salmon they
y remove the meat from ssome of the ffinished fish, and make
baaskets. They’’d sew those skins togetheer, and they’dd put the [dryy] king salmoon in there
an
nd then when
n it got full th
hey’d sew it, it’s
i all sewedd in. They’d pput ’em in stoorage sheds
an
nd try to keep
p some other objects from touching thaat container soo that it won’’t spoil. So
th
hat’s what theey did with the king salmon
n. She say thee way they cuut the fish is ssimilar, but
baack then sincce, with the king
k
salmon, back
b
then theey used to usse the skin foor clothing,
lik
ke boots, watterproof bootts, waterprooff whatever. T
The only diffeerence is thatt back then
th
hey would cu
ut them carefu
ully so that th
hey don’t dam
mage the skinn that they w
will use for
cllothing. (TUN
NT-11)

Photo by Liily Ray

Figuree 3-8.‒Plastic and plywood
d are extremelly useful addiitions to fish ccamp.
Sometimees people willl make a lot of
o strips and sell them in w
wintertime, butt often peoplee choose not tto sell
their strip
ps because of the extra wo
ork involved (TUNT-23).
(
T
The sale of ssubsistence-caaught fish is ccalled
customary
y trade, whicch is defined
d in state law
w as limitedd noncommerrcial exchangges of subsisstence
resources for minimall amounts of cash and haas been practi
ticed in Alaskka since longg before stateehood
(Fienup-R
Riordan 1986;; Ikuta and Sllayton 2012; Krieg et al. 22007; Magdannz et al. 20077; Moncrieff 2007;
Pappas 20
012; Wolfe et
e al. 2000; Wolfe and Magdanz
M
19993). One eldeer woman exxplained throuugh a
translator that while sh
he makes morre slabs than strips today, she still enjooys making sttrips—but only out
a she makees sure to use the whole fissh. (TUNT-2))
of kings, and
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Another change
c
reportted was that a certain techn
nique for cuttting smaller cchums was noo longer usedd. The
techniquee was describeed as filleting
g one side off the small chhum and puttting slits on tthe other sidee. One
woman saaid that when people would
d catch hundrreds of chumss for their dogg teams, they would cut annd dry
the fish with
w the head still
s on. In thee past, people also tied dryy fish up in buundles or usedd bags made oof fish
skin, whereas today peeople use five gallon buckeets instead of fish skin (TU
UNT-18).
t
are hung
g on woodenn racks built for that purppose. Accordiing to
Once the fish are cut for drying, they
g to fish was more laborio
ous in the paast because thhe needed toools and equippment
several ellders, tending
were mad
de by hand an
nd had to be replaced frequently. Histtorically, wom
men wove m
mats out of grass to
protect the fish from th
he sun and rain and made baskets with grass and fish skin in ordeer to store thee fish.
Today, taarps and plyw
wood make so
ome aspects of preservingg fish easier, but money iis needed forr their
acquisition (Figure 3-8
8). According
g to the key reespondents, evven with conttemporary toools and equippment,
the proceess can be difficult
d
becau
use of chang
ging weatherr patterns—eespecially in combinationn with
constraintts implementeed by regulatiions.
The weath
her can have an enormou
us effect on th
he salmon prreservation prrocess, and seeveral responndents
explained
d that this is one
o reason wh
hy there was such controvversy over thhe regulated ffishing windoows of
the 2000s. During the interviews,
i
reespondents em
mphasized thaat good fish ddrying weatheer is breezy, bbut not
too windy
y, and clear—
—because the fish will dry much faster on sunny daays (TUNT-122). People saay that
fish preseerved in poor weather are definitely
d
of lower
l
quality,, and at least one family hhad some two years
earlier that that were so bad they
y had to feeed them to thhe dogs (TU
UNT-24). Wiithout an encclosed
smokehou
use and a constant low firee, fish that aree hung in rainyy weather do not dry well and can be ruuined.

Photo by Liily Ray

Figuree 3-9.‒Layers of salt fish in
n a 5 gallon bu
ucket.
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One man explained:
When weather’s bad people even stay out to protect their fish from spoiling—they watch
’em. They didn’t have plywood or something on top of the racks, the fish racks them
days. They covered the fish with anything they can use to protect them to keep good fish.
(TUNT-9)
Drying fish in rainy weather produces an inferior salmon product, and the investment of effort is much
riskier. One respondent explained “When the weather is no good, we don’t go out fishing. We don’t want
to spoil the fish from the rain” (TUNT-4). Hot weather is not ideal either. If it is too hot, then the meat
can get “burned” and becomes hard and too dry (TUNT-24). As one woman described the difficulties
with heat said “when it gets really hot and there’s a lot of flies we have to watch, watch the fish that we
have and make sure they won’t try to spoil them, you know those little maggots. Make sure they don’t –
we have to take those off” (TUNT-5). Half dried fish (egamaarrluk) is sometimes frozen and eaten either
boiled or fried in winter.
Drying and then smoking fish is by far the most common method of preserving fish, but alternatives are
also practiced. A popular method is to make salt fish (sulunaq). Chosen heads or fillets are not smoked at
all, but rather are soaked in salt brine before being packed with salt in a bucket where they cure for
several months (Figure 3-9). The fish must be soaked in freshwater for several days before eating to
rehydrate the meat. It appears that respondents each have their own way of preparing salt fish—in strips
or fillets and sometimes with soy sauce—but most use coho salmon.
Another way that Tuntutuliak residents like to prepare fish is to make stinkheads (tepa). The heads and
certain organs are buried fresh in the ground and allowed to ferment for about two weeks. Tepa is usually
made of a mix of kings, chum, or silver salmon (TUNT-28).
Salmon eggs, or roe, are also processed for both human and dog food. During cutting, eggs are collected
and set aside, and they are later spread out to dry, usually on wooden posts, as shown in Figure 3-10.
Over the course of a couple days, the eggs are periodically flipped over to allow them to dry. After about
two weeks, the egg sacs are slightly hardened and can be placed in containers but not sealed—today most
people use five gallon buckets. The roe is aged and one respondent explained that a wooden stick is used
to stir the eggs and avoid rotting. This is done until the roe hardens and can be stored in coffee cans or
Crisco cans with lids in the refrigerator. The cured roe can be eaten as is, given to dogs, or used in akutaq9
(TUNT-4). “These dried eggs were known for their ability to keep a person warm during winter. When
preserved for dog food, dried eggs were added to fish heads inside a grass lined 55-gallon drum, which
was buried (Coffing 1991: 118). An elder explained through translation:
Sometimes we dry salmon roes. When they have dried … I put ’em in small buckets, for
human use ‘cause I like. Save ’em for winter, use for dogs or eating in 5 gallon bucket.
Half dry it and put it in container. They’re like that when they half dry, good enough to
eat, salmon roe. Salmon roe we eat, buckets packed up so that they don’t spoil.
Sometimes when for the dogs we use some of this for the broth, and some of it we eat.
Pretty sticky and some people compare it to cheese, but I don’t know about that. Very
rich. Like peanut butter. Sticks to teeth. You feel full even if you eat just a little bit. When
you take it out of bucket, I put ’em in jars, no metal cans. Store ’em in cool, dry place
away from sunshine, or put ’em in fridge. Just eat it like that. Kings are fatter than chums,
cohos are fatty fish, so we like chums better cause they not as fat. (TUNT-8)
People used to make woven grass baskets or line large 55 gallon drums to hold and store fish, but the
transition to freezers has completely transformed this process. The use of the grass baskets and drums has

9

Akutak, otherwise known as Eskimo ice cream, is a traditional dish consisting of a “…mixture of berries, sugar, seal oil,
shortening, flaked fish flesh, snow, etc” (Jacobson 2012).
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Photo by Liily Ray

Figuree 3-10.‒King salmon roe.
disappeared, and as on
ne elder womaan said “I did used to know
w how to makke ’em, but rigght now I nevver do
that” (TU
UNT-3). “My
y uncle told stories, like they didn’t have freezerrs back then,, so they dugg pits
undergrou
und. He said they used to use fish skin
ns, like sew thhem up into bbags or bag-liike, containerr-like,
containerss and then yo
ou would put them in the fish
f skin bagss and then buury them” (TU
UNT-28). Freeezers
became av
vailable in Tu
untutuliak in the late 1960
0s, and somee say “it reallyy helped… thhey put everyything
that they catch
c
in theree and take them
m out and eatt them when tthey want” (T
TUNT-4). As one elder putt it:
Now
N
that the freezers
f
are in
n every houseehold, we preeserve them inn freezer, likee in Ziploc
baags and put ’eem in the freeezer to store for
f long term.. During the ssilver season, we put up
siilvers, and theen we come back
b
and we dig
d up a holee, like for som
me folks that hhave dogs,
th
hey put the siilver into the ground untill they’re agedd, and then thhey pull ’em out before
th
he freeze-up, you know, in the winteer, like in thee fall. Right after the grround start
tu
urning, it getss hard, and beefore the top surface
s
starts hardening upp, we pull outt the whole
fiish for dog food or put it in
n the freezer for
f food. (TUN
NT-20)
While thee general ru
ules of propeer care apply
y to all subssistence salm
mon, there arre species-sppecific
techniquees of processin
ng. King salm
mon (taryaqva
ak) is the mo st popular eaating fish (Anndrews and Cooffing
1986:1; Simon
S
et al. 2007:64). “Th
he most hard work
w
is doingg all the kinggs, cause we hhave to cut thhe tail
off, the heead off, the gut out, and I think we worrk harder withh the kings thhan the chums or the reds or the
silvers” (T
TUNT-7). On
ne woman freeezes cut up king
k
pieces inn a resealablee plastic bag w
with water inside a
coffee can
n to guard agaainst freezer burn
b
(TUNT-5).
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Chum salmon (iqalluk) for human consumption are generally preserved in the much same way as kings.
One elder mentioned that he likes fish that are starting to look spawned out, where their color changes and
their skins are thickened. People make slabs out of them and hang the whole fillets, with backbone
attached, with a stick in middle on the skin side to keep it open for drying. Sockeye salmon (sayak) are
dried in much the same way as kings and chums. Some women reported removing the backbone and
hanging the slabs slightly differently than the kings (TUNT-2). Coho salmon (qakiiyaq) are not harvested
as heavily as they once were, and few people smoke them or bury and ferment them anymore. Instead,
people tend to freeze them or make salt fish. Elders explained that silver salmon could also be dried and
smoked in the same way as king salmon and stored in fish-skin bags. In the past, silvers were processed in
a particular way that would conserve them for a long time and as one elder remembered, “my parents told
me that if you put the silvers underground, they never get old. Be edible year after year after year. They
were stored gutted, fresh, and whole underground and would be allowed to ferment in ditches for
wintertime use for eating and for dog feed” (TUNT-11).
Households often collaborate in extended family fishing groups that tend to be flexible and dynamic. For
example, one respondent fishes for his immediate family, his wife’s mother and older brother, and his
parents (TUNT-21). Young people from all of the families help with the process, including his grown
sons who do much of the actual fishing. The cutting and smokehouse operations are done by his wife, his
niece, his daughter, and sometimes his two sisters from Bethel on the weekends. Older family members
often provide the money for gas. Someone from each family usually helps out, and the fish are divided
between families.
It is not unusual for people to split off from their parent’s fishing groups when they get married or if they
move away, yet some married adults continue fishing with their parents for many years. A married couple
may decide to split off if they have a growing family and need a lot of fish, but only if they have the
resources to establish their own fish camp. In many cases, leadership slowly shifts from one generation to
the next, and families continue to share the financial costs, the work load, and the catch.
Many respondents stated that family members who no longer live in the area return when they can in
order to help with the work and get some of the fish. One man explained that “our niece lives in
Anchorage, she comes right over here with her kids, and then she’s here for the summertime” (TUNT20). These group arrangements often vary from year to year, with urban relatives participating when they
are able, and fishing groups making different arrangements when they cannot. Many people with children
live in Bethel and sometimes cannot return for fish camp because of work. Therefore, families team up
with each other as members mature and take on different aspects of the operation as abilities change
(TUNT-5).
Gender-based divisions of labor have generally been sustained, with children learning the basics of both
major skill sets to allow for flexibility as needed. Historically,
…men brought the fish home by canoe or kayak loads, that wasn’t very much fish back
then. So what the boys did would help out by unloading the fish, heading, cutting the fish,
the head off, and then the ladies would take care of the rest and then once the ladies cut
up the fish they (the boys) would do the hanging and they’d hang them up on the racks to
dry. The other thing they did was haul the water to fill up that container to wash the fish.
So they pretty much were, the boys were pretty much the handlers, the women would be
there cutting up the fish, and they would be handling the fish for the ladies (TUNT-10).
Men and older boys were responsible for gathering wood for the campfire and smokehouse, and for
maintenance of fishing gear and boats as well as camp infrastructure, such as the smokehouse. Women
were the fish processors, and camp cooks and managers. “But other than that they have other stuff to do,
like get ready for winter. Even making clothing from animals, there used to be lot of stuff going on. We
didn’t watch TV or use computer or anything them days. There’s always [something] going on. Smoking
fish and really take care of them so they won’t spoil” (TUNT-9).
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Today, the work is divided in a similar manner, with children learning by observation and then helping as
they grow and become more able. The fishing itself is still done primarily by men, but a number of
women report that they went along and helped when they were younger. Often, while women are busy
cutting fish at the waterside, men are nearby working on the motor or the net, or making improvements to
infrastructure such as the drying rack. Both men and women fix nets.
Women often contribute financially to the family fishing project, like the men who participated in
commercial fishing. One respondent explained that there used to be a cannery that would pick young
women up daily from the Tuntutuliak fish camp, so that they could work for a cannery wage while still
participating in subsistence fishing. She explained that she worked in the cannery during the week and
helped her parents cut fish on weekends. She gave the money to her father, so he could buy gas, food, or
other things needed for the family fishing effort.
With years of experience observing and helping, most men were able to take a boat out for fishing alone
by their mid-teens. As one man explained, he had been going out in boats probably as long as he had been
walking. He described his early fishing experiences through a translator: “When he first started fishing, he
couldn’t put the fish in the boat. That’s why he was saying that he used to bite the fish on the tail, with the
help of his hands” (TUNT-18). His father showed him the fishing spots and eventually how to work the
boat engine. Several men explained that it was an easy transition to fish for themselves, although one
commented that the first time he went fishing alone he had a hard time pulling in the net (TUNT-12).
Women reported learning to cut fish in a very visual manner, watching their mothers, grandmothers, and
aunties (TUNT-7). This observation and practice of cutting was a process that culminated in the ability to
cut on one’s own and work with king salmon. One woman explained that she started cutting fish when
she was 5 or 6 years old, and she learned “by watching and my Mom showed me how” (TUNT-27).
Another woman explained “I never used to work on the kings because they were too big for me” (TUNT16). This woman did not start cutting kings until after she was married. Women either start cutting kings
in their mid-teens or after they are married, depending on the need in their family fishing group. Most
women explained that by the time they finally transitioned to cutting king salmon, it was fairly natural
because they already knew what to do, from years of practice with smaller fish.
Despite time constraints, children continue to learn to fish by observation and increasing participation as
they learn. Fishers frequently bring children along who are too little to help so that they begin learning by
watching. “My granddaughter, she’s two, my other granddaughter who will be turning one next month—
my oldest boy took them along today. The two year old likes to go out already, so I know they will learn.”
(TUNT-21).
One man explained that children today take on many of the same tasks that he did when he was a boy. He
described how his nieces got involved with fishing over the past few summers. They began with gutting
and cleaning the fresh caught salmon, and they watched their mother cut them before hanging them to dry
(TUNT-20).
Parents, they told us, you know, you can learn by watching. And that’s how everything I
do, I learn by watching. I think it was my dad that was overprotective of me, because we
were really close, me and my dad. I figured it was that, he didn’t want me to hurt myself.
That’s why, these guys, I let them do it. I don’t try to overprotect them. Learn! Learn
something! (TUNT-7)
People are proud of young people getting involved with subsistence salmon fishing. One woman showed
a picture of her daughter, who may have been three or four, cutting a chum salmon for the first time.
Several respondents said that they celebrate their children’s first successes in subsistence activities by
throwing parties. These parties are held to mark occasions such as the first time a girl picks berries, or the
first time a boy catches an animal such as a seal, a bird, or a muskrat. These parties are thrown by the
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child’s mother and attended by other women in the village. The hosting woman stands on the roof of the
house and throws “towels, cups, anything that’s throwable” (TUNT-27).
Many adults spoke of a concerted effort to involve children and grandchildren in the fishing process,
regardless of whether they move to fish camp. On sunny days, most boats that go out subsistence fishing
have at least one child between the ages of eight and twelve along—old enough to steer the boat while the
fisher works the net. Boys continue to become proficient in boating at a young age by fishing with a
variety of male relatives, including fathers, grandfathers, uncles, cousins, and older brothers. One woman
eloquently summarized the system: “To teach our younger generations, we have to do it with them, to
teach them we have to fish. If they’re watching us they’ll know that’s what they have to do” (TUNT-22).
So, nowadays, people are training the young people. Not everybody, though. Some
people are training the young people to put away fish as soon as they can, and they help
each other. Like my wife now, we use our grandkids to help us with putting away fish.
My grandkids would help me go fishing and, when we come [back], my wife would cut
up the fish and have my grandkids hang them on the fish racks. That way the fish is not
laying on the ground that long. It’s drying as soon as it can. Kids don’t mind. Some of
them, they don’t want to get dirty. But most of my grandkids are good ’cause they’re
used to it (TUNT-9).
A number of people emphasized that subsistence salmon fishing is a critical means of survival. One
respondent expressed that “I hope they continue ’cause without fish, winter time will be hard” (TUNT12). Other participants in the interviews shared similar sentiments, and one woman explained that her
grandchildren start asking about going to fish camp in March, as soon as the weather warms up a little bit.
She thinks they will continue going to fish camp “Because it’s in them now, they know. Even the smaller
kids seems like they know that fish camp time” (TUNT-22). When asked if she felt that less people were
interested in processing, the same woman commented that she felt that since her kids and grandkids love
eating smoked salmon, they will continue the tradition of drying and smoking salmon. “They love
smoked fish, they probably will. My kids, just before in May, they start saying that they can’t wait for
fresh dry fish—they can just taste it already” (TUNT-22).
One elder captured a common sentiment when he said “It’ll be up to them, if they’re willing to go or not”
(TUNT-10). There seems to be a general reluctance to speculate on the future of subsistence salmon
fishing in times of such dramatic social change. “My dad used to tell me, don’t say anything that will
offend you later on, so I don’t like to…” (TUNT-7). One man wondered if the labor intensive processing
would continue with the younger generations. “I’ve thought about it sometimes, these young people
might just go out, catch fresh fish, not put away as much as we do. We know that some people will keep
going, but I think they’re losing interest in putting their fish to dry and smoke. Because I’ve seen changes,
people are not working as hard as we used to” (TUNT-9). Respondents generally felt that it was healthy
to go to fish camp and spend as much time outside with the family as possible and hope younger
generations continue to do so.

SHARING, BARTER, AND CUSTOMARY TRADE
There’s always someone up there who’s watching us, who gave us everything on this
earth, and we don’t tell anyone not to fish or hunt because everything on earth belongs to
the people, everyone (TUNT-8).
Sharing food is extremely common and important in Yup’ik culture (Coffing 1991: 82). Sharing of fish is
generally between familial relatives but also occurs within community relationships. When asked if he
thought people would share fish with him when he grew old, one man replied, “Yeah, of course. Cause
it’s no good to crave for fish” (TUNT-13). One respondent and her relatives in Marshall trade fish at the
end of the season while another claimed that everyone in town, including the elders, can get the fish they
need for the winter through sharing between friends. “When they ask for it we give ’em. Just give,
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sometimes they trade” (TUNT-3). Several elders highlighted the importance of not allowing oneself to
become selfish with the catch because their generosity will be rewarded. “That’s what they tell us. The
(elders) say it’s because our provider watches us, sees us, knows us” (TUNT-21). People tended to
explain that sharing will cause people to be blessed and successful in subsistence activities (TUNT-22).
Many respondents shared a view that it is essential to help out people who cannot fully provide for
themselves anymore and to always try to include them when there is enough of a resource. One
respondent described how he shared fish:
Even though we have a little of something, when someone asks for something that we
have, even though it’s not extra, to always try and provide what we can. If someone is
hungry or says that they don’t have something and I have it, even though it might be the
last of what I have, if I have it I can share it. I’m not supposed to say I have it, but it’s not
enough and be selfish about it. Those are some of the things that they tell us. The more
we’re willing to share, the more we will have to share. To me it seems like it’s true. I see
today some people will be selfish of some things, even tools, motors, things like that, and
I’ve seen instances someone will want to borrow something like say a sled and then the
owner not let him borrow because it might break, “It’s my only sled, you might break it.”
And then, shortly after that it breaks, and sometimes I think it’s because of that
selfishness. Some people’s equipment lasts longer than some, and it seems like those who
share that the most lasts the most. (TUNT-21)
Although some elders noted that sharing seems less prevalent today, they did mention that if the fish start
swimming up and people have extra from the winter, they will give fish out to people who can use them
or to people who have dogs. Several said that the food stamps probably have something to do with that,
but the elders were taught at an early age about helping and sharing, and they were taught from their
elders right from the start. There is an understood belief that hoarding fish without sharing with those
around you will bring consequences in regards to fishing. “The other issue if you’re stingy and don’t
share, you won’t be able to get as much, if you don’t share you won’t be able to be as productive. The
more you share, the more you get. Everybody was taught that right from the beginning” (TUNT-2).
Some respondents referenced a growing feeling that if people keep giving their fish away, those on the
receiving end will not learn to sustain themselves in a world with high food prices. “When we have
enough, we share them too. But then sometimes you have to think that if we keep sharing them, they
won’t learn to fish for themselves” (TUNT-22).
The long tradition of bartering fish for other resources was only occasionally discussed, since no direct
questions were asked:
But there was some barter going on them days, too anyway. It’s always going on, even
nowadays, but now it’s not much as it used to be. We traded our dry [fish] for other food
them days when I was a kid. There was people all the way from Mekoryuk in the seal
boat, they don’t even have outboards or motors, there was some people with inboards, but
they sailed up here on the Kuskokwim and traded us with walrus skins and dried meat
and dried seal meat and other stuff, seal oil and we traded our dry fish for those, and it
worked that way. Even us over here in Tuntutuliak we traded our dry fish for seal oil over
at Kipnuk because Kipnuk didn’t have that much salmon when I was a kid. (TUNT-9)
No direct question was asked about customary trade, either, but it was mentioned that sometimes the more
labor-intensive fish products, such as stinkheads and strips, will be made for sale. One man learned to
make stinkheads by watching his parents when he was growing up at the old fish camp sites, and
continues the practice—in part to earn a little cash:
I’ve been doing it since I’ve learned it. I’ve been doing it every summer. When 4th of July
activities come around, I take some out, and I’ve been selling one head for $1 a head.
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People come around when they want some fish heads for dinner. Good bestsellers last
year. (TUNT-20)

LOCAL OBSERVATIONS OF CHANGE IN SALMON
FISHERIES
FISH AND ENVIRONMENT
ADF&G research has indicated that, although declined from historical highs, chum is still the most
abundant salmon in the Kuskokwim River. Meanwhile, sockeye salmon (“red salmon”) populations, have
fluctuated, and king salmon have declined—and even more so since this research was conducted. When
people discussed changes in fish run strengths, some found it difficult to judge because fishing efforts
have changed so much over the decades, but these findings were generally supported by local
observations.
“We don’t fish like we used to fish long time ago, now just what we need for winter use” (M. Chris;
TUNT-4). That said, there were indeed mixed reactions when it came to fish population fluctuations.
Most people have observed fewer fish in the river, but noted that they are still catching enough: “Maybe
less fish now, but like I said we have good equipment to do it now with good long nets, good fast motor,
to me it’s less than before, but we still catch good numbers” (TUNT-9). Some people felt that everything
had changed for the worse because of governmental management, but this respondent said that “fish
numbers goes up and down. Even I don’t blame it on the people overfishing or management; I think it’s
nature that makes things go up and down” (TUNT-9).
Others point directly to commercial fishing to explain fish numbers and the relative success of subsistence
fishing: “Been going up since they stopped using those king salmon nets (8½ inch mesh) for
commercial… Now we only take, depends on our families, what we need. Try not to overtake anything
cause of wasting. Just take what we need for winter” (TUNT-8). Another respondent said “Well, I know
from what I’ve heard, there’ll be times that fish aren’t running as much but… we catch enough. So I don’t
know.” (TUNT-5) Still others, elders in particular, felt as though declining adherence to rules of respect
and appropriate care were responsible:
They were told to care for the fish real carefully and with respect and if they don’t they
will not come back or the numbers will drop. She knows that’s true because during her
lifetime I guess she’s aware of some times where we’ve gotten careless, the human, the
person has gotten careless, and that affects the fish numbers. (TUNT-11)
Fewer near-shore fish and the limits of fishing a very wide river from shore were reported to be partly
responsible for the move of fish camps from nearby to Fish Camp Island around 1965, which is about 30
miles upriver.
When he was a kid when they used to move to that fish camp across the Kuskokwim, the
fish at first there used to be abundant fish. Then at some point, they were not as abundant
as they used to be. So that’s why they started, he doesn’t know why the numbers dropped
or they became less abundant out there between here the other side where they used to set
up camp. So that’s why they started moving up to fish camp [to where the river was
narrower]. (TUNT-10)
Rivers, especially glacial rivers that transport enormous amounts of silt to the sea, change constantly as
beaches develop and cut banks erode. “The river changes, current changes, sandbars pop up, fish maybe
change their routes” (TUNT-1). Changes in the Lower Kuskokwim are reported to be extreme, and this
occasionally affects fish camps. There are stories of fish camps eroding away. One elder said the old fish
camps across from the mouth of the Kinak River “…eroded out in the water, so the river got wider since I
was a kid (TUNT-9). A few other respondents explained that a camp used by people from Napakiak was
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taken by the river in 2 or 3 summers. One old village site was located on a slough across the Kuskokwim
from the Kinak River that has since closed up:
There used to be a river, probably just as big as this [the Kinak]. When they started
moving from old village site to this one right here, most of the time I hear 1945. But back
then, there was a small barge that they used when they were moving… They would attach
two other skiffs to both sides of that small barge and they would load the houses on that
and drive ’em up river. Today that river that they used that was that wide, it’s like this.
Today it’s all land, no more river. And that’s all happened within that period…. It is
another change, how the land has changed. (TUNT-17)
Describing the affect these shifts have on fish, another responded said:
When the channel was on the west side of the river there was not too much erosion on the
other side. Now the channel is on the east side of the river, Kuskokwim, the main
channel, cuts the bank more on that side, and this side is better. So that makes the fish
harder to catch around here because of the channel’s changing, and we have more than
one channel some places. And so we have to look for fish now when we want to catch
good numbers. Especially for during the commercial fishing too. I’m a commercial
fisherman, too. (TUNT-9)
Water clarity also has an effect on the success of the fish harvest. The same respondent reported that the
water surrounding Tuntutuliak is usually quite murky, but sometimes it is possible to see the prop on the
motor, which is about a foot below the water’s surface. He explained that if the prop is visible it will be
more difficult to catch fish, maybe because they can see the net. However, if there are a lot of fish pulsing
through it doesn’t matter, and the clarity only is an issue when there are just a few fish (TUNT-9). These
conditions are probably most likely to exist when the Kuskokwim is low but there has been substantial
local rainfall, although this was not discussed.
Many respondents noted substantial weather changes. In general, it was said that summers are cooler and
rainier than in the past and that winters are milder – with both warmer temperatures and less snow. These
paraphrased translations provide examples of the comments that elders made:
Today, there’s not as much snow as there used to be. There’s not much, you know, this
spring there was hardly any flooding. Today, because of that, some of the fish, because it
is too shallow some places upriver towards spawning grounds… it’s getting harder—
where some fish are not able to get to some spawning grounds because of the water
nowadays, and maybe that’s affecting the numbers. (TUNT-17)
A long time ago, spring time used to be sunny and warm, not like that kind of weather we
have now [windy, rainy, cold]. In fall time… winter never used to come that fast, but it
do take time to make the trail not dangerous for travel. But when it got cold then it would
get cold and make the ice sturdy…. Nowadays when it thaws out, it thaws out really
quick; it’s harder to travel. (TUNT-18)
Milder winters have also affected ground ice and hydrology. Permanently frozen ground, permafrost, was
stable unless the vegetation was disturbed or a heat source was added—as residents of Tuntutuliak can
attest:
He said the elders used to say when you start occupying a certain piece of land that
usually happens. The permafrost underground is starting to thaw out when you put a
house on it… (TUNT-17)
Water occupies a greater volume of space when it is frozen than as a liquid, so the degradation of
permafrost is accompanied by the subsidence of land. Because people used to move around more, related
problems were limited to developed areas. However, the loss of permafrost even without the development
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of infrastructure has been well documented in recent years (Osterkamp and Jorgenson 2005). Several
respondents referred to the land sinking, which can be reasonably inferred as the collapse of thawing
ground. For example, one elder respondent noted changes to the local ponds: “I’ve been subsistence
hunting since I was 10 or 12 with a dog team all over tundra. I used to see little islands; they all gone and
sink” (TUNT-19). He went on to say:
Yeah when I was young there used to be lots of water in spring, nowadays not much. We
don’t have much snow in wintertime like in those days, sometimes when lots of snow,
now there is less snow. Way less. When no snow, no water. In summertime when we got
lots of rain last year, a little more water came. In the lakes right now, they’re shallow
because no water. When that happens, less fish in the tundra. On this land, all over AK
probably. Used to be smaller lakes in upriver, now it is like an ocean up river lakes ’cause
everything sink, after 1964 probably. The earthquake. Lots of cracks all over the
tundra…. (TUNT-19)
Respondents in Tuntutuliak expressed a general consensus that the land and rivers are experiencing
change, although opinions and levels of certainty regarding the effects of those changes on fish were
variable. There seemed to be a general reluctance to predict that environmental change would mean the
demise of salmon populations, perhaps because this would be such an unwelcome outcome. Many
respondents described a sense that management is part of the problem.

MANAGEMENT
Several respondents expressed frustration with the influx of governmental management along the
Kuskokwim River system, and some suggested a link to poor returns. From 2001 to 2006, the ADF&G
applied the regulatory strategy of fishing windows for subsistence fishers along the Kuskokwim River
(see footnote 5). As an elder female recalled through a translator:
The abundance seemed good back then, but once the outsiders started dictating their
subsistence, it seems that it decreased the number of fish they were able to harvest. Not
necessarily the numbers, but their ability to harvest. The worst thing is the windows; it is
a bad factor that affects number of fish they are able to harvest (TUNT-2).
There was a general consensus that regulatory fishing windows create a hardship. Respondents explained
that windows can force people to fish in bad weather, which makes it harder to dry fish properly. Fishing
in rough weather is also riskier and fishers are less likely to take youth along to learn. While the intention
was to protect struggling king salmon runs, it was a policy that produced quite a bit of controversy.
People mainly aim to fish when the weather is ideal because they want to produce the best possible fish
for the winter. Respondents explained that when the fishing windows were closed, there could be ideal
weather for fishing and processing, but people were not legally allowed to engage in their subsistence
activities. “So during that time when it’s open on a rainy day, it’s not good for our fish, but then when it’s
closed and it’s sunny, we wish that it was sunny when it was open” (TUNT-22). Another elder described
the trouble with windows and weather:
Even we depend on them for food, even they are our food source, we don’t catch them
when it’s like this because if, you know, if they get ’em when it’s like this [rainy] they
won’t taste as good. Even though they really depend on them, they don’t taste good when
it’s like this. Even though they’re still edible, they don’t taste as good... It’s what we’ve
been hearing all along – we, our people have their own windows. These windows that
western culture creates is not [natural]… [Background chatter interrupts] This is what he
means [fish cured in damp weather is shown to interviewer]. This is what he means by
windows and the weather. See if those regulators can eat that… You want to taste it?
[Laughter, talking] It’s still edible. It’s still good – you know, you won’t die from eating
it – but, especially the younger generation is not able—they cannot eat that. (TUNT-17)
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One man said,
Some years ago when they had [openings] four days a week, sometimes I saw families go
out in what I would say dangerous weather. Probably risking their lives more than they
have to. The smaller boats we have, I’ve seen some boats get swamped, it gets pretty
rough sometimes. (TUNT-21)
One elder female recalled that during the windows schedule, her family caught a good amount of fish, but
they were forced to start preserving them during rainy weather, and the fish spoiled very quickly. “Yeah, I
remember one time the whole fish in the racks was bad, even the strips. Not able to go out and get more
fish” (TUNT-15). The 2009 field season when these interviews were conducted saw a lot of bad weather,
exemplifying these problems even without the windows schedule.
Commercial and subsistence fishing have different, nearly opposite, ideal weather conditions, which may
have aided their integration. Several respondents explained that subsistence fishing requires warm, dry
weather because drying fish in wet weather is more demanding, takes longer, and produces an inferior
product—if it works at all. In contrast, windy and stormy weather was good for commercial fishing
because southern winds seem to drive the fish into the mouth, and therefore boats will catch a lot (TUNT21). Commercial fishing does not require the extended periods of dry weather for processing, because the
fish are sold whole—as quickly as possible.
“We don’t bring kids when it’s windy or when it’s not safe. So we know those windows will probably
affect how much we’re able to teach our kids” (TUNT-21). There is a sense of acceptance and dealing
with the restrictions, although they no doubt make subsistence fishing opportunities more complicated. At
the time of this research, people in Tuntutuliak generally wanted to follow the rules and do what they
have to get the fish they need for winter. While during the closures, many families were not getting
enough fish in the beginning, by the end of the season most people got an adequate supply for the winter
(TUNT-18). As one man said about the windows, they are “kind of limited but we manage” (TUNT-20).
Several residents voiced that they would like subsistence fishing to be open all the time because it was
better to let the weather make the windows. One respondent said that he guessed the schedule was
imposed to make more fish, but people were not given an explanation. This fisher (TUNT-12) found the
windows to be extremely inconvenient, which was echoed by many. There was also the sense that people
don’t believe that subsistence uses are a substantial threat to salmon populations.
As prior to the distinction of fishing periods, some people use the same gear for subsistence and
commercial fishing to save money. However, because large size king nets are no longer permitted for
commercial use, only the smaller nets can be used for both currently (TUNT-9). Subsistence nets are still
unrestricted on the Kuskokwim except in times of conservation. Beginning in 2011 net mesh size
restrictions were imposed to allow for continued fishing while protecting large king salmon; subsistence
fishers who had only king nets had to acquire new nets to keep fishing at all. Much controversy and some
assistance surrounded the expensive replacement of 8 and 8½ inch nets with 6-inch nets – as discussed in
the Update 2012 chapter of this report.
Some Tuntutuliak residents wanted to be involved in the decision making process regarding fishing
regulations. In their messages to managers, they emphasized that traditional ecological knowledge should
be valued as much as the science of ADF&G. Many respondents felt and expressed that people in
Tuntutuliak already follow a set of behaviors that help to manage the fish and that “rules or no, everybody
I think will continue respect the way of subsistence fishing” (TUNT-27).
The Kuskokwim River Salmon Management Working Group (KRSMWG) was established in 1988 by the
Alaska Board of Fisheries with the goals of “managing Kuskokwim River fisheries through consensus
(although emergency order authority was retained by ADF&G) and developing a comprehensive salmon
management plan for the Kuskokwim” (Ebbin 2002: 158). Most respondents felt that the group has been
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helpful in providing a forum for subsistence voices to be heard and for communication and cooperation
between upriver and downriver peoples.
The group continues to blend science and fishers’ knowledge in fishery administration (Senecal-Albrecht
1998) and this co-management seems to have accommodated various voices and enhanced the
opportunities for interested people to contribute and be involved in the decisions along the river. An elder
representative to the working group described the process of people with diverse perspectives working
together:
Working Group is, at that time, was different people, and different and they had
different…we always have members with different interests, like commercial fishing
representative or elder representative, subsistence fishing upriver, subsistence fishing
downriver, and all those interests. We were – the first year was good, but after that people
started arguing to each other more. Some people want more commercial fishing, and
some people want subsistence fishing more. So it was kind of arguing more that time.
Then after the working group have not changed too much anymore, the members have
not changed more, like it used to them days. So they’re learning, we downriver people
here, I’m a member here, at the last village downriver, and there’s a member at Eek now,
same area, and the people all the way to Nikolai – McGrath/Nikolai, and, ah, it seems like
it’s working good now. We understand the problems upriver, and those upriver people
understand what people want down here, too. So it’s—they’re working more together,
and that helps. Not too much argument going. (TUNT-9)
People in Tuntutuliak generally felt better about management because of the KRSWG. Several
respondents said they feel more comfortable when they are able to understand how and why the fish are
managed and the role of the divisions of Subsistence and Commercial Fisheries at ADF&G. The elder in
the working group said “the people understand more because I don’t hide anything. I just make reports
after I go to meetings. It works out” (TUNT-9). He went on to say: “I make reports when I come back
from meetings, and people like that, lotta people like that. Sometimes I make announcement on the radio,
or I let the people know what changes there are proposed. I let people know about those, and I don’t mind
doing that” (TUNT-9).
Respondents in Tuntutuliak recalled stories of the beginning of ADF&G’s presence in the area and they
consistently described negative sentiments. One elder recalled about her parents that “they didn’t like
them, the Fish and Games. I think my dad used to say that they’re evil or something like. He didn’t like
Fish and Game. Even for the birds and stuff, not just fish” (TUNT-15). People mentioned missing the
days when “they were free” (TUNT-7) and not told by agencies that they were harvesting too much
salmon. Yet there are some who seem to recognize the good intentions of ADF&G policies and appreciate
management of the Kuskokwim River’s salmon. “Some people don’t want anything to do with Fish and
Game, but I don’t mind Fish and Game. They’re trying to do their jobs too. Everybody has their job”
(TUNT-15). Most respondents felt that ADF&G had indeed changed the way people participate in
subsistence salmon fishing. “You know, you hear every day now or maybe during summer time. Fish and
Game, Fish and Game this, Fish and Game that” (TUNT-7). The constant monitoring and government
presence was described as new with respect to the subsistence lifestyle. Several elders indicated that
people do not want very much fish anymore and felt they should be allowed to harvest what they need
according to their own schedules and without so much oversight.

OTHER CONCERNS
During the interviews, it became clear that Tuntutuliak residents were concerned with many aspects of
salmon runs on the Kuskokwim River. One very common concern among older respondents was the
development of the Donlin Creek Mine. One elder explained the main reason that development of the
Donlin Creek Mine makes him nervous: “The fish spawn up there, and that’s why we don’t like that
Donlin Creek opening up because that’s where the fish spawn” (TUNT-20). Another elder explained that:
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When people talk about Donlin Creek mine and all the cyanide that they’re going to use
up there, that worries us a lot because we know that other places in the world where
they’ve done mining has eliminated fish from rivers, and that really bothers us. I don’t
know how things will be if that place gets permitted and they start operating. I don’t
know how that will affect fishing. Not only the possibility of a cyanide spill or other toxic
chemical spill, but the number of barges they say that is going to go up and down the
river. Right now they’re talking about 200 barges a day. And I don’t know what that will
do to the fish. That alone, the barge traffic…. (TUNT 13)
Residents also discussed fish farms and overseas salmon influences. One respondent was concerned that
escaped farmed salmon might be mixing and breeding with the salmon that return each year to the
Kuskokwim River. He explained:
Sometimes when these ladies open it for drying sometimes there will be lot of milky
stuffing in there. When those kind of spots is visible we don’t eat those; we just dry ’em
up and smoke ’em little bit and feed them to our dogs. That’s how we try to affect our
health. [He implied that this can happen with kings, chums, or silvers]. Sometimes we
just imagine them—our talk is—maybe these are farmer’s fish (TUNT-20).
Finfish farming is prohibited in Alaska waters. It is true that thousands of Atlantic salmon, escaped from
farms in British Columbia, have been captured in Southeast Alaska fisheries (Morton and Volpe 2002),
but no Atlantic salmon have been documented in the Kuskokwim region (T. Elison, personal
communication, April 29, 2013).
The incidental catch of king salmon in commercial nets, either in high-seas pollock fisheries, or nearshore or in-river salmon fisheries (described on page 4 of this report’s Introduction chapter), is another
issue surrounded by frustration and confusion. One man talked about commercial fishing bycatch and said
that Tuntutuliak fishers don’t throw any fish away (TUNT-8). This comment seemed to be in defense to
concerns related to the incidental catch of kings by Kuskokwim commercial salmon fishers. The sale of
king salmon caught by commercial fishers on the Kuskokwim River was allowed when mesh size
restrictions on the Kuskokwim were first implemented in the 1990s, but the sale of king salmon is now
prohibited and those fish are taken home by the fisher or given away.
One respondent commented on worldwide issues that the person perceives are affecting subsistence
activities and life in general in Tuntutuliak.
I’ve, because of the recent, there’s world tragedies, storms, floods, worldwide, natural
catastrophes that have been occurring more often recently, I’ve heard some of our leaders
encourage more subsistence activities just in case economy collapses, just in case we’re
unable to get shipments for our stores. I don’t know, it’s pretty hard to say how it will be.
I’ve heard it being encouraged more, and I’ve kind of noticed some younger families are
starting to do more subsistence activities. So I think it’s, it’ll still be nice, it’ll still be
going on. But like what happened in my past, there’ll be improvements, they’ll be some
good some bad. But I think it’ll still be going on, if the species are still around. Like
there’s pollution, there’s activities that continually go on that threaten the species that we
depend on, the land those species depend on, the waters the fish depend on. It’s hard to
say because today there’s so much going on in the world that might instantly affect or
slowly. For me it’s hard to say, but given the species that are available, it’ll be happening,
be going on. (TUNT-21)
Economic problems hinder subsistence fishing. One man put it this way: “Some people can’t go anymore,
and they just get to be that way. You know mostly not by choice, can’t afford things to fish” (TUNT-21).
Fishing gear is better today, but it also is more costly than in the past. Buying nets, gas, and other gear is
possible for those who are employed, but they are already working and have to fit subsistence fishing into
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their schedules, whereas unemployed residents have the time to fish but not the money for the necessary
equipment. Yet, people still find a way to continue subsistence fishing:
If I’m able to row out to the fishing area I wouldn’t need work. With the equipment we
have today everything we use costs, especially the gas, or the nets. Just about everything
we need costs today. So it’s better to work and as for myself, because I work it’s harder
for me to go out fishing at the right time. But I have others in the family that don’t work,
so I’m able to buy the gas so there’ll be fish in the family. And that’s, I’m finding that it’s
good to have a job and it’s good for subsistence. (TUNT-21)
The Yup’ik values of sharing and collaborating are strong in Tuntutuliak and may enhance resilience to
the economic challenges posed by declining king salmon populations.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The benefits of fishing, and the problems of declining salmon runs, are central to any discussion of food
security in Tuntutuliak, where salmon have been a primary staple of the local diet for many generations.
Concurrent to the decline of king salmon and the heavy restrictions on all salmon fishing that have come
with that decline, the reliance of younger generations on salmon has declined. Access to global markets,
via storefronts in Bethel and Anchorage and increasingly via the internet, continues to improve.
Today many young people leave Tuntutuliak for education in larger cities, and buy store-bought food
instead of procuring wild foods from the land. One woman explained that her younger grandchildren get
tired of eating one thing, salmon, all the time (TUNT-2). This influx of non-traditional foods may already
be affecting subsistence activities because “…they eat more Western stuff, our grandkids. They hardly eat
Yup’ik food—just once in a while. They get tired of Yup’ik foods all the time. They want kass’aq [white
people] food like chips, pops, or pizza. They crave for them I think. Not like when I was small” (TUNT15). This comment identifies one major problem with the transition to a store bought diet: generally low
quality foods—but there are others, too.
There is a common opinion from the older respondents that it is important to be able to be self-reliant and
not depend on the village stores or government aid for food, and therefore survival. One man described
the lessons he is trying to impart to his younger family. “Right now like I’ve been talking to my
grandchildren that if they don’t fish, if they have no job, they might have no way of buying any food from
the store. Don’t depend on federal government to grant us the money. Sometimes that’s not enough”
(TUNT-24). Several elders were worried that some of the younger generations are not learning to fish like
their ancestors and that interest in traditional foods is waning. One woman said:
I encourage the young couples who don’t gather fish to start doing it for their selves and
their kids. So they’ll have fish for the winter and their kids. When starvation comes
around, we’ll have our fish, how ’bout the store bought food if they can’t come to us?
They’ll starve. But when we know about our fish, we’ll be there; we know how to eat
’em. But nowadays some little kids probably sometimes they don’t know about the
stinkheads or our food. They rather have pizza or hot dog or something. Too bad. They
oughta learn about our fish, eat our fish, know our fish. So when starvation comes
around, we know how to eat our own fish, our food. (TUNT-16)
Salmon fishing is so important to elders in Tuntutuliak that this was one of the villages most involved
with the protests of 2012, described in the Update chapter of this report.
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KWETHLUK

Prepared by Seth Wilson

SETTING AND CONTEXT
LOCAL RESEARCH AND RESPONDENT PROFILE
The research conducted in Kwethluk was a cooperative effort between the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game’s Division of Subsistence and the Organized Village of Kwethluk, the approving agency. Division
of Subsistence staff member Amy Marsh traveled to Kwethluk on June 17, 2009. Data collection methods
included 16 semi-structured interviews and participant observation in the form of prolonged fish camp
visits. Interview candidates were selected by a snowball sampling method. Aided by local officials and
one research assistant, knowledgeable fishers were identified once ADF&G staff members arrived at
Kwethluk. Those fishers made further suggestions about whom ADF&G staff should contact. Fish camp
visits, some ranging multiple days, were arranged with local assistance. After the interviews were
conducted, they were transcribed and coded for analysis. Subsistence Resource Specialist Seth Wilson
reviewed the findings with the Kwethluk IRA in June of 2010 and conducted additional interviews.
In all, 23 Kwethluk fishers contributed to this chapter of the study. The sample included eleven female
key respondents and 12 male key respondents. The dates of birth ranged from 1939 to 1973 with an
average age of 52 years old. Five of the interviews were conducted with fishing couples, and three
interviews were conducted with fishers over the age of 65 years. All respondents were Alaska Native and
longtime active fishers. Conducted by staff members, interviews were taped, transcribed, and analyzed
according to subject matter, which included family histories, fishing methods, and traditional ecological
knowledge. Each lasted about one hour.
A review of literature relevant to the community of Kwethluk was conducted and will be included for
context where appropriate. The most comprehensive study on the people and subsistence harvests of
Kwethluk was published by the Division of Subsistence in 1991 (Coffing 1991). The study reports on two
years of ethnographic investigations, quantitative harvest monitoring, and land use mapping. The Division
of Subsistence conducted a second comprehensive documentation of Kwethluk subsistence patterns in
2010 (Brown et al. 2013). Other important ethno-historical and archeological sources are the works of
Oswalt (1980) and Ackerman (Ackerman 1996). Though not used for this study, a wealth of oral history
and place names can be found in the ANCSA 14(h)(1) records kept at the University of Fairbanks Alaska
and Polar Regions Collection and archives.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The current town site of Kwethluk, traditionally called Kuikhlogamute10 is located 11 air-miles east of
Bethel and 390 miles west of Anchorage, on the south side of the Kwethluk River and adjacent to the
Kuskokuak Slough (Figure 4-1). The community draws its name from the Kwethluk river, the original
Yup’ik name meaning “bad river,” which refers to the difficulty and dangers encountered in navigating
the swift current (Brown et al. 2013). The community has a strategically centered location among the
lower Kuskokwim communities and has experienced sporadic growth since the period of contact with
Euro-American explorers.

10

The spelling of ethnographic place names in this chapter were taken from Orth (1967).
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has changed in terms of storing them, but still the gathering of the food and everything
like that is still the same. Getting ready for the winter. (KWT-8)
Salmon fishing continues to be an important facet of the lives of Kwethluk fishers. Although respondents
assert that the significance of salmon in their subsistence lifestyle remains unchanged, all have noted
substantial transformations in the ways that salmon is harvested, preserved, and used. This section
describes the historic and contemporary Kwethluk fishing profile, including social organization, fishing
practices and salmon harvest levels, through the accounts of Kwethluk fishers.

HISTORY OF LOCAL FISHERIES
At the time of first contact, residents of the lower Kuskokwim River were organized in discreet village
groups, ranging between half a dozen to several hundred individuals, and encompassing a number of
extended families. During the winter, nuclear families occupied single dwellings in the village settlement,
though men typically resided in the qasgiq (men’s house) and women in the family dwelling (VanStone
1984: 233). Extended family groups would span out during spring, summer, and fall, to seasonal
subsistence camps reasonably close to the winter village. These village groups shared a regional
confederation, a system of economic and social interrelation (Fienup-Riordan 1984: 70). Trading, and
gifting of goods, ceremonial activities, and hosting were all important activities that supported this
regional confederation. Salmon were inevitably an important commodity for exchange and fuel for
transportation (dog food) in prehistoric times (Zagoskin 1967: 101).
During the summer, extended family groups moved to seasonal camps for the harvest and processing of
salmon. It is unclear in the oral or written accounts whether present day Kwethluk was such a site, though
it seems likely. Hrdlicka (1943: 309) noted the existence of 10 house pits next to the community.
However, no excavation was conducted. In prehistoric times, as now, late run coho salmon were
harvested for dog food and cached in earthen pits during the cold fall (VanStone 1984: 214). Fish camps
were also located along the Kuskowkim River and nearby clear water tributaries as well.
No question garnered more discussion of the communal aspects of fishing than when elderly respondents
described their early recollection of fish camps. In their memories, no two topics are so interwoven as
summer fish camp and family bonding. Then, as now, fishing was a time to learn skills and rejuvenate
family ties, as the seemingly routine chores of fishing, cutting, wood hauling, and cleaning were
performed alongside cherished kin.
Respondent KWT-17 described fishing as a family collective in the 1960s. Lucy, originally from Akiak,
10 miles northeast from Kwethluk, described her childhood experiences in a large camp on the mainstem
of the Kuskokwim River. Five families from two different communities with extended kinship ties
worked together, sharing use and responsibility of facilities in a single location. The camp as a unit was
able to provide the necessary skills to harvest and process salmon for those five families and people they
shared with, as well as support two dog teams through the winter.
She describes the men of all the families working together to harvest salmon with gillnets and a number
of boats and the women working closely to process the salmon. The camp had five smokehouses; one
with multiple stories to smoke and store the salmon for dogs. The other four smokehouses were smaller
and stored salmon processed for human consumption. Dried salmon was allocated to all the families at
intervals, during and at the end of the season, by the authority of one elder.
Though not questioned as historical patterns of seasonal settlements, the relocation of extended family
groups on the lower Kuskokwim River, as KWT-17 describes above may have been the exception rather
than the norm in the 1960s. Only three respondents described participating in a “collective,” with one
located in Napaskiak Slough (KWT-22) and one at the mouth of Kuskokuak Slough. These camps were
loosely formed along lines of kinship, but included unrelated individuals, and contained communal
processing facilities, ample housing, and many fishers. In the above account, it was the authority of her
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grandfather that defined the fishing group more than the ownership of equipment, site facilities, or the fish
camp location itself.
In the context of the Kuskokwim River, Kwethluk was influenced by wage employment comparatively
early. Its proximity to Bethel and the growing Bristol Bay fishery prompted adult family members to
leave the community during the salmon season to earn wages in the canneries. Younger children had to
pick up new roles as evidenced in the testimony of our eldest respondent when he took over the fishing
responsibilities. He was 20 years old and the only household fisher. “I used to fish with my dad, but when
he started going to the cannery….when Bumble Bee was in South Naknek….then I fished with my sister
to have someone to cut them up” (KWT-15).
The shift of adult fishers from the subsistence to cash economy required adaptive social structures,
especially to meet the persistent demand of subsistence needs. Smaller family based fishing units formed,
which consisted of more than one household and spanned multiple generations. This was described by
Coffing’s research that created a census of salmon production units in Kwethluk in 1986 (1991: 111).
Common among these groups are shared, central elements needed to harvest and process salmon:
financial capital for gas and nets, human labor to harvest the fish, and processing expertise and facilities
to preserve salmon. In addition, as will be discussed below, in order to be successful, salmon harvesting
necessitates an immense body of specialized knowledge of harvest methods and processing techniques.
Respondent KWT-21 has been fishing ever since she can remember. At her youngest she had to row the
boat as her grandpa would set the net. Then they would exchange, and he would row downriver while she
did the more laborious job of pulling the net and picking the salmon. Then they would exchange, and she
rowed back up river. Now she fishes with her parents each year. Her niece returns from school in
Anchorage each year to help process. Now she prefers to setnet for salmon because neither she nor her 80
year-old father can pull a driftnet. Sometimes, when her eddy is not as productive or they want more
strips for canning, she asks her brother’s or sister’s children to drift for them.
Wage labor was just one change of many that reached the Lower Kuskokwim River in the recent memory
of our respondents. Growing life expectancy and baby booms resulted in a changing demographic
characteristic of Kwethluk. Early educational opportunities in the area most often meant forced
enrollment in a boarding school far from the community, where youth were discouraged, and even
prohibited, from returning home for special events or during harvest seasons. New patterns of land
ownership, heralded by ANCSA, necessitated a responsive and adaptable salmon harvesting family unit
to acquire the season’s take. A model of responsiveness is given in the form of one interviewee’s account
of fish camp. “We used to go fishcamp with them, across from Napaskiak on side of Oscarville, big
bluffs. Went out in June … with grandparents. My dad used to work at Bethel. I mostly go with my
grandparents … and cousin Paul” (KWT-13).
Two respondents spoke of the privatization of land following legislation such as the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) in 1971 and the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
(ANILCA) in 1980. Prior to ANCSA, fish camp sites were occupied and maintained by families on an
annual basis with rare debate of rights. Right of use was generally extended to family groups that
occupied the site continuously. Respondents noted that the “Westernization” of fish camp site ownership
by allocation of personal and village allotments was difficult for Kwethluk fishers.
It changed over the years. The camps have got smaller and smaller because I think what
really screwed us those days was act of Congress…. ANILCA [Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act in 1980]. People started fighting over fish camps. Prior to that,
prior to 1980, people used to camp out and make their camps where ever they wanted to,
as long as they get permission from the core families that use that camp. Now, you have
to check your corporation and find out who owns that native allotment. Now they pick on
their relatives, and tell them to find their own fish camp spots. It’s terrible. (KWT-22)
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When telling their personal stories of fishing, Kwethluk respondents organized their lives in two phases:
their experiences as youth learning and participating with adults, and as adults assuming the role of
managing a camp or family harvesting unit. Personal accounts were generally punctuated by events that
let the storyteller assume an adult role either as the lead fisher or decision maker in their lives. This
transition was gradual, such as taking over the camp from an aged parent, or sudden, such as the abrupt
summer absence of a parent due to employment or sickness. Because most of our respondents were
married, almost half of them described their marriage as a key event marking this transition.
This should be no surprise because subsistence harvesting and processing employ complimentary gender
roles which will be discussed in depth below. Many middle aged respondents, especially women, noted
that marriage brought a change in their fishing social network.
After I got married, October 1985, following year, I camped with … that was the first
time I took care of fish away from my family… with in-laws, and started helping them
cut fish. After mother-in-law passed away in 1997, following year was when my husband
and I made own camp, away from everybody, and now we’re by ourselves. (KWT-8)
We were married in our twenties. Our current camp was [my husband’s] parent’s house.
Our parents, when we got married, they were pretty old, like 70s, 80s, around there. They
were old. A couple years, maybe a couple years, they stopped coming, so we started
using this. (KWT-13)
The previous testaments were from married couples in their 50s and 70s, respectively. The passages both
portray a gradual process in which the couple moves into the in-law’s camp, and eventually takes over the
primary duties of processing salmon as their parents age. One respondent described moving to Kwethluk
from Nunivak Island after marriage and having to learn very different subsistence techniques:
When I first got married, 15 years ago, what I did was I watched my sisters-in-law, and
my father-in-law cut the salmon … and I just learned by watching, first two years, first
year actually. Then I started cutting fish. I had to watch first, because it was my first time
watching how they cut fish, how the Kwethluk would cut fish. Very different from what I
grew up cutting fish. (KWT-11)
The respondent describes gradually assuming a lead role in subsistence harvesting after marriage. This
was a stark comparison to the discussions with some of the younger couples. Younger respondents that
discussed marriage and fishing did so in the context of taking up more responsibilities as a couple and
increasing their independence in the community. The story below seems to be an increasingly common
account of a nuclear family that chooses to maintain a fish camp for one household.
New fish camps have sprouted up around Kwethluk, as the population has continued to grow. One of
these camps belongs to respondent KWT-8 and her husband, a young couple in their thirties. She says,
“It’s very good to have your own camp.” She knows some others her age who are also starting camps.
“I’ve seen a few that have their own camps. Or they’d tell me. I’d be happy for them. I’d be proud, and
say, ‘Doesn’t it feel better?’ And they’d be like, ‘Yeah.’”
They had to be resourceful to start their camp, including buying their own boat and motor. They worked,
saved up money, and went commercial fishing. They built the camp themselves. During a flood, wood
drifted down from upriver, and they salvaged poles to make drying racks. They cut poles for hanging fish
from the nearby trees. Their smokehouse, made of scrap metal, is recycled. “It’s old,” the wife explained.
“It used to be my cousin’s. They made another camp of their own, and they left the smokehouse, and I
asked for it, and they gave it to me.”
Now that she is in charge of cutting fish, she has mainly received advice from her mom. “I look up to her
and ask her and she tell me.” There are moments when she feels like, “Holy cow! What am I supposed to
do, I forgot. Even if it’s in my head, I feel like I forgot it, but I’d still ask and they’d tell me, and I’d go,
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‘That’s it!’” Alice says she has learned lots the last couple years. “More confident this year than the years
before … still learning. … It’s always exciting to come to fish camp to work on fish … how to cut fish
and take care of fish and what parts to save and what parts to throw.”
They are raising their boys to be fishermen as well. Their ten year old has been going out fishing with his
dad for four years. When he came back with fish this summer, he didn’t say much, just, “It’s good!” Alice
laughed, “We’d ask if he caught lots, and he’d say, ‘Yeah, just look!’” The three year old went out for the
first time this year. (KWT-8)
The story above illustrates the resourcefulness and hard work a couple is willing to undertake to establish
their own fish camp. It also hints at the immense cost, even when the location is provided. A boat and
motor is a sizable investment in addition to the nets and gas needed to sustain a subsistence fishing
operation. One respondent stated the financial burden this way “It’s expensive to do what we do. We buy
gas, we buy the boat motor, oil, fish nets, and it takes gas and money to gather wood for the smokehouse,
to keep things going” (KWT-11).
Some people enter into cost sharing partnerships to cope with the increasing prices of starting a camp and
maintaining equipment. “When we decided to strike out alone, our grandma gave us a net. And a family
offered to go half and half on the share of the catch. One net was too much for one women to cut so we
shared the catch with another family. He agreed because he don’t have a king net” (KWT-17).
Now there is a little break because the motor isn’t working. I mean it’s working, but
something’s wrong with it. We just have to wait. When motor is bum, we’d ask, if they’re
not too busy, a friend, his friend if they can fish for us. That we could buy them gas, if we
had the money. …….Usually when our neighbors don’t have fish, he’d fish for them.
He’d ask them first, then they’d buy him gas, and he’d fish for them. So that they could
have fish too, as much as we do have, so they could catch up and not be late. (KWT-1)
One respondent commented on the financial partnership she entered with an ailing parent: “She has a bad
leg. She was saying that, ‘If you guys want me to go, I’m going to go,” and I said, ‘no, I can do it. You
can stay home. You can buy the buckets [for processing sulunaq or salt fish], and there’ll be lots. If you
buy the buckets, it will be a lot of help’” (KWT-9) (Figure 4-3).

THE COMMERCIAL FISHERY
The commercial salmon fishery has operated intermittently in the Kuskokwim Bay since 1913, long
before the memory of the respondents. Prior to 1961, the fishery was poorly monitored, sporadic, and
fairly small (Pennoyer et al. 1965: 40; Regnart et al. 1971: 20). During this time, the commercial fishery
was primarily limited to 1 or 2 salt fish operations. Larger buyers were short lived until air transport
created a demand for fresh salmon to be flown to outside the Kuskokwim area (Pennoyer et al. 1965: 43).
The income from commercial fishing in Kwethluk has markedly declined since 1986. In 1986, Coffing
found that 52% of Kwethluk households earned income from commercial fishing in the Kuskokwim
River (Coffing 1991: 54). The average household income was $6,814, or about 16% of the total
community income. There were 68 Commercial Fishery Limited Entry permits. In 2010 commercial
fishing employed 23 households (15%) and averaged $3,304 per fishing household, or about 2% of the
community’s total earned income (Brown et al. 2013). There were 50 permits and only 34 were fished in
2010 (CFEC 2012).
About one quarter of the respondents reported that they actively commercial fished. Two conceded that
they do not commercial fish every year, though they would like to, due to the high price of gas, low price
of salmon, and infrequent commercial fishing openers. Many other respondents reported that they
commercial fished in the past but transferred their permit around a decade prior, when the industry began
to wane.
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quires cooperration among various com
mmunity and ffamily membbers. The two main
tasks of subsistence fishing, harv
vesting and processing, aare generallyy divided allong gender lines.
Specializeed skills imprrove with ag
ge, and older respondents serve as proficient and w
wise memberss well
beyond th
he time when their children
n take over th
he most physiical parts of tthe labor. Rules associatedd with
gender are not rigid. Following
F
thee flexible com
mposition of fishing units in Kwethlukk, men can asssume
processing
g roles and feemales can asssume harvesting roles. Ass one commuunity memberr poignantly sstated,
“It depen
nds on what needs to gett done” (Kw
wethluk IRA Council Mem
mber, Kwethhluk IRA Coouncil,
Kwethluk
k, June 11 201
10, personal communicatio
c
on). Rules asssociated with age and expeertise, howeveer, are
rigid and those with lesss experiencee watch, listen
n, and wait theeir turn.
In Kweth
hluk, the prep
paration for fishing
f
beginss before the first fish arriive. About thhe middle of May,
many fam
milies make th
he initial trip to
t fish camp to prepare thee site for salm
mon processinng. Living quuarters
need to bee cleaned, and
d the smokeh
house gets rep
paired from an
any winter dam
mages. Men pprepare the fiishing
gear, whicch includes mending
m
or haanging the netts, servicing tthe outboard m
motor, and cuutting wood ffor the
smokehou
use. Men also
o play the prim
mary role in construction and maintenaance of fish ccamp infrastruucture
such as fissh racks, net racks,
r
and sm
mokehouses.
After eveerything is prrepared and the
t salmon arrive
a
in earlyy June, the m
men go fishiing. Checkingg and
picking th
he setnets and
d drifting can take between
n one and threee individualss (Figure 4-4)). Though posssible,
drifting allone can be very
v
difficult because
b
it req
quires makingg the set, manneuvering thee boat, and piicking
the line alone
a
while th
he boat is adrrift. Freeing a snagged neet by oneselff alone is a daangerous proospect.
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Most resspondents reported
r
fish
hing with two
individualls in the boat, one fisheer and a helper.
Aside from technologiical advancem
ments, the acct of
fishing has
h
changed
d little from
m respondents’
memoriess.
My
M brothers ussed to go cam
mp, and they used
u
to
o go fishing at night, and
d they would
dn’t
co
ome back unttil early morn
ning. They wo
ould
do
o how many
y drifts…and then once they
t
caatch enough, then they would
w
bring th
hem
up
p onshore, an
nd then they usually
u
put th
hem
in
n a fish box
x. And then in the morn
ning
up,
after
bre
when
w
we get
eakfast, we’d
d go
ou
ut there and start cutting
g the heads and
taaking out the guts then staart cutting th
hem.
(K
KWT-8)
We
W go up therre with 3 horsse [power mo
otor]
an
nd put the neet out and keeep rowing do
own,
drrift down, and when we’ree ready to pu
ut in
th
he net, we’d put all the net
n in and go
o up
th
here by boat again and same
s
thing back
b
an
nd forth. Un
ntil there’s enough
e
fish, we
brring them ho
ome; bring ‘eem up and later
Photo by Amy Marsh
my
m mom and the girls starrt cutting ‘em
m up
Figuure 4-4.‒Cheecking the setnet early iin the
beefore they drry. And we hang ‘em up, and
season..
on
nce they’re kind
k
of a little dry, we pu
ut in
‘eem in the smo
okehouse. (KW
WT-23)
As indicaated above, th
he harvest is brought
b
back
k to the womeen for processsing. Processsing was gennerally
acknowledged in conv
versation and
d observation
ns to be the m
most difficullt job becausse of the skilll and
endurancee needed to prrocess the cattch. Salmon are
a brought baack and placeed in water binns. The salmoon are
headed an
nd gutted and
d filleted depending on th
he final produuct. Processinng techniquess will be disccussed
below. Women
W
have a great deal of
o autonomy in
i setting harrvest goals annd choosing hhow to process the
catch.
he could do what
w else she wants to do. If she wants to make stripps, she’ll makke strips. If
Sh
sh
he want to maake king salm
mon she’ll maake. Or if she want to cookk sulunaq [sallt fish], the
heeads, they pu
ut them in sallt, cut ‘em up
p and put saltt … for winteertime, these ladies will
haang up, and these
t
ladies will
w just … go
onna wash alll these fish. T
They’re the oones. Men,
th
hey just help out hang ‘em
m up and cutt up the woood ready for ssmoke, and eeverything.
(K
KWT-23)
As is hintted in the passsage above, th
he men’s rolee doesn’t end at the fish binn. Men ease tthe burden off work
on womeen during pro
ocessing by performing
p
th
he less speciialized tasks. They’ll heaad the salmonn and
remove th
he viscera, haang the split salmon on the
t racks, andd bring freshh water. Another role thatt they
perform, requiring
r
morre skill than might
m
be assum
med, is tendinng the fire in the smoke hoouse.
Help
H
one anoth
her is better. Like when th
he king salmoons are too heeavy for ladiees, then we
bo
oth hang ‘em
m. Put ‘em in a bucket. Th
here’s easier w
ways like thaat, more fasteer, help by
do
oing. I’m nott the only onee that’s been doing that. I’’ve seen a couuple of them doing like
th
hat. (KWT-23
3)
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The role of youth in the salmon fishing group was indicated by respondents’ recollection of their chores at
camp when they were young. By their accounts, and affirmed by observation at fish camp, the primary
role of children and teenagers is as a learner and observer, secondary to the role of a producer. This role
naturally changes to a primary producer as the children grow in strength and experience. Robert Wolfe
(Wolfe 1981) found that in Norton Sound and Yukon Delta communities, subsistence output by weight
was near zero until individuals reach 25 years of age. Output then peaks in their 30s and slowly tapers.
Children are to provide support roles as indicated in the passages below.
Research Staff: And what was your job out at fish camp [as a child]?
KWT-2: Getting firewood, getting wood for the stove. Hanging fish. Digging, feeding the
dogs. There were more chores than nowadays.
Research Staff: Do you remember about how old you were when you started fishing?
KWT-4: I don’t … I can’t recall … I just remember that we used to just go out fishing
with them, helping them out, or just follow them.
When learning to cut fish, female respondents describe first being taught to cut smaller whitefish, trout,
and less desirable chum salmon before moving on to larger king salmon. In some households, this would
only take a couple of years. However, some women mentioned that they didn’t begin cutting king salmon
until their mothers retired.
Since my mom’s mom passed away early, my sister and mom used to cut fish all by
themselves, and when I was growing up, mom used to tell to watch her carefully and pay
attention, so that’s all that I did most of the time. Because she didn’t want her to do the
things that [her mom] did while she was growing up. (KWT-2)
Serving in the role of helper was identified as instructive by many respondents, documenting the passing
of knowledge that repeats itself as a generation ages. Two respondents commented on the role of elders in
complementary relationship of learner and student:
Everything. I mean, for my daughter and my son, I’m going to want them to keep doing
what I’m doing. God willing, I’ll grow old. And I want them to feed me what I love to eat
the most, rather than going to the store and buying a can of beef stew. One can get tired
of beef stew. One doesn’t get tired of smoked fish, no. Life is hard, life will get harder.
We’re not going to grow any richer, money-wise, so I want my children to know what I
know so they can fend for themselves, if they grow old, yes. (KWT-5)
If we keep our mouths shut, they’re not going to learn anything. Any kind of stuff.
Hunting, building stuff, building house, cut fish, run dogs, or any kind. If you don’t talk
… if the elders don’t talk to them, they’re not gonna … if they don’t teach them how to
do it, they’re gonna do nothing. They don’t know how to do it. They won’t even know
how to cut fish or anything. That’s how it was. We’ve got to learn this young generation
how to take care of all that stuff. (KWT-23)
Kwethluk residents demonstrate a division of labor in fishing whereby women have relatively high
autonomy, and children have long periods of observing fishing before becoming producers.

FISHING PRACTICES
GEAR
Historical methods of harvesting salmon near Kwethluk include gillnets, fish spears, fish traps, and
dipnets. Though popular on the Yukon and upper Kuskokwim River, fish wheels have reportedly never
been used. Rod and reel fishing has been used as early as the 1950s primarily for coho salmon. This
section describes historical gear types and their uses in the waters surrounding Kwethluk.
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Many of the respondents recalled the use of fish spears through ancestors that lived along the headwaters
of the Eek and Kwethluk rivers in the early 1900s. Spearing was a common way to target whitefish, trout,
and even spawning king salmon. The clear water tributaries allowed the salmon to be seen from the
water’s surface. “And for kings, they preferred spearing them with a line. They spear one and anchor it to
a tree with the line. They used to catch lots that way” (KWT-22). Like the bow and arrow, the fish spear
has fallen out of use. Only one respondent said that he had heard of this as a means to harvest salmon and
freshwater fish in the tributaries, tying babiche rope to the arrows in order to retrieve the salmon (KWT11).
Fish traps were used in both the clear water tributaries and the murky Kuskokwim River. Fish traps were
cited by Zagoskin as being a primary method of harvesting salmon and many freshwater species in the
1800s. Fish traps were fastened to two poles to deploy in the main river and tributaries and were made
different sizes to target different species of fish, analogous to the species selectivity of mesh sizes. All
respondents knew of fish traps used to harvest salmon, though none reported having observed them. One
respondent stated that fish traps to harvest salmon likely fell out of use because of competition with more
widely available gillnets around the end of the 19th century (KWT-1).
Very little information was gathered on the past use of dip nets by Kwethluk fishermen. This method, still
used locally for smelt in the spring, was once a common means of harvesting salmon on the lower
Kuskokwim River, as indicated in historical reports (Zagoskin 1967: 219).
There is no evidence of fish wheels ever being used in the Kwethluk area, despite adequate resources and
suitable locations. The researcher asked a couple of people why fish wheels were never utilized in this
part of the river. “There is lots of wood here for fish wheel. You just got to know how to make it. My dad
made it. He was from Marshall. But he didn’t teach me. He made them every year.” (KWT-20)
Rod and reel fishing is a recognized subsistence use in the Kuskokwim, but respondents indicated that the
method is limited in utility. “Will rod and reel with family for a day for cohos, enough to freeze cohos.
Maybe 15 fish frozen for winter” (KWT-5). “For rod and reel they go up the Y or below the Y11 –
anywhere where there is current. People do that here. Some catch and release and some catch to eat. It’s
more recreation. More fun” (KWT-20).
The use of gillnets in Kwethluk has a long and dynamic history. Gillnets have changed substantially as
new materials have become available throughout the past century, and the practice and strategy of
deploying them have changed along with the material and other technology. Gillnets, however, are the
most enduring method of harvesting salmon, due to their efficacy and availability (Figure 4-5).
Coffing (1991) reports, from his elder interviews, that gillnet webbing was once constructed from coarse
fiber twine woven from willow bark. By one account, it was first deployed as a seine, stretching the net
over the whole river, one person on each side, in the narrow, clear water tributaries of the Kwethluk and
Kisaralik rivers (KWT-13). Sections of caribou antler were used as sinkers and wood was used to keep
the net afloat (Coffing 1991: 103). The elder recalled that this webbing may have fallen out of use before
1920, as cotton webbing became more common.
Our respondents could only remember cotton webbed gill nets as being used within their lifetime. These
nets were short, rarely more than 20 fathoms. Coffing recounts that nets brought from Bristol Bay were
cut in half lengthwise to better suit river conditions (Coffing 1991: 103). The Northern Commercial Store
was another local source of commercially produced nets. One respondent recalled the weight and girth of
those nets, especially when wet, which made them all the harder to handle (KWT-3). Despite endless care
and maintenance of cotton nets, they had to be hung up to dry after each use, and they usually could not
withstand more than one season of use, especially when used as a setnet. One respondent recalled that

11

“The Y” generally refers to the confluence of the Kuskokuak Slough and the Kuskokwim River.
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Photo by Seth W
Wilson

Figuree 4-5.‒$413.99
9: The price of
o locally avaailable gillnetss.
they could not afford store boughtt cotton nets and that his mother madde homemadee nets of cottton. It
would tak
ke her all wintter to weave one
o net less th
han 50 fathom
ms (KWT-20)).
Nylon weebbed nets appeared in thee 1960s, and had
h become ddominant by the 1980s (C
Coffing 1991: 104).
Light, buoyant, foam corks replaceed cedar cork
ks, and indivvidual sinkerss were replacced by continnuous
lead-line. Despite the numerous
n
tech
hnological inn
novations to ggillnets, subsistence fisherrs in Kwethluuk still
display in
ngenuity when
n selecting th
heir gillnets. The
T researchher regularly oobserved old jerry cans ussed in
place of buoys
b
and emp
pty single quaart oil jugs in
n place of corkks.
By the 19
980s, drifting was generallly the preferrred method off fishing, witth 89% of thee households using
driftnets. In 1986 72%
% of fishing households used setnetss, 90% used driftnets, annd the majoriity of
ds (62%), usee both (Coffi
fing 1991). These
T
ratios aare reflected by our respoondents, of w
whom,
household
when asked about prim
mary fishing gear used wh
hen growing up, 5 cited uusing primarilly driftnets, 4 used
primarily setnets, and 9 used both. Driftnets weere used by 633% of the fisshing househoolds for harvesting
salmon in
n 2009, as com
mpared to 33%
% that used seetnets (Carrolll and Hamazaaki 2012a).
Boats are a fixture in any riverine community, functioning aas multi-use eequipment foor hunting, fisshing,
freighting
g, and generall transportatio
on. Boats and motors weree a central toppic in key resppondent interrviews
because th
hey have chan
nged substanttially over tim
me but still proovide the sam
me general usees.
The earlieest boats rem
membered by key respondents were hoomemade plyywood and wooden plank boats
constructeed from mateerials boughtt locally. Theese boats reqquired a low initial invesstment but leengthy
upkeep.
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When I was a kid we used to have those wooden boats, 20 HP Evinrudes. People may
have switched to metal boats because wooden boats you have to scrape the paint and
caulk them every spring and then repaint them. Aluminum you don’t have to work on
them except to fix welds. (KWT-18)
The transition from wooden to aluminum boats was lengthy and relatively recent compared to other
fishing technologies. As late as 1986, 55% of boats used by fishing groups were made of wood. The
overall majority of boats 20 feet and over were constructed of lumber and plywood for sale locally in
Kwethluk or Bethel (Coffing 1991).
Now-a-days they rarely use oars; it much easier to fish with aluminum boats. The
wooden ones were heavy and awkward. They were quieter. And I think they could hold
more fish. There are very few people left that can still build one. (KWT-22)
Respondents typically remember their parents using motors to fish in the 1950s. Early motors were rated
at 3 horsepower, and as access to larger motors increased, families traded up. Fishers used a combination
of rowing and motor powered propulsion to fish in order to save gas and extend the life of the motor.
Today motors used are commonly between 90 horsepower and 115. One respondent said he would gladly
use a smaller motor for fishing. However, the boat must also serve as the family commuter to Bethel,
hunting vehicle, and fishing equipment (KWT-2). Since most households can only afford a single boat
and motor, the equipment has to be able to cover all the intended functions.

FISHING, PROCESSING, AND PRESERVING
Preparation for salmon fishing begins early, well before the first king salmon migrate upriver. Beginning
in May, fishers make short trips to their camp to repair damages from winter, add new facilities such as a
smokehouse or net rack, or cut brush around the drying racks. Those that don’t fish from a camp, as with
those that do, must service their boats and motors, repair old gear, and buy supplies and spare parts.
There was ample discussion about the use of a fish camp to harvest fish compared to fishing from town.
Most respondents referred to the social and quality of life benefits of fishing from a camp. They enjoyed
the time spent outside the village to work alongside their family. Older respondents enjoyed carrying on a
tradition that has been practiced for time immemorial. When prompted by researchers about the strategic
benefits of operating a fish camp, some respondents noted that camps are often closer to setnet locations,
reducing the expense of commuting between town and the fishing location every day. Fish camps are also
regarded as a more sanitary location to dry and smoke salmon. However, fishing from a camp site was
characterized more as a conscious lifestyle choice rather than a strategic means of harvesting salmon
(Figure 4-6; Figure 4-7).
During the interviews, respondents generally indicated a preference for owning a fish camp even though it
is not an option for everyone. Some respondents that fish from town expressed their wish to one day
operate a fish camp, and others said simply that they could not with their current social responsibilities.
Respondents cited health reasons, lack of site availability, and family duties as reasons they do not
operate a fish camp. However the most salient reason in the key respondent interviews was an obligation
to wage based employment, a necessity for subsistence salmon fishing. Respondents that worked reported
not operating a fish camp or, more likely, commuting to a nearby camp multiple times a week (Figure 48).
The first king salmon are expected at Kwethluk during the second week of June. Some fishers set four
inch mesh nets to target whitefishes, and some set their larger mesh nets in anticipation of the arriving
king salmon. Other fishers rely on catches from these early nets to know when the run begins, gaining
information from word of mouth. When the king salmon run strengthens, fishers face the decision of
leaving their setnets in the water to fish, switching to drift netting to harvest salmon, or operating both
types of gear. A fisher’s choice to operate a setnet or driftnet, or both, depend on numerous variables
including run strength, gear availability, and processing capacity.
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Photo by Seth W
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Figure 4-6.‒A fish camp
c
viewed from the watter.
In the Ku
uskokuak Slo
ough, near th
he Kwethluk and Kisaralikk rivers, therre are many eddies suitabble to
deploy seetnets. When properly dep
ployed at an eddy, a setnnet is a veryy efficient meeans of harveesting
salmon. Because
B
they require a low
w investment in time and m
money to opeerate, setnets are appropriaate for
slow perio
ods in a run when
w
there aree few fishing closures. “N ow they use ssetnets. It’s thhe same thingg as in
the past. The
T setnets get
g more than
n the drifting,, but if you’rre lucky with the schools, you’ll catch more
[drifting],, and that’s what I used
d to do” (KW
WT-2). Howeever the num
mber of goodd eddies witthin a
communitty’s fishing arrea are essenttially fixed. In
n 1986 there were 26 docuumented sitess among 52 saalmon
production units (Cofffing 1991: 106). Respondeents observedd that setnet ssites remain uunder the excllusive
rights of one
o family th
hat use the sitte annually. Where
W
these rrights are not formalized, occupying a setnet
site witho
out consent caan lead to fiercce confrontattion.
One
O time my dad
d set a net where
w
he’s no
ot supposed too set, and thaat person brouught him to
co
ourt to take it off….And they
t
went to court and figght over that, and my dad said, “It’s
an
nybody’s usee,” and that person “No, itt’s mine.” It ddon’t have noo name on thhere. Court
deecided to giv
ve it to that person, that’s where he setts every year. So we tookk it off and
seetnet somewh
here else. (KW
WT-14)
Just as wiith setnets, th
here are only a finite numb
ber of river loocations suitaable for drift gillnetting. Fishers
seek broaad deep river channels witth no snags. These
T
channeels are comm
mon knowledgge and reserveed for
common use
u for all fishers. “And we
w can go up to
t Akiak and Akiachak. Thhey are alwayys happy to ssee us.
They just park on the bank
b
and waitt till we get half
h way untill they set. Cloose villages arre always happpy to
see us. We don’t fight over spots. Unity
U
is a word
d for it.” (KW
WT-17)
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Figure 4-7.‒Basketb
ball court at fish camp.
Coffing shows
s
that in
n 1986 driftiing occurred on the Kusskokwim Rivver beginningg below Akiachak
extending
g all the way
y below the confluence of
o the Gweekk River (19991: 99). Resppondents idenntified
additionall drift sites on the Kusk
kokuak Sloug
gh just adjaccent to the K
Kwethluk coommunity sitte not
illustrated
d by Coffing. The research
her and researrch assistant nnoted that theese parts of tthe river havee been
recently widened
w
by ex
xtensive erosiion.
As with setnetting,
s
fish
hers drift durring predeterm
mined scheduules set forth by ADF&G E
Emergency O
Orders
issued by the Division
n of Commercial Fisheriess. However, aas respondentts pointed ouut, these reguulatory
openings do not alway
ys coincide with
w the peak fishing timess. Kwethluk rrespondents pprefer to targget the
high tide, allowing theem to drift lon
nger, save gass, and interceept salmon that move withh incoming cuurrent.
Additionaally, as one reespondent ind
dicated, fishin
ng on a high tide providess extra clearaance from snaags on
the river bottom.
b
“Som
metimes we neever get enou
ugh fish becauuse of the tidde … we misss the tide or bbefore
the tide. But
B when we go out theree and subsisteence, we hit tthe tide, we gget lucky, gett more fish, llots of
fish” (KW
WT-11). Sincee the time off research, resstrictions havve continued to tighten for both comm
mercial
and subsisstence fishing
g, as described
d in the “2012
2 Update,” Chhapter 8 of thhis report.
Most resp
pondents asserrted that they
y take adaptive measures too counter the high price off gas. In addittion to
targeting the
t high tide and peak of the
t run to drifft gillnet, som
me respondennts said they fa
favor fishing w
with a
setnet as a measure to
o conserve gaas; others seek
k out partnerrships to sharre the expensse. One respoondent
who could
d not afford gas
g during thee study year set a king net very close to town. He connceded that hhe was
not catchiing many fish
h a day, maybe 5 or 6, but any
a quantity is a sufficientt return for thhe low expensse and
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Figure 4-8.‒Fish dry
ying rack neaar the outskirtss of Kwethlukk.
effort. An
nother respondent said he would
w
like to
o return to row
wing, as theyy had done beefore the advent of
outboard motors,
m
but boats
b
are no lo
onger designeed for rowing . Many respoondents alludeed to other fam
milies
that were not so fortun
nate and had to
o cease their fishing
f
effortt before they m
met their perssonal harvest quota
because th
hey could nott afford gas.
Kwethluk
k fishers use a number of methods,
m
somee old and som
me relatively nnew, to proceess salmon. Fishers
have the option
o
to dry,, smoke, freezze, salt, ferment, or can thhe salmon theey harvest froom the Kuskookwim
River. These processess are described in the follow
wing paragrapphs (Figure 44-9).
mon caught eaarly in the season are mosst commonly cold smokedd. Kwethluk ffishers
King and sockeye salm
h
goals in June, so tthat fish can be processedd during the driest
endeavor to reach theiir personal harvest
weather possible.
p
“In this
t month, Ju
une, it hardly rains, mostlyy sunny out. M
Middle of Jully, we start ggetting
bad weath
her. That’s wh
hen the cold starts
s
coming
g in, and the w
weather changges” (KWT-44). King salmoon are
cut into strips,
s
and sockeye salmon
n are cut as slabs (Figuree 4-10). The salmon, and often their hheads,
collars, heearts and roe, are moved to
o a drying racck and left in the open air for about a w
week (Figure 44-11).
Once parttially dried, the
t salmon arre moved to the
t smoke hoouse where a smudge firee of cottonwoood or
alder is keept to producce smoke. Eveen after the fiish are movedd into the sm
mokehouses, thhe fish still reequire
constant vigilance,
v
esp
pecially in wet weather. Caare is taken too not get the ffire too hot annd cook the fi
fish on
the rack. One respond
dent described
d a summer where
w
the weeather was baad, “practically wet all suummer
long.” She tried to salv
vage as much
h fish as she could;
c
in addiition to a smooldering smuddge fire, she kkept a
burning fire
f
to heat the smokeho
ouse, which took substanntially more wood and aattention. Annother
responden
nt described how the fish
h must be wip
ped down annd dried off during wet w
weather to prrevent
spoiling:
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When
W
it’s raining, we have to dry … and
d wipe the
fiish down wh
hen they get wet, and we have to
co
onstantly wattch them so they
t
won’t geet spoiled.
… The fish th
hat we processs is priority for us for
th
he winter. It’ll be our surrvival food too
t … the
tim
me that is giv
ven to us we try and use as
a much as
po
ossible to sav
ve. (KWT-4)
At this tim
me, some kin
ng and sockey
ye salmon aree set aside
to be frozzen. Respondeents believe th
he advent of freezers
f
in
their com
mmunity was around the 1960s, though
h the point
at which a fisher gain
ned access to
t a freezer varied
v
for
different families
f
(KW
WT-3). The freeezers reporteedly made
preservatiion easier an
nd preserve the fresh tasste of the
salmon. Salmon
S
are prrocessed into fillets and th
hen sealed
in reusablle quart or gallon
g
baggies or sealed in vacuum
sealers. Some
S
of thee elder resp
pondents say
y freezers
changed how
h they presserved salmon
n, though nott how they
were storred, as many fishers had access to un
nderground
permafrosst cellars during theirr youth. “We
“
had
undergrou
und … under our house, we
w had a freezer, ground
freezer” (K
KWT-9).

Photo by Sethh Wilson

Figure 4--9.‒Salmon ccutting tablee with
Chum sallmon, which run beginning in mid-Jun
ne, are less
t
tools
of the ttrade: uluaq, sharpeners, ttowels,
likely to be preserved
d by freezin
ng. Kwethluk
k residents
s
salmon,
and bbug spray.
historicallly relied on chum
c
salmon to meet theiir personal
harvest go
oal for their family
f
and to secure salmo
on for dog
food, wh
hen dog team
ms were a co
ommon meaans of transpportation (Figgure 4-12). C
Chum salmoon are
commonly
y cut into slaabs and hung
g up to air drry. Once com
mpletely driedd, respondentts reported sttoring
them in bu
uckets or barrrels in a cool location.
The begin
nning of July marks the peeak of the chu
um salmon ruun for fisherss in Kwethlukk, and it is alsso the
period wh
here the weatther changes. Respondentss reported thaat traditionallyy the second half of the fi
fishing
season waas reserved fo
or harvesting dog food. Beginning in Juuly and continnuing into Auugust, there arre also
more fliess, and it is when
w
flies lay eggs. Flies can
c lay their eggs in the ffish, especiallly if the fish is too
moist, and
d this can cau
use fish to sp
poil. In June, according too one responddent, “… it’ss good becausse the
flies will just land and
d do nothing”” (KWT-2). Smoke
S
is alsoo used to keeep flies off off fish: “Flies – we
2).
smoke theem” (KWT-12
Coho salm
mon arrive laate, after thee drying season. Responddents reportedd that coho ssalmon were often
harvested for dog food
d. In the cold fall season, fishers
f
only nneeded to storre them in a ccool place, suuch as
an indentaation in the ground,
g
to slo
owly ferment then freeze ffor winter dogg food. Cohoo salmon were also
preserved
d this way forr human consu
umption. A hole
h
is dug inn a sandy areaa and lined w
with grass. Thhe fish
fillets and
d heads are sttored with paarts of the visscera and covvered with grrass and sand. The fermenntation
process taakes about a month.
m
This is
i still a comm
mon practice today and is referred to ass stink fish (F
Figure
4-13). Tho
ough fishing effort for coh
ho salmon is minimal,
m
resppondents repoorted freezingg or jarring thhem as
well.

SHARING, BARTER
R, AND CUST
TOMARY TR
RADE
Sharing iss an importan
nt use of salm
mon and otheer subsistencce resources iin Yup’ik cullture, and onne that
garnered much
m
attentio
on in the key
y respondent interviews.
i
Shharing, or disstributing a fi
finite resourcee, was
often desccribed in the context of giv
ving freely without
w
the exxpectation of iimmediate reeciprocity (Krrieg et
al. 2007). In contempo
orary Yup’ik beliefs this ty
ype of exchannge has deepp implicationss for the sociaal ties
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Photo by Amyy Marsh

Figuree 4-10.‒A fam
mily at work processing
p
sallmon.
within a community,
c
as
a well as for the managem
ment and longg term yield oof the resourcce itself. “Andd they
used to tell us, if you have
h
share, they’ll come in
n more than beefore. Or whaat you share, you don’t runn out”
(KWT-12
2). Sharing cleearly remains important today in Kwethhluk (Figure 44-14).
Within th
he typology of
o exchange, the giving of
o salmon m
most often described by reespondents too this
research falls
f
within “g
generalized reciprocity”
r
(S
Sahlins 1972 : 193). Salm
mon is most ooften given w
without
the expecttation of imm
mediate return
n. Respondentts often descriibe distributinng salmon to those they deeemed
needed it most. For insstance, one reespondent desscribed givingg fish to housseholds that laacked the meaans to
fish (KWT-8). Other common
c
recip
pients are fam
mily memberss who have ssince moved tto urban areaas and
cannot fissh but still en
njoy having saalmon from home.
h
A num
mber of responndents extendded this concept of
giving to other resourcces needed fo
or salmon fish
hing, such as an old boat, smokehouse,, or net. Sharring is
an efficieent means of safeguarding
g the food seecurity of thee least fortunate in Kwethhluk. Salmon were
freely giv
ven to “…thosse that came and asked. We
W already knnow how it iss to have nothhing in the freezer,
nothing in
n the cupboard” (KWT-5).
A similar form of exch
hange is sharin
ng food durin
ng meals at onne’s house, orr in ceremoniial events succh as a
birthday party
p
or mem
morial potlatch
h. “The moree you give, thhe more you get, that’s whhat I learned,,” one
responden
nt explained (KWT-20).
(
Hosts
H
of such events
e
share ffreely of whaat they have ccaught in the hopes
that moree will return in
i the future. Sharing in both
b
scenarioss is a methodd of ensuringg the salmon rreturn
every yeaar.
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Photo by Amy M
Marsh

Figuree 4-11.‒Hangiing roe to dry
y.
As describ
bed earlier, often families or individuals will cooperrate to harvestt and process salmon by shharing
boats, netts, fish campss, labor, gas, or
o money. So
ometimes this can happen vvery informallly, but there is the
expectatio
on of receivin
ng a portion of the harvesst. For exampple, a femalee respondent reported obtaaining
salmon by
y helping ano
other family process
p
salmo
on. This act ccame with exxpectation off receiving a rreturn
for her lab
bor into and can
c be describ
bed loosely ass “balanced reeciprocity” (S
Sahlins 1972: 194).
“Balanced
d reciprocity”” indicates a direct
d
exchang
ge with a balaanced value. IIn regulation,, this is regardded as
barter or, if cash is inv
volved with th
he small exch
hange, custom
mary trade. Reespondents unnderstood thee term
barter as a calculated exchange
e
for something
s
oth
her than mon ey and indicaated that it rarrely happens iinside
the comm
munity—reciprrocation betw
ween locals is generally nott calculated aand does not ooccur immediiately.
Rather, baarter of subsiistence foods occurs betweeen two housseholds of diffferent comm
munities that ddo not
share the same resourcce base. For ex
xample, the husband
h
of onne respondentt barters withh a family thatt lives
on the coast. When th
hat family waants salmon th
hey send coaastal goods suuch as herringg eggs, seal ooil, or
seal meat to which theey do not hav
ve access in Kwethluk.
K
Hee arranges thee exchange, aand she sends them
dry fish. Another resspondent has taken salmo
on to Anchoorage and exxchanged it for groceriess. All
responden
nts that mentiioned barterin
ng stated thaat they do nott harvest salm
mon specificaally for this iintent,
and that haggling
h
over value is view
wed as disresp
pectful.
A second form of balaanced reciproccity is the dirrect exchangee of fish for m
money, referreed to as custoomary
trade in regulation.
r
No
N responden
nt reported haaving exchannged salmon for cash theemselves, buut two
alluded to
o the sale of subsistence salmon
s
via th
he bulletin booard at the loocal store. “A
And there are some
families that
t
do sell th
heir fish—at the stores I see people addvertising thaat they’re sellling fish for extra
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income. Mostly
M
families that … aree not working
g” (KWT-2).. They note thhat families nneed to makee ends
meet and do not see th
he exchanges as either com
mmercial activvity or a threat to the resoource. A numbber of
responden
nts, while speeaking of exchange, noted that they ddo not intendd to profit finnancially from
m the
salmon th
hey harvest. In
nstead of acceepting cash for
fo salmon, thhey accept gass or groceriess, items that hhave a
fixed valu
ue.

SUMMARY OF 2010
0 SUBSISTE
ENCE HARV
VEST SURVE
EY DATA
In April of
o 2011, reseaarchers from the
t Alaska Department
D
off
Fish and Game cond
ducted thoro
ough survey research inn
Kwethluk
k to documeent the 2010
0 harvest off subsistencee
resources,, land use, and
a
tradition
nal ecological knowledgee
(Brown et al. 2012). The
T study waas funded by Donlin Goldd
LLC and
d filled large data gaps, since no co
omprehensivee
survey of
o Kwethluk
k’s subsisten
nce patternss had beenn
conducted
d since Michael Coffing
g’s work in 1986. Thiss
section reeviews basicc demographiic data and the findingss
related to salmon use and
a harvest.
Researcheers surveyed 93 of the tottal 155 houseeholds (60%))
in Kwethluk. The stud
dy estimated 713 individu
uals living inn
Kwethluk
k, as compareed to 721 acccording to th
he 2010 U.S.
Census. The pop
pulation has steadily increased,
approximately doublin
ng in size since
s
1960. The averagee
household
d size was 4.6
6 occupants, and the mean
n age was 28
years old. The genderr ratio is fairlly even, with
h 52% of thee
population
n male and
d 48% of the populattion female.
Respondeents also reporrted sources of
o income. Th
hey indicatedd
that comm
mercial fishin
ng contributed
d an estimated $76,000 too
Kwethluk
k and employeed members of
o 23 differen
nt householdss
out of a possible 155.

Photo by Seth Wilson

Figure 44-12.‒Fish caamp dog.
y 70% of hou
useholds andd used by 98%
%. Salmon w
was distributeed via
In 2010, salmon was harvested by
u
but did not
n harvest (288%) salmon. An estimatedd 19,347 indivvidual
exchange to those housseholds that used
salmon were
w
taken by
b Kwethluk
k fishers, wh
hich contribuuted 121,5144 lb of edibble weight tto the
communitty’s subsisten
nce yield. Kin
ng salmon was the highest harvested speecies (5,459 iindividuals, 551,525
lb), follow
wed by sockeeye (5,332 in
ndividuals, 26
6,871 lb), chuum (5,230 inddividuals, 26,590 lb), andd coho
(2,967 ind
dividuals, 15,689 lb). Thee survey also documentedd 358 pink saalmon harvessted (839 lb). Both
coho (312
2 individuals)) and chum (245
(
individu
uals) salmon were harvestted in limitedd amounts foor dog
food. App
proximately 23%
2
of the pin
nk salmon haarvested were given to doggs, the highestt proportion oof any
salmon haarvest. Appro
oximately 3,5
563 lb of salm
mon were haarvested for ddog food. Subbtracting thiss from
Kwethluk
k’s salmon haarvest, the meean average per
p capita connsumption off salmon was 165 lb per peerson.
However,, some of this was likely ex
xchanged outside the comm
munity.
The most common meeans of harvessting salmon was by subsiistence drift ggillnet, whichh took 64,3855 lb of
salmon. These
T
fish inccluded an esp
pecially largee proportion oof the king ssalmon. Subsiistence set giillnets
harvested 36,468 lb of
o salmon. Fiishers particiipating in a ccommercial ffishery are aallowed to reemove
or their perso
onal use, and this accountted for 19,5333 lb of salmoon harvested. This harvesst was
salmon fo
likely tak
ken by drift gillnet.
g
Lastly
y, rod and reeel accounted for 1,127 lb of salmon, m
most of whichh was
coho salm
mon.
Salmon fiishing areas were
w
concentrrated along th
he Kuskokuakk Slough andd the Kwethluuk and Kuskookwim
rivers. Faamilies also reported traveling to harvest
h
salm
mon near thee communitiies of Napaskiak,
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Tuntutuliaak, and Quin
nhagak. Respo
ondents also reported rodd and reel fishhing for coho salmon souuth of
Three Step Mountain.
ouseholds asssessed their 22010 harvest aand use of salmon as relattive to
To put theese numbers in context, ho
previous years. 51% stated
s
that th
hey got enoug
gh salmon, vvia exchange or active haarvesting, forr their
household
d and 45% rep
ported that th
hey did not. Th
he remainingg 5% either diid not respondd to the question or
did not usse the resourcce. Sixty-six percent
p
of ho
ouseholds repporting the use of salmon rreported usinng less
salmon th
hat same year and 23% reported getting the same am
mount; only 9%
% said they ussed more thann they
had the yeear before.

LOCAL
L OBSER
RVATION
NS OF CH
HANGE IN SALM
MON
FIS
SHERIES
S
FISH AN
ND ENVIRON
NMENT
Respondeents described
d how fishers employ a practiced know
wledge of the local environnment to anticcipate
the arrivaal of the salm
mon runs an
nd how thosee runs will ddevelop throuugh the seasson. In a stuudy of
Traditionaal Ecological Knowledge (TEK)
(
in the Yukon
Y
Riverr drainage, Mooncrieff and K
Klein (2003) found
that fisherrs implicitly separate their observation
ns of natural phenomena iinto either caausal or correelative
indicatorss. There are those
t
observaations that aree predictive tto phenomenna and those that correlatee with
phenomen
na.

Photo by Amy Marsh

Figuree 4-13.‒Salmo
on heads burieed in a grass-lined pit for llater consumpption.
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Key respondents made many references to the wisdom and ability of their ancestors, and recent elders, in
accurately predicting the timing and magnitude of the salmon run. “I couldn’t predict like the old people.
The way they used to predict… I’ve been watching, but I’ve still never understood how they did it”
(KWT-2). Respondents often lamented that they themselves could not make such predictions with
exactness. “Only a few people around our area have that knowledge. My grandfather knew where the
salmon went” (KWT-19). Another respondent indicated she had some knowledge of natural indicators to
the salmon run, which was taught to her by her elders.
Yeah, sometimes I do hear that. When there is a lot of snow, lot of mosquitoes flying
around, they say that there’ll be a pretty good run this year. The first time I heard about
this, it was all … it was windy from the West most of spring time and then this elder told
me when it’s like this, when the wind is from the West, too much, he say the run will be
short … or else they might be going fast, passing by fast, and then the way that story goes
is the weir in Holitna … has already got its quota. … Going fast. (KWT-4)
Still relevant and useful to Kwethluk fishers, TEK must adapt to and operate in an increasingly complex
environment. Fishers also use formal management assessment projects and predictions to gauge their own
observations and knowledge, as in the passage above. In addition to using natural indicators on predicting
the run timing of salmon, they now turn to Lower Kuskokwim River fishing reports from friends and
ADF&G assessment projects. “We used to see the river full of fish year after year, but now we wait until
people call us from Tunt or Bethel, and we know that in the next day or two they will get here” (KWT22).
Though fishers use more tools by which to assess the run, respondents recognize that there are more risks
posed to salmon, particularly king salmon, than in earlier years, as evidenced by diminishing abundance
and smaller sized salmon compared to earlier generations, as observed by contemporary fishers.
Respondents spoke of human activities that depleted salmon. Environmental degradation, such as the
Exxon Valdez oil spill and past and current mining practices in the Kuskokwim River Drainage are seen
as having a long term effect on salmon.
What I noticed was that we used to catch kind of big kings when we’re growing up, like
around 80s they were getting smaller. It seems to me after the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, it
was like fish crashed. And it hasn’t been like before ever since. (KWT-4)
Many respondents also attribute the decline in salmon abundance to large scale interception, referred to as
“high seas fishing.”
Key respondents also discussed in-river conditions. Erosion was an often mentioned occurrence that has
changed fishing practices as well as affecting the fish and boating traffic.
The vegetation is eaten away by erosion. The small fry they go up the rivers and swim on
the sides. Now we have jet boats that go through shallow waters. They chew up the small
fry, and the wakes affect them as well. There are jet boats going up the Kwethluk River.
(KWT-19)
The prospects of Donlin Creek mine prompted two respondents to voice their fears about chemical
contamination in the watershed. “One thing that I’m worried about is that mine up there. It might affect
the fish if that … cyanide, whatever it’s called, gets in the water. Or if mercury gets into the water”
(KWT-7). “I told my wife, with Donlin Creek going on, if there’s something happen, I tell her, our kids
won’t be doing the same thing we’re doing now” (KWT-4).

MANAGEMENT
Management is not a new concept to subsistence fishers on the lower Kuskokwim River. Traditional selfmanagement was historically practiced by autonomous extended family fishing groups as described above
(see “History of local fisheries”). Large scale fishing for export, very early in the 20th century, however,
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Photo by Amy Marsh

Figure 4-14.‒Hanging salmon to
t dry. Slabss are on the right, strips in the midddle and roe iin the
backgroun
nd.
prompted externally imposed
i
regu
ulations—as described inn the introduction. This oopened the eera of
profession
nal fisheries managers,
m
haarvest quotas,, allocation, aand eventuallly open and cclosed windoows of
opportuniity for fishing
g (Wolfe 1981
1: 102).
Traditionaally, success in harvesting
g was less a faactor of learnned skill and kknowledge of the natural world
and more a factor of prroper behavio
or in the humaan and naturaal domains. W
Wild resourcess are more likkely to
allow them
mselves to bee taken by haarvesters thatt act honorabbly and withoout offense. F
Following thiss, one
harvester’’s success doees not necessarily diminish
h the success of another. F
Fishing, and iin general ressource
harvesting
g, was not typically charaacterized by competition
c
bbetween a ressource user annd their gamee or a
resource user
u
and otheer users. Ratther it is a reelationship cuulminating from the propeer respect annd use
between the
t user and the
t resource (Hensel
(
1996
6). Respect w as reflected bby respondents insomuch as the
resource is used, and the waste of harvested animals
a
avoidded. “If you keep huntinng fish downn river
there’ll bee more fish every year.……
… More fish you get, morre fish every year” (KWT-23). “They ssay, if
you don’tt take care of them,
t
they’ll be no more fish”
f
(KWT-66).
When ask
ked how regulations affectt subsistence salmon fishinng, respondennts overwhelm
mingly expresssed a
strong den
nunciation off the closuress and restricttions on subssistence fishinng. In that yeear (2009) annd for
most of th
he prior 10 yeears, a 12 day
y closure beginning June 4 and ending June 18 had been implem
mented
to protectt the first pulse of king saalmon. This su
ubsistence saalmon fishingg schedule haas its origins in the
Kuskokwiim River Salm
mon Rebuildiing Managem
ment Plan (Reebuilding Plaan) (5 AAC 007.365), whicch the
Board of Fisheries (B
BOF) put into
o place in 20
001 followingg steep decliines in king and chum saalmon
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returns to the Kuskokwim River. The fishing schedule is intended to spread the fishing effort over mixed
stocks destined for multiple tributaries. Respondents assert that the schedule forces them to expend more
effort to harvest the same amount of salmon as they normally would.
Generally, it is unclear from the interviews whether or not the respondent was also referring to the
subsistence closures that occur 6 hours before, during, and 3 hours after commercial fishing openings in
District 1. One respondent said: “Some people would be commercial fishing and the others would be
subsistence. Nowadays, subsistence being closed before the commercial fishing. That’s a big turnaround.
The majority of the time, I don’t like it” (KWT-2).
All respondents view the subsistence salmon fishing closures as hindering their ability to achieve their
annual harvest goal. Subsistence harvesters generally seek to optimize their efforts while fishing (see
Gear, Fishing, and Preservation). Fishing during the periods of high salmon abundance (i.e., the peak of
runs, incoming tide, less fishing competition) yields a high harvest for the amount of time and money
spent fishing. From a fisher’s perspective, imposing arbitrary fishing schedules thwarts this basic
principle.
They’d open them when the fish would have passed, so we’d have to spend some more
on gas just to be drifting … I mean, ever since they started regulating it, there would be
times when I’d have to be out there and drift all night long … all night long, and come
back the next day, having spent that much gas, getting the amount [of fish] I would like
to have in my smokehouse. (KWT-5)
The respondent argues that subsistence fishing windows are a useless hardship. All families strive to
harvest a determined amount of salmon during the season, and then they quit fishing. The basic tenet of
Yup’ik self-management is not to waste, and not overharvesting the resource is a cornerstone of this rule.
Because this belief is so widely held, respondents view externally imposed fishing restrictions as an
ineffective conservation measure.
Wouldn’t matter whether it’s closed or not. We fish until we know we have enough, then
we quit fishing. So it’s not going to matter. … the amount of time I spend out there
getting the amount of fish for me to see it’s enough … even if they didn’t close it, I
would see that amount of fish, and then I’d quit. So it wouldn’t have made no difference.
It makes no difference whether they close it or not. I’m going to get the amount of fish I
know is going to keep me until next year. (KWT-5)
In the practical experience of fishers, much more gas is spent attaining their harvest goal when closures
inhibit their schedule. “I didn’t like it when they were doing those closures, when you had to fish at a
certain time because usually every day we try to take care of our fish, try to get everything done. And
those closures kind of like delayed everything” (KWT-8). The closures, in effect, lengthened a family’s
fishing season, forcing them to reallocate time to harvesting and processing rather than to other
obligations. “It affected me because I was working. I was trying to get to my quota. I had a hard time
because I worked, because of that on and off closure, it really slowed me down. Really affected me”
(KWT-3). From the perspective of an economy of scale, it is far easier to harvest, process, and smoke a
large quantity of salmon at once than to tend to small quantities at a time over a long period (Figure 4-15).
The burden of tending a smokehouse is multiplied when the weather sours and flies arrive in July and
August, prompting spoilage.
We couldn’t go fishing on times that we wanted to go, so we had to wait … We didn’t
like it. I didn’t like it because I wanted to get done at a certain time. I wanted to make
sure that all my fish were cut and they were drying and starting to smoke before July. I
don’t like to take care of fish in July because of flies. That’s when flies are laying eggs.
(KWT-8)
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Photo by Seth W
Wilson

Figure 4-15.‒Tendin
ng to the smok
kehouse fire.
While currrent managem
ment practicees, such as fish
hing window s, are somew
what unpopulaar among Kweethluk
residents, people have adapted over the years and
d continue to harvest enouugh to meet thheir needs.

SUM
MMARY AND
A
DIS
SCUSSIO
ON
k respondentss eloquently described th
he role subsisstence plays in their lifee. The majoriity of
Kwethluk
responden
nts immediateely mentioned survival an
nd the importtance of salm
mon as food. For instance:: “It’s
really imp
portant for uss because it’s our main foo
od. We grow
w up, since I w
was small girrl, same thingg with
my kids, that’s
t
our maain food.… ev
very day durin
ng the wintert
rtime, always on the table, every day. L
Lunch,
supper, lu
unch, supper, every day” (K
KWT-12).
God
G created th
hem for every
ybody to use for survival. My mom useed to say thatt what you
caan gather from
m the land and the water, you
y harvest thhem as much as possible. W
When your
sttomach is em
mpty, you’re hungry,
h
and you’re sad; yoou get sick eaasily. While thhey’re still
arround, or avaailable, you harvest
h
them
m … for yourrself and youur family. It’ss what we
su
urvive on. (KW
WT-16)
Some resp
pondents spo
oke of the sen
nse of identity
y that the salm
mon fishing bbrings. It is a defining actt with
near univ
versal particip
pation through
hout the com
mmunity and through famiily lines. It pprovides a tanngible
associatio
on to their anccestors:
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It has been going on and going on, and it’s our way of life. That’s how we got food. And
it’s been going on … for maybe even before my great-great grandparents were living,
that has been going on. And it’s still going on, and hopefully my grandchildren will carry
it down too. It’s our way of life, passed on from generation to generation. (KWT-7).
One respondent illustrated the importance of fishing as identity by speaking of the personal ramifications
of its absence:
It’s our life …. It’s the core of our being. If we don’t have dried fish, if we don’t collect
the fish or prepare them, like I was telling my workmate when we first started cutting fish
this year … ‘It’s … very important for me to cut fish, to gather fish, to cut them and
prepare them. If I don’t, then I’ll feel empty and worthless.’ … My life won’t feel
fulfilled if I don’t cut fish. In my lifetime, I did not cut fish two or three summers, and I
felt so empty because I did not get to cut fish. It’s a very important part of our life, to
gather and cut fish. (KWT-11).
During the interviews, respondents enumerated many perceived threats to the viability of the subsistence
fishery. In a number of instances, respondents asked the ADF&G researcher whether or not Kuskokwim
area managers will reduce the number of salmon, in future seasons, that people can harvest (KWT-6).
There is often the perception that restrictions on the subsistence fishery are an issuance of blame for a
poor return of salmon. One respondent acknowledged that there are many stakeholder groups in the
Kuskokwim salmon fishery, but interpreted restrictions on one group rather than another as an implication
of fault.
They are kind of interfering with how we fish. Subsistence fishing should not be too
regulated like they are trying to do. Setting days, hours, methods…They are kind of
infringing upon your own right. It’s like a no-no to us…. We had windows in the past
because a concern about adequate fish returns to spawning grounds. We had those days
and hours. Our main concern was to have an abundance of fish later on, but actually high
seas trawling is having impact on our subsistence. But it’s not our fault. We shouldn’t be
the ones to be blamed for our subsistence fishing. (KWT-18)
As indicated above, user conflict was typified as occurring between Kwethluk fishers and intercept
fisheries. Respondents often referred to the Bering Sea trawl fishery, as well as the Area M/False Pass
fishery as detriments to Kuskokwim salmon.
The largest barrier to participation in the subsistence fishery remains the high price of gas. Respondents
described creating partnerships to pool resources to fish, such as nets, and described making the long-term
investment in boats and motors. However, gas remains as a constant expense to subsistence fishers, and
the lack of wage based employment in the community means fishers have to carefully meter their use of
gas. As discussed earlier, some fishers quit early because they lack access to fuel.
Salmon continues to be an important resource for those families that have lived in Kwethluk for ages, and
for those individuals that have moved to the community in recent years. It is used for personal and family
sustenance, exchange and gifting, and to affirm personal identity and communal well-being. Particularly
important is king salmon, of which harvest levels have remained steady over the 10 years preceding the
research, varying by as little as 17% (Brown et al. 2013). Between 2000 and 2010, king salmon was
consistently the most harvested salmon, averaging 5,892 fish per year by the community. Kwethluk
respondents often expressed strong determination to attain their personal harvest goal each year in spite of
restrictions, late runs, equipment malfunctions, and poor weather.
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KALSKAG

Prepared by Andrew R. Brenner

SETTING AND CONTEXT
LOCAL RESEARCH AND RESPONDENT PROFILE
In June 2009, ADF&G Division of Subsistence researchers documented ethnographic information on
Kalskag subsistence salmon fisheries. Researchers used participant observation and also completed 18
semi-structured interviews, each averaging around one hour in length, with 21 Kalskag residents. Eleven
men and 10 women were interviewed. Respondents represented various ages, ranging from 23 to 79 years
old. Most interviewed respondents began actively participating in salmon fishing activities as children and
had fished for much of their lives.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Upper Kalskag, known locally and referred to hereafter simply as Kalskag (Qalqaq in Central Yup’ik,
Jacobson 1984), is located on the north bank of the Kuskokwim River, about 2 miles upriver from Lower
Kalskag and 30 miles downriver from Aniak. The 2009 estimated population was 196 individuals
(ADLWD 2012), the majority of whom are Alaska Native with predominately Central Yup’ik heritage.
The climate in Kalskag is continental with influences from the Bering Sea, and temperatures range
from -55° to 87° F (ADCCED-DCRA 2012). Kalskag is accessible by airplane year round, by boat during
summer, and in winter months by snowmachine or by automobile via an ice road on the Kuskokwim
River that (depending on ice and weather conditions) extends from below Bethel upriver to Aniak. The
Kuskokwim River is generally ice free from mid-June through October (ADCCED-DCRA 2012). A short
gravel road connects Kalskag to Lower Kalskag, and the Kalskag airport serves both communities.
Kalskag and Lower Kalskag are the most downriver communities in the Central Kuskokwim region, and
as such have many connections to the lower Kuskokwim River region. Kalskag is located near the
intersection of large expanses of tundra characteristic of the lower Kuskokwim River region and boreal
forest typical of the central Kuskokwim River region (Mason 1972: 18–19), and is located along the
boundary between game management units 18 and 19.
While archeological information from prehistoric times in the immediate vicinity of Kalskag is limited, it
is estimated that Yup’ik people have inhabited the surrounding region for many generations (KPMC
1991: 1). Kalskag is located at one end of a traditional and important portage route between the
Kuskokwim and Yukon rivers (Sverdlov 1994: 181), and as such has likely been inhabited since very
early times. The Russian explorer Vasily Ivanov provided one of the earliest descriptions of this route as
he travelled from the Kuskokwim River to the Yukon River using the portage in the 1790s (Sverdlov
1994: 182). In 1843, Russian explorer Lavrentiy Zagoskin noted the presence of a village,
“Kkhalkagmyut,” near present day Kalskag and Lower Kalskag (Zagoskin 1967: 249). The first U.S.
Census to record Kalskag’s population occurred in 1880, estimating that 106 people lived in a community
recorded as “Kaltkhagamute” (Petroff 1884: 53) that likely corresponds to Old Kalskag, a settlement that
existed between 1900 and 1910, before relocation to the present day (Upper) Kalskag village location
(Oswalt 1980: 72).
The Kuskokwim drainage experienced a minor gold rush between 1890 and 1910 (Brown 1983: 100–106)
and large numbers of stampeders probably crossed the summer portage between Russian Mission and
Kalskag during this time period (Brown 1983: 433). Various Euro-American missionaries, prospectors,
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and miners from outside the region began to have an increased presence in the central Kuskokwim region
in the late 19th century (Brown 1983: 71–80), and Kalskag residents probably had fairly regular contact
with these outsiders as they travelled through the area. In the early 20th century, reindeer herding was
widespread in western Alaska, and Kalskag residents owned a herd of around 2,100 reindeer during this
time period (KPMC 1991: 35). By the 1930s, a general store and federal Bureau of Education school were
established in Kalskag (KPMC 1991: 35). Around this same time period, Lower Kalskag, previously a
summer fish camp location for Kalskag residents began to be occupied year round as a permanent
community when some Kalskag residents relocated “at least partially due to religious differences”
(Oswalt 1980: 54). Upper Kalskag was incorporated as a second class city in 1975 (KPMC 1991: 36).
Many Alaska Native residents are shareholders in the sub-regional Kuskokwim Corporation12 (TKC) and
Calista Corporation, the regional corporation for much of the Kuskokwim River, lower Yukon River, and
surrounding areas. Since early times and into the present, Kalskag has had a mixed subsistence/cash
economy with heavy reliance on wild foods supplemented by income from government employment and
assistance, seasonally available jobs such as firefighting, and limited mining, trapping, and commercial
fishing.

HISTORY OF SALMON FISHERIES
EARLY HISTORY
Salmon has long been a primary component of the subsistence harvest throughout the Kuskokwim River
drainage. Before 2,400 BP, groups ancestral to the current inhabitants of the Kuskokwim River drainage
likely harvested salmon primarily with fish spears and traps. The subsequent development and increased
use of more efficient fish nets for harvesting salmon around 2,200–2,400 BP likely accounted for a
marked increase in the human population of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta region (Shaw 1998: 242).
Predictable salmon runs, together with the development of this new and more efficient salmon harvesting
technology, likely represented the key factor in the settlement of inland riverine environments such as the
area near Kalskag by more coastal groups in ancient times (VanStone 1984: 207).
Upon contact with Russian explorers and fur traders in the early 19th century, residents of the central
Kuskokwim River region maintained semi-permanent residence in winter communities while travelling
throughout the area to harvest locally abundant wild food resources including salmon (Oswalt 1967: 88–
89). Salmon fishing typically occupied the summer and provided food supplies on which families relied
throughout the winter. Residents of the central Kuskokwim River also hunted and fished for food during
winter to a greater extent than neighboring groups downriver (VanStone 1984: 231–233). Increased
Russian demand for beaver pelts and other furs in the early to mid-19th century led to increased trapping
activity during winter months (VanStone 1984: 237), and it is possible that increased needs for dog food
to support trapping efforts led to a greater reliance on summer salmon fishing and dried salmon during
winter months.

EARLY 20TH CENTURY
Several historical events in the early 20th century likely influenced a change in salmon fishing patterns in
the area around Kalskag that resulted in more salmon harvested in shorter periods of time. Fish wheels,
which enabled more efficient salmon fishing than previously used hand-woven gillnets and fish traps,
were introduced to the Kuskokwim River around 1910 and rapidly became widely used for subsistence
salmon fishing in Kalskag and communities further upriver. Around the same time, several minor gold
rushes on the Kuskokwim River led to increasing contact between residents of Kalskag and prospectors
from outside Alaska (Brown 1983: 103–107). The increased efficiency of fish wheels relative to past
harvest methods may have enabled some residents of Kalskag to seek employment in local mining
12

The Kuskokwim Corporation was formed when 10 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) village corporations
located in the central Kuskokwim River region merged in 1977 (http://www.kuskokwim.com/content/about-us).
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operations and Bristol Bay salmon canneries rather than spending the entire summer securing a supply of
salmon for personal consumption and dog food (Brown 1983: 147).
Commercial salmon fishing for export at the mouth of the Kuskokwim River (Kuskokwim Bay) began in
1913 (Brown 1983: 147). Salmon populations were likely impacted in the early 20th century by
commercial fishing, and the general influx of outsiders into the region probably led to a decline in
populations of game animals and furbearers near Kalskag (Brown 1983: 147–149). In spite of the possible
decline in salmon populations, chum salmon harvests may have increased during this time period due to
increased needs for dog food. Schools, churches, and trading facilities encouraged settlement in larger
communities, and this led to a need to travel greater distances to avoid competition in areas with recently
reduced furbearer populations. This increased travel, together with increased shipping demands required
more use of dog teams that likely stimulated more intensive salmon fishing (Mason 1972: 44). Most of
the increased salmon harvest was probably made up of chum salmon, because this has historically been
the major salmon species used for dog food in Kalskag. Barter and limited sale of dried salmon was
important historically throughout the Kuskokwim River drainage (Albrecht 1990: 18), and there may have
been an increase in the quantity of dried salmon sold or bartered during the early 20th century near
Kalskag corresponding to increased dog food needs and availability of trading posts. One elder Kalskag
respondent described that the sale or trade of dried chum salmon at trading posts in the Kalskag area had
occurred from his earliest memories (KAL-12). However, with the adoption and greater use of airplanes
for shipment of outside goods in the 1930s and of snowmachines for personal transportation in the 1960s,
the harvest and sale of chum salmon for use as dog food began to decline throughout much of Alaska
(Andersen and Scott 2010: 3,5; Brown 1983: 150; VanStone 1984: 240).

MID-20TH CENTURY TO PRESENT
Experiences from respondents’ own lifetimes have illuminated the history of Kalskag salmon fishing
since the mid-20th century. The general pattern of fishing that respondents remember from their
childhood or early adulthood in the mid-20th century involved fishing from seasonal camps outside of
Kalskag, using fish wheels as the primary fishing gear, and harvesting large numbers of chum salmon
primarily for dog food. King salmon was the main salmon used for human consumption, and sockeye and
coho salmon formed important but smaller portions of the harvest. Most respondents described that each
summer from the time they were children they would travel to fish camps some distance away from
Kalskag:
We all moved to fish camp in the summer. Basically just about everybody in the village
did back then. Back in ‘59–‘60 when we came here. Summertime everybody moved out
to fish camp, stayed out there all summer till September most of the time, when they
moved back to the village. (KAL-4)
One or more families would work together catching and preserving salmon for most of the summer,
returning to Kalskag only for brief periods. Older respondents typically grew up going to fish camps
where fish wheels were used. “Back then when we were younger…we used to put in a fish wheel every
year together…That was in the mid-‘50s to the ‘60s” (KAL-3). As most families utilized dog teams as the
primary form of winter transportation until the introduction of snowmachines in the 1960s, a great deal of
the effort each summer was put into harvesting and processing chum salmon for dog food, and chum
salmon likely formed the bulk of the total salmon harvest in the mid-20th century.
While salmon continue to form a major component of the subsistence harvest in Kalskag into the present
(Brown et al. 2012: 306, see also “Summary of Donlin Salmon Data” below), patterns of salmon fishing
changed in the second half of the 20th century: travel to summer fish camps is less frequent and time
spent in fish camps is shorter than in the past for many residents, fish wheels have been virtually replaced
by gillnets as the primary gear used to harvest salmon, and far fewer salmon are harvested for dog food
than in the past. While some chum salmon are harvested for human consumption, and a limited number of
households have harvested chum salmon for dog food into the present, the reduction in harvest of salmon
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for dog food has led to king salmon representing the largest portion of the Kalskag salmon harvest in
recent years.

COMMERCIAL FISHING
Commercial salmon fishing for export initially occurred for a brief period at the mouth of the Kuskokwim
River between 1913 and 1920, but was banned due to its threat to the food supply of Kuskokwim River
residents (Brown 1983: 147). Following Alaska statehood, commercial salmon fishing was reestablished
on the Kuskokwim River in 1959 (Pennoyer et al. 1960: 21), and the fishery grew rapidly from 111
commercial salmon fishers in 1960 to 601 fishers in 1969 (Pennoyer et al. 1962: 4; Regnart et al. 1970:
18). The majority of commercial fishing was limited to District 1 of the lower Kuskokwim River, and
respondents describe that some Kalskag residents travelled downriver near Bethel (97 miles downriver
from Kalskag) to participate in this fishery (KAL-4, KAL-5). A smaller commercial salmon fishery did
occur in District 2 of the central Kuskokwim River around Kalskag, from Mishevik Slough below
Tuluksak, upriver to the Kolmakof River near Aniak13. In the 1960s, the commercial fishery in District 2
was limited to a quota of 2,000 kings and 2,000 coho salmon (Regnart et al. 1970: 21). Respondents in
this study describe two or three Kalskag residents fishing commercially in District 2 during this time
(KAL-3). Commercial fishing was supplemental to subsistence salmon fishing, requiring the same gear
and also allowing the purchase of supplies that were essential to subsistence fishing. One respondent
described this relationship between commercial and subsistence fishing, explaining that the proceeds from
commercial fishing in the early summer near Bethel were transferred directly into his family’s expenses
for subsistence fishing later in the summer near Kalskag: “We would load the boat with food, gas, stove
oil, whatever we needed before we came up. Or took care of any maintenance we needed on the engine or
nets. We would get it right there in Bethel” (KAL-4). While the new commercial fishery provided an
important source of cash income for Kalskag residents, subsistence salmon fishing for human and dog
food generally continued to play a much larger role in the overall economy of the region (Regnart et al.
1970: 18).
Commercial fishing, initially for king and chum salmon and in later years primarily for chum salmon,
continued to be important to Kalskag residents for much of the 20th century, but respondents described
that commercial fishing on the Kuskokwim River near Kalskag has not occurred on a significant scale
since the mid-1990s (KAL-14, KAL-15). Between 1980 and 1995, at least 17 commercial fishing permits
were fished in District 2 around Kalskag. The fishery declined dramatically in 1996 and there has been no
commercial salmon fishing in the middle river since the year 2000 (Brazil et al. 2011: 99). One
respondent described the hardship felt throughout the community of losing the large source of income that
commercial fishing provided, stating that they simply had to find other sources of income to survive
(KAL-6).

FISHING PRACTICES
TIMING OF SUBSISTENCE SALMON FISHING
In late May or early June, families typically prepare for the arrival of salmon. Many respondents
described that in the past, nearly the entire community of Kalskag travelled to family salmon fishing
camps around this time.
We move to fish camp on June 5th, to clean up and make things ready before we settle
down and start fishing. Get some wood. The men get wood and water. The women mosey
around and see what needs to be done, make sure buckets are clean, clean around the
smokehouse and make sure no trash is around…. (KAL-17)

13

District 2 was reduced in size in 1988 and again in 1990: the downstream boundary was moved upstream to Second Slough
below Kalskag, the upstream boundary was moved downstream to Chuathbaluk (Brazil et al. 2011: 57).
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In recent years, some families still travel to fish camps, while others prepare for fishing in Kalskag. Smelt
arrive in Kalskag in late May, and many Kalskag residents use dip nets to harvest these fish around the
same time they are preparing for the arrival of salmon.
June is the primary salmon fishing month in Kalskag. King salmon typically arrive in the area by the
second week of June and are present into early July. Chum salmon arrive in mid-June and the peak of the
run comes at the end of June; the first arriving chum salmon are typically in the best condition for eating
(KAL-11). Sockeye salmon arrive in mid-June shortly after the arrival of chum salmon. Families that
travel to fish camps generally make sure they are there in June to coincide with the king salmon run.
Respondents emphasized that June is the preferred month for salmon fishing because of high quality fish
and ideal drying conditions. Days are cool and sunny relative to July when “it gets hotter and more flies”
(KAL-11).
Fishing continues for king salmon into early July, and chum salmon are abundant at this time as well.
Respondents described trying to harvest most of the salmon they will eat before July 4th, and continue
fishing for salmon to be used as dog food into late July (KAL-21). In the past, when most Kalskag
residents needed to harvest large quantities of salmon for dog food, July was an intense harvest period for
chum salmon. Flies and rain become a problem for those preserving fish in July, and fish that are drying
need special attention to avoid spoilage and maggots (see “Preservation” below). Coho salmon arrive in
late July and are often frozen to circumvent difficult drying conditions. July and early August is also the
primary time Kalskag residents pick berries, and salmon fishers who also wish to harvest berries allot
time to harvest this valued subsistence resource. In recent years, closures to subsistence fishing in June
have led some families to harvest larger portions of their salmon in July than they normally would. One
respondent summarized several of the challenges salmon fishers face in July: “In July, there’s a rainy
season, and you need to pick berries, and fish won’t dry as well. People work very hard to catch up with
openings and closures” (KAL-10).
Coho salmon continue migrating past Kalskag through August and well into September. Respondents
described that in the past, many families would stay at fish camps through August, often not returning to
Kalskag until school began in the fall if there were children in the family. “What we usually do was set a
tent right there at the fish camp, and I’d stay from June til August, end of September” (KAL-19). Similar
to July, some respondents prefer not to fish in August due to problems with flies and bad drying weather.

GEAR
Kalskag fishers described several gear types that are used or have been used in the past to harvest salmon.
Most respondents over 60 years old grew up using fish wheels as the primary gear type for harvesting
salmon, with additional use of drift and set gillnets. Beginning as early as the 1960s, fish wheels were
gradually replaced with set and drift gillnets as the primary salmon harvesting gear in Kalskag. In recent
years the majority of fishers use drift gillnets almost exclusively. Salmon harvested with rod and reel
typically make up a very minor portion of the overall salmon harvest in Upper Kalskag, but rod and reel
was a regularly used gear type for some respondents.

Fish wheels
From the introduction of fish wheels in the early 20th century, and continuing until the mid-20th century,
residents on the Kuskokwim River above Lower Kalskag primarily used fish wheels for subsistence
salmon fishery, while residents of communities downriver used gillnets almost exclusively for harvesting
salmon (Pennoyer et al. 1961: 69). Respondents described cooperatively building fish wheels with locally
harvested birch, or the preferred spruce or tamarack wood, and placed fish wheels at seasonally occupied
fish camp locations. Some respondents used set gillnets as an indicator for the arrival of salmon runs,
since they generally are easier to manipulate than fish wheels; once fish were caught in the set gillnet, the
fish wheel would be put in motion, and a large quantity of fish could be harvested. Fish wheel operation
during a strong salmon run generally required the team effort of an entire family, and fish wheels would
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Long ago they had dog teams, and the fish wheel would catch a lot of fish. Nowadays we
just catch for our families what we need for winter. We don’t have dogs, and we don’t eat
that much. I think that’s the reason people don’t use fish wheels now days. (KAL-12)
The replacement of dog teams with snowmachines and related abandonment of fish wheels may have
been accelerated by a canine distemper epidemic in the mid-1960s that temporarily reduced the total
number of dogs on the Kuskokwim River around the same time snowmachines first became available
(Regnart et al. 1970: 28).
The highly involved process of constructing fish wheels also may have contributed to their eventual
disuse. During respondents’ lifetimes, fish wheels were constructed of locally available materials, and
gillnets were purchased from manufacturing companies. While salmon gillnets represent a considerable
investment of at least several hundred dollars today, they have been increasingly available by mail order,
and purchasing a gillnet is likely easier for many respondents than constructing a fish wheel would be.
Adding to the convenience of gillnets is the fact that until recently, fishers needed to purchase separate
components of a gillnet and attach net webbing to the lead line and cork line themselves; Kalskag fishers
can now purchase gillnets that are largely ready to use, or “pre-hung,” once they arrive by mail.
The commercial salmon fishery in the central Kuskokwim River region, beginning around 1960, may
have encouraged the increased use of gillnets and related decline of fish wheels for harvesting salmon.
Initially the commercial salmon fishery in the Central Kuskokwim region was restricted to king salmon in
early summer and coho salmon later in the season. Commercial fishers could use a larger size gill net
mesh that harvested king salmon while allowing many smaller salmon such as chum and sockeye salmon
to pass through the net. Gillnets came to be the exclusive gear type used in the commercial salmon fishery
on the Kuskokwim River by the late 1960s (Regnart et al. 1970: 21), likely due to the increased selectivity
of gillnets vs. fish wheels towards king salmon. While the complete replacement of fish wheels with
gillnets may have first taken place in the commercial fishery, this gear shift eventually transferred into the
subsistence fishery as well. In 1960, 65 fish wheels were in operation on the Kuskokwim River between
Eek and the Swift River, declining to 30 in 1965 and 10 in 1981 (Jonrowe et al. 1982: 13). Only one
Kalskag household reported using a fish wheel to harvest salmon in 2009 (Figure 5-1), and the
contribution of this one fish wheel to the total harvest by the community was small (Brown et al. 2012:
316).

Gillnets
The majority of Kalskag salmon fishers currently use gillnets as their primary gear type for harvesting
salmon. Gillnets are well integrated into current Kalskag fishing practices that emphasize the harvest of
multiple salmon species, flexible fishing schedules that are time-efficient, and for many respondents
salmon fishing while residing in Kalskag rather than long-term fishing camps. While the majority of
Kalskag salmon fishers currently use drift gillnets, set gillnets were commonly used in the past and are
still used by some Kalskag residents.
Kalskag salmon fishers harvest several different salmon species over the course of a summer, and are able
to focus on particular species by utilizing different gillnet mesh sizes. Many Kalskag fishers currently
focus their harvest efforts on king salmon over other salmon species; king salmon made up over 60% of
the Kalskag salmon harvest by edible weight in 2009 (Brown et al. 2012: 315). In order to effectively
harvest king salmon, Kalskag salmon fishers use gillnets with 6-8" mesh. Some respondents described
using an 8" mesh gillnet if they want to harvest mostly king salmon and few chum or sockeye salmon.
Other respondents prefer a mixture of salmon species and use a 6" mesh gillnet as an all-purpose net
throughout the summer or to target chum and sockeye salmon after king salmon runs have passed.
Drift gillnets (Figure 5-2) are widely used by salmon fishers who require flexibility in their salmon
fishing due to employment schedules, personal obligations, and salmon fishing restrictions. By drifting a
gillnet when salmon are plentiful in a productive drifting location, salmon fishers can harvest large
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You get 5 gallons of gas, you go to fish camp, and you stay. You don’t go running
around. Not like now. It was totally different. A lot of times we wouldn’t even use the
motor except to go upriver. If we were going downriver then we just drifted. You would
drift down to your drifting spots, and then you would use the engine, you know, always
oared, never used the motor. You would drift, and you would come back upstream with
the motor because it was a lot harder back then. There wasn’t jobs available then like
there is now. (KAL-4)
Use of oars was more fuel efficient and also was seen by some respondents as less likely to frighten fish
away from the gillnet than a loud motor. While drift gillnets are the preferred gear type for most fishers,
setnets also offer advantages and are used by some residents. High gas prices in recent years have made
drift gillnetting difficult for some residents, and set gillnetting can be an affordable alternative. A
respondent described:
Last year we didn’t get the fish we wanted, so this year is the first year I’ll try a setnet,
with the price of gas. My wife cuts fish all day but gas prices going up, gotta have a
setnet. I usually drift. (KAL-20)
Set gillnetting can also be convenient for those who fish alone and may not have the “manpower” to drift
a gillnet (KAL-12). Setnets were very commonly used in the past as families spent summers at seasonal
fish camps; many families’ fish camp locations were located directly at good, productive setnet sites. In
recent years they have become less commonly used. One respondent said, “I see a few [set gillnets], less
than before. Growing up there were a lot, almost every eddy taken by one or two nets. Nowadays, some
select few who set the net.” (KAL-6)

Rod and Reel
Rod and reel-caught salmon made up a very small portion of Kalskag residents’ total salmon harvest in
2009 (Brown et al. 2012). Some respondents described fishing for salmon with rod and reel, particularly
for coho salmon. One respondent described catching all species of salmon along with pike and sheefish
with rod and reel, although this gear was preferred for its recreational quality rather than its ability to
harvest large numbers of fish (KAL-2, KAL-18).

FISHING LOCATIONS
Most locations for salmon fishing are well-known by Kalskag’s life long fishers, “where they fished for
all their life, that’s how we knew where to fish” (KAL-11). Several respondents described the conditions
necessary for an ideal salmon fishing location. Ideal salmon fishing locations vary based on the gear type
a fisher is using. The way fishers use salmon fishing locations around Kalskag has changed over
respondents’ lifetimes, reflecting changes in gear type and summer residency patterns.
Fish wheels are ideally located in water 6 to 8 feet deep with a gravel bottom, and one respondent
described that deeper 8 foot water is best for harvesting king salmon with a fish wheel (KAL-2). Fish
wheels must be placed in water with a strong enough current to keep the wheel turning at a constant speed
(KAL-4). Fish wheels need to be periodically adjusted based on changes in water levels: baskets of the
fish wheel should pass just above the river bottom. When a fisher hears the baskets scraping the bottom,
the fish wheel needs to be pushed into slightly deeper water with “spars” attached between the beach and
fish wheel (KAL-2). Because of this, fish wheels need to be in a location where they can be easily
adjusted from shore. Many fishers prefer to build a fence between the beach and the fish wheel baskets to
direct fish passing close to the shore into the baskets, so fish wheels should be kept at a moderate distance
from the beach (KAL-2).
Setnets are placed in a strong, deep back eddy. Eddies’ currents can change depending on the depth of the
water, and setnetters must be able to adjust their nets further out in high water or find another setnet
location if a normally strong eddy is weakened due to water level fluctuations (KAL-21). Since setnets
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need to be checked regularly, usually twice a day, it is convenient to have setnets located close to
Kalskag. One respondent described that most of the consistently productive eddies for setting gillnets near
Kalskag are taken by families who have used the same location for multiple years, and that a prospective
setnetter might have to go a considerable distance from Kalskag to find a good spot that is not in use
(KAL-15). When considering using a setnet spot that was formerly used by another person, it is
appropriate and respectful to ask the previous user’s permission beforehand. In the past, setnets placed in
a location “owned” by someone else were sometimes cut loose in the river, although this doesn’t happen
regularly anymore (KAL-15).
Drift gillnetting locations generally have gravel bottoms that are free of snags that could catch a net
(KAL-12). With the danger of losing nets to snags, it is somewhat risky to “prospect” for a new drifting
location (KAL-4), and good locations near Kalskag are well known and used year after year. Respondents
described that king salmon swim near the river bottom; because of this, relatively shallow water that
allows the net to pass near the river bottom is ideal (KAL-12). However, in years with low water levels,
some normally desirable drifting locations can be too shallow to effectively drift (KAL-21). Because of
the limited number of drifting locations near Kalskag, driftnetters sometimes need to share locations by
taking turns until another boat has finished drifting, and sometimes multiple boats will drift in the same
area at the same time (KAL-6). Some respondents drift at night, largely to avoid this competition. An
additional concern in recent years is increasing numbers of barges on the Kuskokwim River near Kalskag.
Respondents reported needing to be aware of barges when they are planning to drift; barges are thought to
scare salmon away from drifting locations, and driftnetters may try to drift before a barge passes or wait
until well after it has passed before attempting to drift (KAL-20).
Most fishing locations in recent years are located relatively close to Kalskag, which is partially related to
changes in summer residency patterns. In the second half of the 20th century, the summer-long use of fish
camps that many respondents remember was mostly replaced with a pattern of fishing from the village.
Some families still stay in camp for a few weeks, but none reported staying for the majority of the
summer as in the past. Respondents had a variety of explanations for this change, including the
commitment to full-time employment in Kalskag, the inconvenience of not being able to fish
continuously at a fish camp due to periodic subsistence fishing closures in recent years, the convenience
of electricity and running water in Kalskag for processing fish, the difficulty of travelling long distance to
a fish camp due to increased costs of fuel, and lack of need for large amounts of fish to be used as dog
food.

PROCESSING AND PRESERVATION
Kalskag respondents described numerous ways in which salmon are processed, preserved, and prepared.
While many techniques for processing and preservation are similar to those of respondents’ early
memories, old techniques have been adapted to incorporate new technology and changing socioeconomic
conditions.
Once salmon are removed from gillnets, they are transferred to fish processing “rafts” that are located
along the shore. Rafts are constructed with several large floating logs that are attached to each other in the
form of a square with a large center open to the river (Figure 5-3). A fine mesh net is placed in the center
opening, and recently harvested salmon are placed on this net and kept cool in the water. A fish cutting
table is also set up on the raft, and salmon can easily be transferred from the net in the center of the raft to
the table when families begin to cut fish. Some respondents prefer to leave recently harvested salmon in
the water for a few hours or overnight to allow them to become more rigid, because this can make the fish
easier to manipulate in the following processing steps (KAL-8). Some residents use processing stations on
land rather than rafts.
Respondents emphasized that processing salmon is a team effort that begins soon after fish are harvested
and continues until fish are safe from spoilage. One respondent explained:
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Photo by Lilyy Ray

Figuree 5-3.‒Salmon
n processing “raft”
“
near Kaalskag.
We’d
W
have on
ne person cuttting heads an
nd another pperson guttingg them, anothher person
clleaning them and another one filleting
g them, anothher person cuttting for the strips, and
so
ome of them with flat fish. Then you paass them on aand they washh them and puut them on
po
oles. The men
n would take them up the bank
b
and put them in the ssmokehouses.. Everyone
was
w doing som
mething. (KAL
L-10)
People usse several salm
mon cutting techniques
t
to convert whoole fish into a variety of prreserved foodds that
can last th
hroughout thee winter. “Cuttting” generallly refers to aall stages of ccutting fish with a knife orr more
commonly
y an uluaq (ccommonly kn
nown outsidee of the Kuskkokwim regioon as an ulu,, a term origginally
from the Inupiaq
I
langu
uage), such ass removal of the head, fillleting, slicingg into strips, oor scoring thee flesh
prior to drrying. Most salmon cutting
g begins with
h removal of tthe entrails, hhead, and tail. The heads annd tail
are often saved for dry
ying or to be frozen, and some
s
entrails such as the hheart and roe are often savved to
be cooked
d and eaten im
mmediately, frozen,
fr
or drieed for later us e (Figure 5-44).
Once the head and enttrails are rem
moved, salmon
n flesh is rem
moved from thhe “backbonee,” made up oof the
vertebrae and rib bonees. Flesh cut from the backbone can eiither be remooved as filletss or “blanket fish.”
To make blanket
b
fish, the skin and flesh
f
along th
he dorsal (topp) side of a saalmon are left intact, resultting in
what look
ks like two filllets connecteed at the salmon’s back. Att this stage off processing, salmon fillets may
be cut sm
maller to be vacuum-pack
v
ked or packag
ged in plasticc bags, someetimes with a small amouunt of
excess waater to preven
nt freezer burn
n, and frozen
n. Freezing fissh mid-summ
mer is a relativvely recent m
method
of preserv
vation, and prrior to the inttroduction off commercial freezers, all salmon were either eaten fresh,
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jarred, sallted, aged, orr dried and sm
moked. Jarrin
ng or canningg in manufactu
tured containeers with a preessure
cooker is still used by many Kalskaag residents to
o preserve saalmon. One reespondent desscribed that jaarring
is useful for preservin
ng bony sections of salmo
on, because thhe high tempperatures used in jarring ssoften
bones and
d render them
m edible. Saltt fish, suluna
aq, involves aalternating laayers of salmon cut from fillets
with layerrs of rock saltt in a relativeely large conttainer, such ass a wooden bbarrel or 5 galllon plastic buucket.
The rock salt preservess the fish, wh
hich is soaked
d in water to rremove somee of the saltinness prior to eeating.
This meth
hod is especiaally common with
w the fatty
y belly sectionns of salmon tthat do not drry well.
Aged salm
mon is less co
ommon in reccent years thaan in the past,, although som
me residents do still makee aged
salmon heeads or “stink
k heads.” Ag
ging usually involves
i
buryying salmon iin a cool undderground pitt lined
with grasss and birch bark.
b
Before freezers
f
were available, peeople used thhe near freezinng temperatuures of
the ground to delay thee process of fermentation
f
and preserve the salmon uuntil colder w
winter temperaatures
froze the salmon.
s
“In th
he winter wheen you dig them out, the fiish on the botttom are prettty firm, the onnes on
the top are not decayed
d, but it’s a naatural processs of preservattion where yoou use the eleements” (KAL
L-12).
This was an ideal meth
hod for preserrving salmon, such as cohho salmon, thaat arrived lateer in the year when
drying waas difficult, an
nd the result is
i a unique flaavor and textuure that some Kalskag resiidents appreciiate.
Drying an
nd smoking fiish has been historically,
h
an
nd is likely sttill, the most ccommon wayy Kalskag resiidents
preserve salmon.
s
Dried
d and smoked
d king salmon
n in particularr is viewed byy many Kalskkag residents as an
essential part
p of the diet during win
nter. Respond
dents emphasiized that dryiing salmon is a labor- and skillintensive process that takes
t
years off practice, insstruction, and observation oof experts to become profiicient.
If salmon is to be dried
d, the thickneess of the flessh cut off of tthe backbone is very impoortant to the qquality
of the finaal product, an
nd respondents described that
t
this is onne of the mosst difficult staages of cuttinng fish

Photo by L
Lily Ray

Figuree 5-4.‒Salmon
n hearts.
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to learn. “You
“
can’t cu
ut it too thick or too thin. Otherwise
O
it’lll spoil if it’s ttoo thick, andd if it’s cut too thin
it dries too hard” (KAL
L-10). After removing
r
the appropriate tthickness of fflesh for drying, any substtantial
flesh remaining on thee backbone iss removed an
nd may also bbe dried. Therre is normallyy very little eedible
flesh remaaining on the backbone at this stage, an
nd waste of thhis flesh is preevented by drrying the backkbone
(Figure 5--5) to be used
d in soups or saving it for dog food. Onnce blanket fi
fish or fillets ((also referredd to as
“flats” if they will be dried)
d
are rem
moved from the
t backbonee, they can bee scored with an uluaq or knife,
making reegular slices through the flesh while leaving the skin intact too allow air ccirculation inn later
fillets can be cut lengthwiise into narroow sections kknown as “strrips” which w
drying. Alternatively,
A
will be
dried. Wh
hile dried salm
mon strips haave been com
mmonly madee in recent yeears and are vvery popular, older
responden
nts reported th
hat this produ
uct was not co
ommonly madde in Kalskagg until recentlyy. If salmon hheads
and tails are
a to be dried
d, they are ussually split to allow more aair circulationn (Figure 5-6), and the gillls and
other partts of the head that will not dry well are removed
r
and typically retuurned to the riiver.
Once salm
mon flesh hass been properly cut for dry
ying, it is usu ally soaked bbriefly in a saaltwater brine, with
other seassonings or bro
own sugar so
ometimes add
ded for additioonal flavor. F
Fish are then hung to air ddry for
one day (F
Figure 5-7), preferably
p
on
n a dry day wiith sunshine. Once a dry ccrust has deveeloped on the outer
flesh, fillets, blanket fish, and strrips are moved to a coveered smokehhouse where they are hunng on
horizontall wooden beeams or “raccks.” Familiees maintain a small cotttonwood or alder fire iin the
smokehou
use that produ
uces smoke and heat to dry
y, preserve, aand flavor thee fish as well as repel fliess from
the area. Smoke and heat levels in the smokeehouse can bbe adjusted tto some exteent to accounnt for
fluctuations in outsidee moisture lev
vels and flavor preferencees. “You gottta really tendd to the fish, make
sure when
n it’s hot gottta have smokee, and when it’s
i rainy gottta have heat, you gotta maake sure” (KA
AL-8).

Photo by Lily Ray

Figure 5-5.‒King saalmon “backb
bones” hangin
ng in smokehoouse to be preeserved for fuuture use.
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Lily Ray

Figuree 5-6.‒Salmon
n heads and taails drying in Kalskag smookehouse.
To be prroperly dried
d, salmon ussually needs to be kept in a smokehhouse for arround two w
weeks.
Respondeents emphasizzed that this iss a time of vig
gilance: the ssalmon must bbe regularly tturned or rotaated to
ensure ev
ven drying, sm
moke fires mu
ust be maintaained constanntly, and any sign of spoillage or fly egggs on
the salmon must be rem
moved rapidly
y.
d for human consumptionn in Kalskag is king salmon, although other
Currently most of the salmon dried
pecies are also dried by some familiees. Coho salm
mon is usuallly not dried,, because theey are
salmon sp
present neear Kalskag in
i late July, August, and September w
when drying ssalmon is moost difficult ddue to
cold or raainy weather. Respondents described thaat in the mid--20th centuryy a great deal of effort was spent
processing
g chum salmo
on for person
nal use as dog
g food and forr sale as dog food. King annd sockeye saalmon
were know
wn as “eating
g fish” in conttrast to chum salmon or “ddog fish.” Coiinciding withh the decline iin dog
teams in the
t second haalf of the 20tth century, th
he harvest of chum salmonn gradually ddeclined to prresent
levels: in 2009, 972 individual
i
ch
hum salmon made
m
up 7%
% of the totall subsistence harvest by eedible
weight, while
w
2,639 kiing salmon made
m
up 36% of the total ssubsistence haarvest by edibble weight (B
Brown
et al. 201
12: 306, 315)). The processs of drying salmon for ddog food is ssimilar to thaat described iin the
preceding
g paragraphs, although dry salmon for dog
d food usuaally does not nneed to be as carefully preepared
as salmon
n prepared forr human food, and chum saalmon generaally dries slighhtly faster thaan king salmoon due
to its loweer oil content.

SHARING, BARTER
R, AND CUST
TOMARY TRADE
Salmon iss widely shaared througho
out the comm
munity of Kaalskag, and K
Kalskag respoondents reporrted a
variety off informal excchange practiices that allow
w those unabble to harvest and preservee their own saalmon
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Lily Ray

Figuree 5-7.‒Drying
g king salmon “blankets” in
n challengingg weather condditions.
to still seccure enough salmon for th
heir needs. In the past, form
rmalized barteer and sale off salmon at trrading
posts was common butt has not occu
urred in recentt years.
uth] share wiith elders, and
d then to fam
mily members. And I’ll nottice they’ll
First, they [you
nt one”? Theyy’ll bring it ovver and I’ll ppraise them
saay “I caught a fish or bird, do you wan
with
w soda, can
ndy, cookies, something in
n exchange. I thank you veery much, andd you’ll be
a wonderful hu
unter, and thiis animal also
o thanks you for sharing tthis special ggift. (KAL10
0)
In 2009, over half off Kalskag hou
useholds repo
orted giving salmon to oor receiving ssalmon from other
household
ds (Brown et
e al. 2012: 315). Respon
ndents reporrted traditionnal sharing ppractices invoolving
salmon, for
f example giving away
y the first saalmon you ccut and celebbrating (KAL
L-1). Responndents
emphasizeed the imporrtance of sharring, especiallly within fam
milies, to enssure the succcessful harvesst and
distributio
on of salmon. This includes not only sharing
s
salmoon, but sharinng the worklooad throughouut the
process of
o salmon harrvesting and preservation, sharing equuipment and supplies, and sharing sallmonrelated kn
nowledge. Mu
ultiple respon
ndents descriibed sending salmon to faamilies who are living in areas
where theey do not havee access to su
ubsistence harrvested salmoon, such as urrban Alaskan centers. Sharring is
also an im
mportant way
y to prevent waste
w
when someone harvvests more thaan they needd. “When youu have
enough, you
y have enou
ugh. If you haave too much you can alwaays help someebody else” (K
KAL-5).
Barter, thee exchange off salmon for other
o
resourcees, is commonn in Kalskag and helps enssure distribution of
salmon to
o those who arre not able to fish. Resourcces regularly exchanged foor salmon incclude other typpes of
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food (both store-bought and subsistence harvested), supplies for harvesting or preparing salmon such as
gasoline or salt, and labor such as helping to cut fish. Mutually beneficial relationships regularly develop
that involve exchanges more complex than simple barter of one resource for another. As a typical
example, an elder who is not able to fish said that she contributes gasoline and fishing advice to younger
fishers, who bring her fish that she processes and shares throughout the community (KAL-10).
In the past, more formalized trading exchanges with salmon were common. Several respondents described
that dried salmon was traded for food or cash to trading posts, passing barges, or people with large dog
teams, and at one time functioned as a sort of currency in the area around Kalskag (KAL-1, KAL-10,
KAL-16).

SUMMARY OF 2009 SUBSISTENCE HARVEST SURVEY DATA
In April 2010, ADF&G Division of Subsistence conducted additional subsistence research in Kalskag
(reported as “Upper Kalskag” in Brown et al. 2012) to document levels of subsistence harvest and use for
2009. Research included household subsistence harvest surveys and land use mapping for 48 of the total
60 households (80%) in Kalskag, as well as in-depth interviews with 9 community members
knowledgeable about long term and more recent trends in Kalskag subsistence patterns. This section
provides an overview of quantitative and land use findings from this study related to salmon use and
harvest in Kalskag in 2009.
In 2009, salmon was harvested by 77% of households and used by 96% of households. Kalskag fishers
harvested an estimated 5,430 individual salmon, which contributed approximately 40,258 edible lb of
food to the community. Kalskag fishers’ harvest of an estimated 2,639 king salmon made up the majority
of the salmon harvest, and represented 36% of Kalskag residents’ total subsistence harvest of all fish,
game, and edible plant resources in 2009 by edible weight. Kalskag fishers also harvested an estimated
972 chum salmon, 721 coho salmon, 705 sockeye salmon, and 10 pink salmon. Nearly all salmon were
harvested with gillnets, primarily drift gillnets but also some set gillnets. Smaller numbers of salmon were
harvested by fish wheel and rod and reel.
Salmon harvests all occurred on the mainstem Kuskokwim River, primarily within 20 miles of Kalskag.
Some salmon harvests also occurred on the mainstem Kuskokwim River near the communities of Aniak
and Napaimute.

LOCAL OBSERVATIONS OF CHANGE IN SALMON
FISHERIES
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
Compared to not long ago, used to catch a whole bunch in one drift and fill up your fishing for the day,
and it was like a couple hundred fish one drift. Now it takes seven or eight drifts, maybe ten, to get
enough fish for the day when it used to take one. (KAL-11)
Respondents described observing several general environmental changes over their lifetimes that are
related to salmon and salmon fishing. The most pervasive observation of environmental change involved
reduced numbers of returning salmon, especially king salmon, relative to past decades. Most respondents
described that each time they drift a gillnet in recent years, far fewer salmon are caught than in previous
decades. One respondent described that the Aniak River likely had much larger returns of chum salmon
each year in the mid-20th century; this respondent not only saw more salmon returning but recalled that in
the past the river would change color from clear to a cloudy white due to the large amount of salmon milt
in the water, and he remembers being able to smell rotting salmon in the Aniak River from far away
(KAL-12).
Other observations of environmental change included a decrease in the average size of king salmon and
increasing problems with erosion near riverbanks. Respondents described that a 20 lb king salmon would
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be considered average in the past but would be considered large in recent years, and that very large king
salmon have been rare (KAL-2, KAL-3, KAL-15, KAL-20). Erosion of riverbanks was described as a
natural occurrence but has been problematic recently for Kalskag residents who have established trails or
fish camps near riverbanks (KAL-3, KAL-13).

MANAGEMENT
It’s an inconvenience really, people used to fishing whenever, wherever, how long they
want. As far as the harvest, I didn’t see any change in the numbers… people still catch
the same amount because they only need so much and then they’re done. (KAL-10)
Discussions of salmon management with respondents tended to focus on the restrictive effects of
regulations, particularly subsistence salmon fishing closures. Subsistence salmon fishing was restricted
and temporarily closed for all salmon species for the first time on the Kuskokwim River in 1993 and was
restricted again in 2000 (Bavilla et al. 2010: 64-65). Subsistence salmon fishing closures were viewed as
an inconvenience that disrupted normal patterns of fishing. Respondents emphasized that rather than
limiting harvests of salmon, closures simply forced people to work more intensely during open periods to
harvest usual levels of salmon. Additionally, weather is not generally considered in scheduling closures,
while it is an important consideration to those who dry salmon. When open fishing periods are scheduled
during rainy weather, fishers may feel the need to harvest salmon even at times when it is much more
difficult to dry salmon.
A few years ago we had the subsistence closure…it took longer for people to catch fish
because of the closure. Try to get as much fish as they can before they close and then
wait like three days. The people with setnets didn’t like having to take out their nets and
reset them, it was affecting the way they fished. They got enough, it just took longer.
(KAL-11)
Kalskag residents with access to drift gillnetting equipment generally were able to harvest salmon at
similar levels to other years by increasing their numbers of drifts during open fishing periods. Subsistence
setnetters were generally not able to increase their harvests during the openings and were required to
completely remove their nets during closed periods. As such, setnetters may have been more affected by
subsistence fishing closures than drift gillnetters in terms of numbers of salmon harvested. One strategy
for fishers using set gillnets to harvest enough salmon in these conditions was to continue fishing later in
the summer, although this can lead to harvesting salmon when drying conditions are more difficult. Some
residents viewed salmon fishing restrictions as putting them at risk of not having enough food.
While some viewed more intense salmon fishing efforts as a solution to this risk, others felt that in
extreme cases of not being able to get enough food, regulations could be disregarded. One respondent
said: "People still do it [fish during closures] even though they tell you not to. You have to eat if you have
to eat” (KAL-16).
While respondents described the restrictive effects of fishing closures on Kalskag residents, some
respondents also identified positive effects of closures. For example, fishing closures for communities
downriver from Kalskag were seen as improving the numbers of salmon Kalskag fishers were able to
harvest. One respondent exclaimed “When Bethel people quit fishing then all the fish came up here!
Helped out here, brought some fish” (KAL-15).

EFFECTS OF SOCIOECONOMIC CHANGES ON KALSKAG SALMON FISHING
We’re a very adaptable people, we adapt to a lot of changes, especially (over) the last 100
years…From being fully dependent on subsistence, now we have a cash economy and
schooling and you stay in one place with a home… you have to adapt or you won’t
survive. It takes a lotta guts. And then they wonder why are we changing so fast,
especially the elders. (KAL-10)
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Socioeconomic changes in Kalskag over the past century have resulted in continual adaptation of salmon
fishing patterns. Discussions involving socioeconomic changes related to salmon fishing focused on
technological innovations, challenges of economic shifts including an increase in employment
opportunities in Kalskag over many respondents’ lifetimes, and recent increases in the cost of gasoline.
Technological innovations such as freezers, readily available manufactured gillnets, and motorized
vehicles have in some ways made fishing easier: “How has fishing changed? It’s so much easier, you just
go buy gas and then you go out come back, put it in your four wheeler and then on your table or
smokehouse” (KAL-13). However, the additional financial resources needed to utilize these technological
innovations can prove difficult for some Kalskag residents: even those residents who own technologically
advanced fishing equipment such as manufactured boats, motors, and drift nets may not be able to use
them if they cannot afford gasoline, which has increased in price in recent years. Due to the increasingly
intertwined relationship between subsistence activities, cash, and technology, there is increasingly a need
for families to maintain a steady source of income in order to pursue subsistence activities. “We are living
in a bicultural world where we work but also want to do our subsistence activities” (KAL-12). Some
respondents described the challenge of balancing the time required for both wage employment and
subsistence activities: “It’s very important to keep a job, but [also] a lot more stress on that person who
wants to enjoy a subsistence way of life” (KAL-6). Other respondents reported strategies that allow them
to maintain this balance. Such strategies included working “two weeks, on two weeks off” shift jobs that
allow sufficient periods of time to pursue subsistence activities, driftnetting for salmon at night after
work, and accumulating leave from work that can be used during prime salmon harvest periods.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Kalskag salmon fishing patterns have slowly and continually changed over the past century. Fish wheels
have been replaced by drift gillnets as the primary salmon harvesting gear. The quantity of chum salmon
harvested has declined dramatically, largely due to a reduced need for dog teams and associated dog food.
Most Kalskag fishers now focus the majority of their salmon fishing efforts on king salmon for human
consumption. Related to these changes, summer residency for most Kalskag residents has shifted away
from long term fish camps to primary residences in Kalskag with fishing efforts occurring in shorter time
periods during June and early July.
Commercial fishing on the Kuskokwim near Kalskag has not occurred for over a decade, and respondents
described that the loss of this once important source of income has been difficult.
Respondents expressed several concerns related to salmon fishing. There was generally consensus that
reductions in numbers and average size of returning king salmon are occurring, and some respondents
were concerned about the current and future health of salmon populations. Kalskag residents were
frustrated with management efforts designed to protect salmon populations, describing that salmon
fishing restrictions in the form of temporary closures do not change the numbers of salmon that people
need for food or actually harvest. Many Kalskag residents also expressed worry that restrictions may
increase in the future and described that this could result in great hardship.
In spite of these changes and concerns, respondents expressed that salmon fishing remains an integral part
of life in Kalskag. “It’s very important. What we’ll do without it? Starve I think. I know I’ll starve if I
don’t have fish” (KAL-9). In particular, they emphasized the importance of salmon and salmon fishing to
nutrition, personal finances, reinforcing family relationships, and maintaining local cultural traditions.
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SLEETMUTE

Prepared by Anna Godduhn

SETTING AND CONTEXT
LOCAL RESEARCH AND RESPONDENT PROFILE
This research was conducted in three visits to Sleetmute between early June and mid-August of 2009. A
total of 16 Sleetmute residents were interviewed for this study, including 12 Alaska Native, 4 non-Native,
9 female, and 7 male respondents. These key respondents consisted of 8 elders, 7 middle-aged
individuals, and 1 youth. The elder and middle-aged Native respondents grew up subsistence salmon
fishing in the Sleetmute area as members of multi-generational subsistence fishing families. The nonNative respondents were active subsistence fishers who were either homesteaders or school teachers of
long-term residence in the area.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Sleetmute is located on the north bank of the central Kuskokwim River, approximately 105 miles upriver
from Kalskag and 128 miles downriver from Nikolai. The central Kuskokwim region has been a linguistic
and cultural border region between Yup’ik and Athabascan people living on the Kuskokwim River, and is
jointly settled by both people. Oswalt (1962:10) makes a strong case for historically amicable relations, as
trade and intermarriage between Central Yup’ik and Deg Hit’an Athabascans had long been practiced.
Other researchers found that some violent conflicts were likely, but probably buffered by strong trade
relations (Ackerman and Ackerman 1973).
The majority of Athabascans in the region are Deg Hi’tan, but they also include Upper Kuskokwim and
Dena’ina. Oswalt (1962, 1967, 1980) suggests that the upriver migration of Yup’ik people on the
Kuskokwim led to a degree of assimilation and acculturation of Athabascan residents in the region. Some
people were bilingual in Yup’ik and Athabascan, yet the majority of Athabascans became Yup’ik
speakers (Oswalt 1962; 1967: 190, 241; Snow 1981: 620 citing Chapman 1907:15)
Similar observations date back to the early 20th century. In 1907, George Gordon counted approximately
150 residents in the village and “…noted that most people were Indian in appearance, others looked like
Eskimo, and some had both Indian and Eskimo features. However, they all spoke Eskimo” (Oswalt 1980:
78 citing Gordon 1917:109–119). In the 1920s and early 1930s, a number of institutions were established
in the village: a Bureau of Education school was built in 1920, a post office in 1923, and a Russian
Orthodox Chapel in 1931 (Oswalt 1980: 78). The contemporary village name has its roots in the Yup’ik
language in which Sleetmute is called Cellitemiut, which means “people of the whetstones,” “people of
the place with stone for whetstones,” or “people of the place where they get the stone.”14 In Deg Xinag
(the language of Deg Hi’tan), the village site is called Tovíshq’uƚ ghunh, which also means “whetstone
place” (Kari et al. 1980: 1). The reference to whetstones originated from “an outcropping of slate close to
the village which was historically used in making whetstones and was valued as a trade item” (Oswalt
1980).

14

The Yup’ik translations were consulted with Steven Jacobson, Professor Emeritus at the Alaska Native Language Center,
University of Alaska Fairbanks.
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The current location of Sleetmute is across from and about a mile below the confluence of the
Kuskokwim and Holitna rivers. Charnley (1983: 42) reports that the current village site of Sleetmute was
historically a summer fish camp used by families from the Holitna River region. According to ADF&G
biologists as well as our respondents, the fish on the south side of the Kuskokwim at Sleetmute are bank
oriented to run up the Holitna to their spawning grounds, and the fish on the north side are farther from
their spawning grounds. There were also reportedly fewer mosquitoes than on the Holitna River.
Beginning late in the 18th century, travelers explored the Kuskokwim River from major tributaries that
enter near Sleetmute. In the early 1790s, the Russian explorer Vasiliy Ivanov and his party traveled from
Bristol Bay up the Nushagak River drainage and descended the Hoholitna River to the Kuskokwim and
went on to the Yukon River (Oswalt 1980: 9). Other Russian explorers also descended to the Kuskokwim
from the Hoholitna River in 1818 and from the Holitna River in 1830 (Oswalt 1980: 9–10). In 1832, an
expedition led by Russians Fedor L. Kolmakov and Semen I. Lukin established the first Russian
settlement in the Central Kuskokwim. Referred to as “Kolmakov’s Townlet,” this settlement was located
in the immediate vicinity of the current Sleetmute village site (Oswalt 1980: 46). In 1844 however, when
Lavrentiy Zagoskin traveled to the upper Kuskokwim, no community existed there (Zagoskin 1967),
though a population of 42 persons (Russians) was noted at the Kolmakovskiy Redoubt, some dozen miles
downriver, at the time (Oswalt 1980: 47).
Historically, people in the region maintained a semi-nomadic life. In winter, people lived in larger
settlements consisting of a few to several extended families between September and April (Charnley
1983:57 citing Oswalt 1967). The contemporary community of Sleetmute is said to have begun as a fish
camp occupied by Ingalik (Deg Hit’an) Athabascan families who came down from the Holitna River
drainage for the higher quality of fish and fewer mosquitos (Charnley 1984). One respondent stated that
in winter, people traveled up the Holitna River by foot and/or by dog team for fishing, trapping, and
hunting (SLQ-14). In early spring, families would disperse for caribou and small-game hunting (Charnley
1983: 58). At break-up, they traveled to summer fish camps by boat. The respondent stated that dogs were
historically used to pull boats up river along the shore with the passengers using a paddle to keep the boat
on open water (SLQ-14). They would then drift back down, bringing the dogs with them on a log raft.
However, “this all changed when the kids had to go to school” (SLQ-14).

COMMUNITY FISHING PROFILE
HISTORY OF LOCAL FISHERIES
The Holitna River, and its major tributaries, the Hoholitna and Kogrukluk rivers, are important spawning
grounds for Kuskokwim River salmon. These clearwater rivers produce substantial stocks of king, chum,
sockeye, and coho salmon, along with a limited stock of pink salmon (Wuttig and Evenson 2002). Salmon
runs often overlap, and fishing inevitably yields a mix of fish (Figure 6-1). King salmon begin to arrive at
Sleetmute first, just a few days ahead of the chum and sockeye runs in mid-June. Another pulse of chum
mixes with the coho run in late August through September. A very small run of pink salmon delivers
near-spawning fish that are generally processed as dog food when they are found in nets. The region also
supports at least 14 historically important nonsalmon species (Charnley 1984).
Prior to the introduction of cotton nets, fish traps and moose sinew nets were used to capture salmon
(Charnley 1984: 81–82). One elder respondent remembered the need to dye the new, white cotton nets;
she guessed so the fish would not see the twine:
Long ago, they used to buy white colored nets, and grandma used to get those, uhh, some
kind of roots, and dye them – make ‘em dark. They don’t like those white colored nets…
Some kind of, like a tea, leaves, or something like that. Boil it in a big, big tub, and put
the fish net in there, and you get ‘em dark. (SLQ-13)
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Photo by James M. Vann Lanen

Figuree 6-1:‒Nets caatch a mix of fish, includin
ng salmon andd whitefish.
Beginning
g with the deevelopment of
o the Russiaan fur trade, demands for transportatiion increasedd, and
salmon was
w a critical resource
r
to feeed the needed
d dog teams. With a Russiian trading poost at the mouuth of
the Holitn
na River, thesse demands were
w
presumaably felt quitee strongly in the Sleetmutte area, whichh was
something
g of a crossro
oads for Russsian and Am
merican exploorers and trapppers on the rivers in the early
1800s. Allthough theree seems to have
h
been no
o permanent settlement thhere during thhe late 18000s, the
fishing waas good, and seasonal cam
mps were used
d by people o f the Holitna drainage, whho depended oon the
fish for su
ustenance and
d also likely traded
t
some of
o their harvesst for rifles, iron cookwaree, and other ggoods.
The demaand for sled dogs
d
increased
d with the gold rush at thee turn of that century, and fishing becam
me an
avenue to the American
n cash econom
my.
y 20th centurry, probably by miners froom the Yukoon River (Chaarnley
Fish wheeels, introduceed in the early
1983: 82)), were the most
m
efficientt method to harvest
h
largee volumes off fish, especiaally the chum
m and
sockeye th
hat swim closser to shore th
han king salm
mon. From thee 1930s until tthe 1960s, fissh wheels werre “…
all over the
t Kuskokw
wim” (SLQ-1)). One respondent remem
mbered, “Thaat’s how we used to makke our
living... Summer time - we bundle ‘em
‘ [salmon] and trade ‘em
m with grocerries and gas, oor whatnot” ((SLQ7). Another respondentt remembered
d her task as a small child iin the processs of bundling:
We
W used to bu
undle them. I remember having
h
to, beccause I was tthe smallest oone in fish
caamp, they wo
ould let me sttep on the fish
h and becausee I was alwayys barefoot, tthey would
leet me step on the fish so it’ll get packed
d down. And then when thhey tie ‘em upp, I can get
offf... That was one of my jo
obs. Even thou
ugh I didn’t w
want it, it wass mine. (SLQ--2)
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Figuree 6-2. Cutting coho salmon
n in late Augu
ust.
Once bun
ndled, dry salm
mon were eassy to store or transport andd made ideal trail food forr dog teams. IIf this
informal sale
s of fish iss considered to
t have been part of the ssubsistence ecconomy ratheer than comm
mercial
enterprisee, then subsisttence has always been the dominant usee of fish in thee middle Kuskokwim.
Commerccial fishing, th
he formalized
d and regulateed sale of salm
mon for subsstantial profitt, was not as aactive
in the upp
per-Central Kuskokwim
K
ass in the lowerr river, in parrt because “occean bright”155 fish are preferred
by outsidee buyers and also
a because of difficult lo
ogistics for freesh delivery tto markets. Thhe improvem
ment of
air servicee and direct access to An
nchorage mark
kets with fro zen fresh fishh from the m
middle Kuskookwim
allowed for
fo commerciaal fishing in th
he early 1960
0s (Caulfield 1983: 26). Cuustomary tradde, the exchannge of
subsistencce caught fish
h for limited cash, was pro
ohibited by thhe newly form
rmed State off Alaska in 19959—
but these exchanges continued.
c
In 1982, for ex
xample, “…kking salmon sstrips sold inn Aniak storees and
stores outtside the statee for $15 per pound, and reed salmon “spplit fish” soldd for $10 perr pound” (Chaarnley
1983: 119
9–120).

FISHING
G PRACTICE
E
Most fish
hers in Sleetm
mute were bo
orn into multii-generationall fishing fam
milies and gaiined their skiills by
participatiing in fishing
g activities; th
hey have relieed on fish alll their lives aand expect to continue to ddo so.
One respo
ondent explain
ned:

15

“Ocean bright” refers to salmon
s
that havee just entered thee river to begin the journey to thheir spawning grrounds; these fissh have
hiny silver skinn. As fish move up river, they uundergo morphoological
a higher oil content and firmer flesh to go with their sh
hat includes a so
oftening of their flesh and dramaatic coloration off their skin.
change th
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I love the fish;; I love dry fish.
fi I can’t go
o without sm
moked salmon; I gotta havee it. I grew
up
p with it, and
d as long as my
m hands and feet
f can walkk and work wiith it I’m gonnna have it.
(S
SLQ-10)
Several non-Native
n
residents have learned to harvest
h
and prrocess salmoon by teachinng themselvess with
local assisstance, and th
hey also hopee to continue to do so. Peoople in the ceentral Kuskokkwim River rregion
generally fish for salm
mon in mid-JJune through
h early-Auguust. The mostt popular sallmon runs peeak at
Sleetmutee in July—thee kings early,, then sockey
ye, and then cchum. Responndents spoke of using cohho and
the later run
r of chum salmon
s
that ru
un into Septem
mber to makee up shortfallss (Figure 6-2)). This strateggy has
long been
n used when th
he early runs did not proviide sufficient fish (Charnleey 1983: 79).
According
g to Brown et al. (2012: 224), fish mad
de up 80% off the edible poounds harvested for subsisstence
use in Sleeetmute during 2009. Almo
ost 90% of th
he fish was saalmon, about 40% of whichh was king saalmon
(an average of 109 lb
b per person). At least six
x nonsalmon species are consumed reegularly, espeecially
when salm
mon are lesss available (S
SLQ-6). Non
nsalmon fishinng on the loower Kuskokkwim was reccently
described in detail (Ray
y et al. 2010)).
m
fu
ull time employment whiile simultaneously pursuinng fishing effforts.
Several reespondents maintained
Employed
d fishers gen
nerally use setnets,
s
check
king them beefore and affter work (Fiigure 6-3). IIn the
evenings, they processs fish. Sleetm
mute harvest efforts were mostly direccted towards king and sockeye
salmon. Coho
C
salmon were also pu
ursued, but leess intensivelly. Chum sallmon are gennerally not tarrgeted
except by
y families with
h dog teams.

Photo by James M. Vann Lanen

Figuree 6-3.‒Setnetss allow emplo
oyed fishers to
o catch fish w
while they woork.
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Past reports (Charnley 1983; Jonrowe 1979; Stickney 1981) characterized Sleetmute as being primarily
dependent upon big-game resources and secondarily dependent upon salmon. This primary dependence
was strong in the 1980s but has shifted with a decline in the moose population, as described in the next
few pages.
In 1982, Charnley observed that a dwelling with a single head of household “…may have a dramatically
altered pattern of salmon harvest, or may not process salmon at all” (1983: 108). However, elders, young
couples, and youth were all observed fishing in 2009. Middle-aged men and women continued to be the
largest participants—some of them unmarried and from different households, but working together to
create the needed labor force. For example, one elder man fishes for his own and two younger families.
The young husbands work elsewhere, so he does the fishing and the women do the cutting and drying.
Together, they produce enough fish for all three households (SLQ-4). With respect to gender based
divisions of labor, one respondent remarked:
I guess Dad’s the one who brined ‘em and hung ‘em up and kept the fire going, and Mom
and them would cut them—and, I don’t know, we all would go and check the net. That’s
one thing that everybody got up for, that’s the … anticipation, man. My grandmother,
she’d be up at – just sitting there waiting to check the net. She was like me, couldn’t wait
to check the net. (SLQ-11)
Generally speaking, men are responsible for operating drift nets and women for cutting fish, but there is
flexibility as needed. For example, a single young man expressed interest in improving his cutting skills;
he said he would rather dry fish and eat salmon than move to Anchorage for work (SLQ-6). One married
woman commented that she drifts with another neighbor: “We both found it easier to drift with two
women than a man and a woman together—there’s a lot less hollering” (SLQ-3).
A number of youth and young adults were active participants in subsistence salmon fishing, and
respondents spoke of teaching both girls and boys all the skills. Some elders, however, were chagrined
about a general loss of skill and interest. “I don’t see them in a fish raft with their mom and dad” (SLQ12). Another respondent said that 20-30 year olds can cut fish now, and the teenagers are learning, “but
they do not need them to survive like we used to” (SLQ-13).
Most respondents reported more reliance on salmon than in the recent past (in the absence of moose
hunting), but less use than 40 or more years ago. They noted that the community’s level of dependence on
salmon for subsistence, including the number of people fishing, has decreased over the course of their
lifetimes. Suggested reasons for that decline were employment obligations and the demise of dog teams
for transport. The 1940s to 1970s was a time of tremendous change in rural Alaska. As airfields were
built, the wage economy grew stronger while airplanes and snow machines replaced dog teams. Fewer
fish were needed in the subsistence practice of customary trade, and commercial fishing continued to
increase as a primary avenue to the cash economy, even if the fishers had to go downriver to get involved.
One elder respondent maintained that Sleetmute’s level of subsistence fishing activity has stayed
consistent for as long as he can remember (SLQ-5) and another thought that more people from Sleetmute
are subsistence fishing now than did during the 1970s (SLQ-11). These observations are not necessarily
inconsistent. If the first is speaking of human consumption and the second is speaking of fishing effort,
they are both well supported by the evidence. Only a fraction of the effort is needed without the use of
dog teams, but people have always eaten a lot of salmon—with variability that depends, in part, on the
availability of other resources from year to year. Several families directed a large effort towards fishing in
2009 and those families reported a significant reliance on salmon for subsistence. Several respondents
explained that since 2006, when moose hunting was closed in their eastern portion of GMU 19A [more
thoroughly discussed in Brown et.al (2012: 356)], they have become increasingly reliant on salmon and
placed a greater effort towards fishing. Many respondents spoke of needing to produce their own food
instead of paying high prices at the store. One 30-year resident said:
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Well, the instant you move here and you walk into a grocery store, the first thing that’s
going to hit you is the price tag, and unless you’re independently wealthy, you really
don’t want to pay those prices and of course we weren’t, so you just start looking around
at the local resources; what can you bring in yourself? And so, of course we had the
moose for years, that’s closed down, so now we really rely on the fish. Several times a
week, we eat fish just to keep our grocery bills down, and we assume it’s healthier than
about anything else we could buy… Even if we had 100% of all the moose meat we want
I would still want to eat fish 1-3 times a week. (SLQ-14)
With the rising cost of living, wild foods are all the more important to stretch household dollars as far as
possible. This respondent also commented on other benefits of local food production, although economic
stimulation was not among them:
I mean just the whole environmental impact, you know, how much it costs to bring a
banana to Sleetmute, Alaska, how much does it cost to bring rice to Sleetmute, Alaska?
And how much petroleum and gasoline and all this are you using on bringing these things
in, so just, you know, the more you can do locally, the better off the entire world is. You
know, you eat healthy. We’re not particularly supporting the local economy by doing that
[subsistence fishing], but there’s lots of benefits for doing it. (SLQ-14)
Dependence on salmon for survival and the importance of cultural continuity were regular themes in these
interviews. The importance of being able to use local resources rather than being entirely dependent upon
a national economy that is increasingly unstable was just one major reason respondents expressed a desire
for subsistence salmon fishing to continue into the future. They expressed significant concerns about the
bycatch of salmon in high seas pollock fisheries, impacts from climate change, the proposed installation
of the Donlin Creek mine, and a lack of youth motivation.

GEAR
As described above, the predominant gear type in Sleetmute changed from fish traps to gillnets long ago.
Since the 1950s, nets have been made of nylon that is more durable than cotton and can be purchased in
dark colors. The chosen mesh size of gillnets allows for preferential harvesting, but what you catch still
depends on what is in the river. One respondent talked about how nets catch a mix of fish with timing
providing some control over the harvest:
With a net you are not targeting anything, you are catching whatever comes in that net. I
mean if we hear that the red [sockeye] run is predominantly strong that’s when we like to
fish. You know, we don’t like to hear that somebody’s catching 10 chum to 1 red, I don’t
particularly wanna go out and set a net…if somebody’s got a setnet and they are pulling,
you know, 50% reds and 50% chum, that’s a pretty good number; you gotta go with it
‘cause it normally never gets better than that. (SLQ-9)
In 2009, residents were observed using driftnets, setnets, and hook and line gear for harvesting salmon
(Figure 6-4). Fish wheels were said to no longer be in use because of the difficulty in their construction
and maintenance and the absence of dog teams to feed. One respondent reported that there was a fish
wheel near Stony River, about 40 miles upriver, in 2008, but it had been at least 20 years since she had
seen one at Sleetmute (SLQ-2).
Driftnets and setnets are used mostly downriver from the village, and setnets are used at the mouth of the
Holitna River and other clearwater streams. Hook and line, legal gear for subsistence fishing along the
Kuskokwim River, is used to harvest coho and occasionally king salmon. The southeast bank of the
Holitna River, the mouth of Vreeling Creek and other clearwater creeks on the main branch of the
Kuskokwim are popular locations for casting. People still spear whitefish on the Holitna, just before
freeze up (SLQ-12).
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Figuree 6-4.‒Rod an
nd reel fishing
g is popular fo
or subsistencee fishing in thhe Middle Kuskokwim.
One elderr respondent, whose husband is no long
ger able to fishh, said “I likee to setnet ’caause at my agee, I’m
scared to drift. But when my sons are
a here, and they’re
t
not w
working, they uusually do the drifting, and I do
the cutting
g” (SLQ-10).
Many peo
ople use hook
k and line geaar in the clearr water of the Holitna Riveer drainage, ssometimes freeezing
the catchees, but often for
f a fun fresh
h meal rather than winter sttores. A younng man said:
I like rod and reel where yo
ou have to fig
ght it to get yyour trophy, iinstead of jusst throwing
yo
our net and pulling
p
it back
k in, ‘cause you have to reeally fight it w
with that rod, especially
a fly rod, burn
n your fingerss holding thatt line - I likee that! … Onee time when I caught a
hu
uge king, abo
out that big, I had a littlee dinky rod aand it just puulled out, zzzzzzsst, just
sm
moked out that line and ev
verything—ju
ust barely hannging on, but I reeled it inn. Took me
lik
ke half an hou
ur .... (SLQ-6
6)
Gear chan
nges in Sleettmute have resulted
r
from
m changes in technology and changes in demand. Most
dramaticaally, fish wheeels came and went with do
og teams, andd the volume oof fish neededd for subsistence is
much low
wer now. Wheether set or drrifted, gillnetss are the dom
minant methodd today. The choice depennds on
personal preference,
p
work
w
schedulees, access to a boat and mootor, and otheer factors thaat vary from ffamily
to family.
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Photo bby James M. Van L
Lanen

Figure 6-5.‒As strip
ps dry, they arre moved up in
i tiered smokke houses.

FISHING
G, PROCESS
SING, AND PRESERVING
P
G
The locatiion of Sleetm
mute near the confluence
c
off the clearwatter Holitna Riiver and the m
muddy Kuskookwim
River provides for exccellent fishing
g for salmon and
a nonsalmoon species reaasonably closse to home. T
Today,
most peop
ple do their fishing
f
directlly from the village,
v
althouugh fish campps used to linne the Kuskookwim
River “…
…all the way to
t Bethel” (SLQ-13). Two
o families traaveled to fish camps from the village dduring
2009. Thee camps weree located app
proximately tw
wo miles dow
wnriver from Sleetmute. E
Each had overrnight
facilities, yet the famillies often wen
nt back to thee village to sleeep. Specific driftnet and setnet sites chhange
with chan
nges in water level and riveer flow but remain in the s ame general aareas. With ccareful observvation,
despite th
he cloudy watter, fishers caan sometimess tell where thhe fish are: ““When we’re sitting arounnd the
campfire, we look dow
wn – could seee fish. I mean
n you can’t ssee the fish buut you can seee where the fin is,
you know
w, shows this line
l going – you
y can see ‘eem going up rriver” (SLQ-55).
There aree also severall single family settlementts 1-3 miles from Sleetm
mute, where reesidents live yearround—cllose enough to
t good fishin
ng that relocating to fish caamp is unneccessary and fishing is donee from
home. Historically, fissh were dried
d on open-airr racks with smudge firess to keep fliees off the meeat, as
described by an elder respondent:
r
Long
L
ago, they
y never had smoke housee like mine alll covered upp. Well, they never had
lu
umber or anytthing. They had
h the fish ho
ouse wide oppen. And theyy never had it really hot.
They
T
had it low
w. There’s so
o many fish in
n there, I donn’t know, hundreds of ‘em.. Long and
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Figuree 6-6.‒Slabs and
a strips of salmon hang to
t dry.
lo
ow. This uh, fishcamps,
f
no
ot like you seee right now, yyou know, pllywood or lum
mber along
it. They were open. Open air… And ho
ow many diffferent fires tthey put in thhere—like,
ne, two, threee, four. Becau
use the smokeehouse is longg. And not higgh. (SLQ-13)
on
Today mo
ost fish is preserved by dry
ying and smok
king in encloosed smokehoouses, which aare often tall rather
than long and low. Fish
h to be dried is usually cutt into strips, w
which do not rrequire cross hatching, or fillets
(Figure 6--5). The filletts are cut so th
hat, when plaaced on rackss, bite sized m
morsels hang down—expossed to
air circulaation (Figure 6-6). One resspondent explained the ne ed to spread the fish for ddrying and thee shift
to “king strips”
s
in her lifetime.
l
Wheen she was a child:
c
They
T
never had strips, they had blanketss. I never hearrd of strips unntil later, lateer on in my
life. I don’t kn
now where th
hat came from
m. Different ssize blankets. Half size, ffull size. If
it’s a full size big king salm
mon, they alw
ways used som
me kind of sttick on the baack, not on
th
he meat side, but on the skiin side. They make long skkinny sticks tto put in the ffish so they
caan dry. Insteaad of folding they
t
can spread out. If youu use stick, juust straight ouut, like this,
th
hey dry fasterr, if you don
n’t they start smelling, beccause the airr wouldn’t geet in there.
They
T
don’t usee sticks anym
more because they
t
cut it annd they just, yyou know, sm
mall pieces.
(S
SLQ-13)
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Cottonwo
ood, alder, or driftwood is used to smok
ke fish, depennding on bothh personal tasste preferencees and
availabilitty. At least one respond
dent remembeered the hardd work of hhandsaws andd commentedd that
“…chainssaws have maade it easier to
t smoke fish
h” (SLQ-10).. Fish heads, hearts, and eeggs are also used,
sometimees dried in thee smokehousee or placed directly into sooup. Childrenn watch these processes to learn,
and are offten tasked with
w hanging the
t fish and keeping
k
the sm
moke going iin the smokehhouse (Figuree 6-7).
Some fish
h are stored in
n the freezer, which decreaases the imm
mediate worklooad of processsing fish wheen the
runs are heavy
h
and exttends the bou
unty of summ
mer into the w
winter: “Of couurse, we like freezing fishh—we
can eat frresh fish from
m the freezerr!” (SLQ-13).. Another resspondent lam
mented that “S
Some of them
m just
freeze fish
h and they do
on’t bother with dry fish. Hopefully
H
thatt will change”” (SLQ-8).

SHARING, BARTER
R, AND CUST
TOMARY TR
RADE
Although sometimes said
s
to be in decline, sharring seems w
widespread. Seeveral responndents spoke of an
obligation
n to make surre those who
o cannot fish for themselvves have fish.. Those able to handle fissh but
lacking equipment usu
ually either help
h
with thee effort and rreceive proceessed fish, or do not helpp and
receive whole
w
fish. Tho
ose unable to help, or far away,
a
receivee processed fiish—ready to store for winnter or
eat right away.
a
Accord
ding to the com
mprehensive subsistence hharvest surveyy in 2010 (Brown et al. 2012), it
was estim
mated that 75
5% of Sleetm
mute househollds harvest ssalmon, but aalmost all hoouseholds connsume
salmon. Most
M
fishers seem to harv
vest beyond their own neeeds, so theyy can meet ssocial and cuultural
obligation
ns within and beyond exten
nded kinship networks
n
(Figgure 6-8).
Distribution to elders was
w common:: “If we catch
h fish we thinkk about the oolder people” (SLQ- 2). Annother
responden
nt described it this way: “L
Lots of sharin
ng… especiallly the first feew weeks wheen the fish is kinda
slow in co
oming up, ’caause it’s kindaa slow up heree – takes them
m quite a whiile to get heree. If we had allready
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Figuree 6-7.‒These small
s
coho bllankets will neeed to be turnned to allow ddrying on bothh sides.
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our share, and we catch the second batch, then we usually call around and ask if they want some” (SLQ10). Fish is also distributed to family members living far away: “Oh, we just fill up that smoke house. We
got lots of family living in town [probably Bethel or Anchorage], and we send them fish. They can’t come
out and do their own fishing, so we send them fish” (SLQ-5).
Motives vary, and the long tradition of sharing can involve efficiency for the fishers. Sometimes people
share simply because they do not want to cut all the fish they catch (SLQ-8). Another respondent
described how, rather than stopping the wheel when they had enough fish, his father would
…share them with other people, let ’em check the fish wheel. Same way now, sharing.
You give ’em what you don’t want. You don’t throw ’em. You keep everything you’ve
got, or you catch. If you don’t want ’em, give it to somebody else. (SLQ-1)
Without specific questions, little was said about the exchange (barter) of fish for other resources, or its
trade for limited cash. Respondents seem to think of exchanging fish for cash as a commercial activity,
and customary trade is prohibited for fish harvested from the state waters of the middle Kuskokwim.
Many implied that the effect of upriver subsistence uses on the fishery was minimal and restrictions
should apply to the lower river commercial fisheries but not to upriver subsistence users. One respondent
said:
I hope they do something about that, every time they change mesh net… They shouldn’t
monkey around way up here; they can do it down there. We don’t catch too much; we’re
just fishing to eat. Down there they sell ’em. But up here we keep what we catch. (SLQ1)
Noting the size of Bethel and heavy subsistence participation by the city’s residents, some Sleetmute
fishers mentioned subsistence in the lower river in discussions of salmon shortfalls at Sleetmute. At the
same time, misunderstandings of the regulations persist:
There’s a large subsistence usage on the lower river, it’s just sheer population numbers
that demand that. It’s also, under the subsistence deal, they are allowed to sell products,
you know, strips and stuff like that and there’s families that do that down there because
they have a running market down there. (SLQ-9)
The lowest third of the river, from Aniak down to Kuskokwim Bay, is controlled by federal managers,
while the remaining upper two thirds are managed by the State of Alaska. The rules regarding customary
trade are the same in Sleetmute as in the lower river, except for the proximity to federal waters.
Subsistence fish caught in federally managed waters can be exchanged for small amounts of cash while
subsistence fish caught in state managed-waters cannot. Even those fish caught in federal waters and
exchanged for cash, however, must be fresh or frozen whole, because of requirements set by the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) regarding home-based food processing and sales—
meaning that the sale of informally processed strips or other non-certified products is illegal no matter
where the fish are caught [18AAC31.210(7)].

SUMMARY OF 2009 SUBSISTENCE HARVEST SURVEY DATA
In 2010, a comprehensive survey was conducted in Sleetmute to document contemporary patterns of
resource use for the year 2009 (Brown et al. 2012: 232). Population estimates vary. The 2010 survey,
expanded to include all households, estimated a population of 90 residents (Brown et al. 2012: 227). This
seems to be a realistic estimate given U.S. Census Bureau data: the population was found to be 100 in the
year 2000 and 86 in 2010, demonstrating the outmigration trend noted in a recent study of Alaska’s
demographics (Lowe 2010) . These data suggest the survey estimate of 90 was reasonable, supporting the
strength of our data, and will be assumed correct in this review.
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Figuree 6-8.‒One kiing salmon caan provide sev
veral meals fo
for a family.
Data regaarding resourrce uses weree collected frrom 32 of 377 householdss (86%), and then expandded to
determinee estimated to
otals. Salmon
n figured heaavily in the nnumbers. Appproximately 44,015 salmonn were
harvested by Sleetmute residents in
n 2009: 1,246
6 sockeye, 1,0041 king, 9766 chum, 728 coho, and 244 pink
salmon. Each
E
species has
h a differen
nt average weeight and thee estimated nuumber of usaable pounds vvaries.
For examp
ple, the large size of king salmon mean
ns they providde more foodd per fish thann other speciees (9.5
lb as comp
pared to the 3-6
3 lb from otther species; Brown
B
2012:4412). The rem
mainder of thiis review willl be in
terms of edible
e
poundss.
All Sleetm
mute househo
olds reported using
u
some off the estimateed 31,420 edibble lb of wildd food harvestted by
residents during 2009. Of those ediible pounds, 81% (29,7700 lb) was fishh, 68% (24,9991 lb) was saalmon,
w king salm
mon. The estim
mated portionn of households using salm
mon was varriable:
and 27% (9,844 lb) was
91% of ho
ouseholds rep
ported using sockeye,
s
and the total estim
mated harvesst for the whoole communitty was
5,977 lbs of sockeye, giving an aveerage per cap
pita consumpttion of 161 lbb; likewise, 888% of houseeholds
reported using
u
9,844 lb
bs of king salmon (266 lb per
p capita), 772% reported using 4,125 llbs of coho (1111 lb
per capitaa), and 69% reeported using 4,983 lbs of chum (135 lbb per capita).
The differrent size of fish
f
explains how king saalmon provideed the greateest numbers oof estimated eedible
pounds bo
oth per houseehold and per capita. Of thee estimated aaverage 675 lbbs. of salmonn consumed inn each
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household
d (average 3 people per
p
household
d) in 2009, approximateely
266 lbs. were
w
king saalmon, 161 lb
bs.
were sock
keye, 135 lb
bs. were chum
m,
and 111 lbs. were coho salmo
on.
mbers must be
b qualified by
b
These num
the selecttive, but not exclusive, use
u
of chum salmon
s
as dog
g food. Whilee it
cannot bee assumed that
t
the nearrly
5,000 lb of chum harv
vested in 200
09
was all feed to dogs, neeither can it be
b
assumed that
t
those pou
unds were sp
plit
across ho
ouseholds. Most househollds
process and consum
me the chu
um
salmon th
hat happen to
o get caught in
their netss, and a few
w dog owneers
harvest chum
c
salmon
n intentionallly.
Some fishers reported
d liking chu
um
salmon to
o eat, and others
o
reported
throwing live chum back.
Although 97% off househollds
on, only 75
5%
reported using salmo
indicated harvest of saalmon. This can
be explained by thee fact that an
estimated 59% of ho
ouseholds give
salmon away,
a
as described abov
ve.
More than
n half the hou
useholds (56%
%)
also reporrt receiving saalmon, so som
me
of this sharing
s
neceessarily occu
urs
between householdss that have
successfully harvestted salmon—
—
perhaps sharing diffferent speciies
depending
g on the luck of their draw.
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Figurre 6-9.‒Smalll and medium
m king salm
mon; large kinngs are
reportedlly rare now.

respondentss
Many
to
the
compreheensive subsistence harvest survey, like many
m
in this rresearch, repoort a heavier rreliance on saalmon
in recent years with th
he decline of moose popullations and thhe moratorium
m on moose hhunting in thee area
(since 200
06). Some fisshers say they
y would fish the
t same evenn if they got m
moose, with an implicatioon that
they woulld be able to share
s
more.

LOC
CAL OBS
SERVAT
TIONS OF
F
CHAN
NGE IN SA
ALMON FISHER
RIES
FISH AN
ND ENVIRON
NMENT
King salm
mon size and abundance
a
were generally reported to bbe in decline ((Figure 6-9). Many responndents
noted thatt they rarely catch
c
big fish anymore and
d that it takes more time too catch the sam
me amount of fish.
One respo
ondent said th
hat he used to
o be able to caatch as many fish in 24 hours as in two weeks now ((SLQ4). Some respondents suggested th
hat other salm
mon species aare also in deecline, althouugh one notedd that
sockeye salmon
s
are a relatively
r
new
w phenomeno
on and seem tto be continuuing their incrrease. “You ttalk to
the old fo
olks around here.
h
They do
on’t remembeer you know these, 30-400 reds in a neet” (SLQ-3). Also,
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respondents reported king salmon abundance in 2009 to be greater than in 2008. Decreased subsistence
harvests are not thought to be solely attributable to declined runs, but “nowadays they have snow
machines for transportation, boats, and that’s why nobody wants to go fishing anymore—they have no
dogs to feed” (SLQ-12).
Changing environmental conditions, ocean bycatch, downriver fisheries, and pollution were consistently
blamed for the observed decline in most salmon species. Several respondents spoke of the dramatic
effects of commercial fishing in the lower river. One fisher said that back in the 1970s,
I could easily, in a 60 ft subsistence net, take 200 chum a day, checking morning and
evenings; now if I could get 20 chums a day it’s a good day, and that’s better than it was
before they had the [commercial fishing] closures. I mean, there was a year [before the
closures] where I betcha all summer long I didn’t catch 20 chums. It was scary, like
somebody had turned a switch, how quickly they disappeared. (SLQ-3)
Generally speaking, reports concur that winter is shorter than it used to be, and summers are rainier and
sometimes colder. Changes in weather, ice conditions, water temperature, and water quality were also
noted:
We don’t have long winters like we used to. Spring is earlier, fall is later – summer isn’t
necessarily warmer. Fall drags out until the end of November, and spring starts in March
and drags on into May.... Used to be here, anything to do with a boat after October 1 was
extra; you could have ice any day, just instantaneous – now we assume we’ll be boating
until Halloween. You know, it might run a little ice around the first of October, but then it
disappears, and you’re boating for three more weeks… That’s a big change. We don’t
seem to get those prolonged cold spells, you know, 40, 50 below that lasted three weeks.
Now if it gets that cold, it’s only for a night or two...Yeah, and the killing frost is a lot
later. (SLQ-3)16
Some people judge whether salmon smolt are present by the sheefish that eat them: “If the sheefish don’t
stick around very long around here, there’s no salmon smolt for them to feed on. If the sheefish stick
around, there’s a lot of smolts moving down the river” (SLQ-3).
Weather affects fish processing as well as ecology. With respect to how long it takes to dry fish, one
respondent said “Well, if it’s good weather—sunny, like long ago it used to get sunshine and hot—I don’t
know, two weeks, sometimes three weeks” (SLQ-13). With rainier summers,
…oh, they don’t wanna dry. They spoil. And you’ve gotta move ‘em around, always
move that fish around. There’s a can, you know, a drum, there, that heats up – or smokes.
Right now you don’t need no heat, ‘cause it’s dry. But, in like July, somewhere, when it
starts raining, and now because of the climate change, you can never predict what to
expect; rainy days, more rain, or thunder. We don’t get that anymore here. Lightning and
heavy rain. And the rain was strong. Here, it’s just steady rain, and light rain, a little
heavier, just goes on and on. But long ago it’s big heavy rain, and it’d just clear up and
the sun comes out. Thunder and lightning. We don’t even get thunder here anymore. Just
once in a while we’ll get a little bit of lightning. (SLQ-13)
Another respondent felt as though in-river fishing had little to do with declining numbers:
It’s obvious what’s happening to the fish is happening out on the ocean because there is
nothing changing here in a big way… something has to be happening on the spawning

16

There were two participants in the interview coded SLQ-3; they often finished each other’s sentences. Most quotes are of one
or the other individual, but this quote and one noted below include both of their voices.
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ground or out in the feeding area out in the ocean and nothing’s changing on the
spawning area; the changes are in the ocean with the commercial fishing. (SLQ-3)

MANAGEMENT
Usually the big ones are caught down below, so we get the leftovers (SLQ-4).
Many respondents in Sleetmute expressed the sense that they are not harming the fish populations.
Fishers suggested that the rolling subsistence closures implemented in recent years were misguided and
that commercial fisheries downriver and in the ocean are the entities requiring regulation. Nonetheless,
people generally reported following the rules. One resident said that she had not heard a lot of grumbling
because people want the resource to recover:
It was interesting a few years ago, knowing that those closures were going to be coming,
and I wondered how the folks here in Sleetmute would react and, you know, ”would they
pay attention to it?” or whatever. But it got just to be, you know, you’d walk to the post
office and somebody would say “hey,” you know, “we can start fishing at midnight
tonight," and you know – they were paying attention....
Yeah we grumbled if on Tuesday afternoon we couldn’t go fishing when we had time and
the weather was good and we wanted to fish, but on the other hand, you’re just really
pleased to do anything you can to help them survive. It’s like the moose closure here.
That’s hard on everybody. I mean you’re out here with the poorest of the poor, and the
only easy way for them to feed themselves and their families is to go get a moose, and if
they can’t do that that’s a tremendous hardship, but people don’t really grumble about it
because they think its good for the resource and allow it to rebound, give it a little bit of a
rest. (SLQ-14)
Another respondent said that in the future, she hopes that the fishery will be managed more effectively for
subsistence fishers rather than commercial. If those issues are addressed, the fishing will be good in 20-30
years. Her children live in Anchorage, and they know how to fish. “If they come back, they will be
fishing” (SLQ-11).
Speaking specifically of the discontinuation of the king salmon fishery in the lower Kuskokwim River in
the late 1980s, one respondent commented that
…our situation up here is different – like I said the only thing that I notice different in
this whole thing as far as a commercial fishery affecting it is that we don’t have the holes,
we don’t have those big holes, and we used to have, I mean literally, there was nothing in
the river during the salmon run, you know, it’s just you would catch nothing, and that is,
you know, was just pure commercial fishery, you know because, like I said, in those days
there was such a market for fish, you know, there were 600 permits on that lower river
(SLQ-9).
A pair of respondents (SLQ-3; two respondents, one interview) had a lot to say about commercial fishing
and local enterprise. The woman said:
I used to be real pro-commercial fishing on the Kuskokwim River, ‘cause I knew a lot of
people in Bethel who made their living doing it. But I worked in the fisheries on a tender
one year down there, and it just made me sick how those fish were handled, how much
waste there is, the fact that a lot of those fish are just stripped of their roe and the
carcasses are tossed, you know, not the kings [Chinook salmon], but the chum and stuff.
So I gotta say my sympathies for the commercial fisheries, at least in the Kuskokwim,
just isn’t there. (SLQ-3)
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Beyond the industrial nature of commercial fishing, these respondents felt that the local benefit of
commercial fishing is mostly lost with the commercial sale of whole fish. The man suggested:
If they have a commercial fishery on the river, I think it has to be a value added fishery
with somebody smoking fish and selling it, som’in’ like that. There’s money in that – but
just catching fish to fly into Anchorage to process is, that is ridiculous. If you have guys
with a smokehouse smoking fish and selling strips, they can make some money doing
that, even with a small number of fish…. (SLQ-3)
Several respondents discussed a desire to ensure that chum salmon were not killed in their nets. Some
people said that the use of driftnets allow the release of unwanted fish, while use of setnets killed
unwanted fish before they could be released. Most respondents said they process those fish, but chum
salmon are not a preferred species for most fishers, who may give them away.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
It’s a wonderful resource…that river does so much to sustain a lifestyle; it is a highway,
it provides access to hunting, and it’s always got some kind of protein in the water, and
that’s a real gift, you know, most places don’t have that, and you get real accustomed to
having it, you know, and you would miss it if it wasn’t there…whatever’s good for this
river is good for everything else; it’s real important. (SLQ-9)
The high values placed on fish and on fishing were clear in the interviews for this chapter, and concerns
regarding the sustainability of salmon fishing were common. Many respondents worry about whether the
river will have fish for their grandchildren and how a lack of fish would affect the community. One
respondent said that if they cannot get the fish they need “then we’d have to be on welfare” (SLQ-4).
Another describes warnings from elders to not forget skills that took generations to acquire:
What holds us together is the love for each other. We try our best to live traditionally
because pretty soon the world is gonna run out of gas, and we have to know these things.
That’s what’s we been told long time ago. The elders said that this oil would run out and
we have to teach our kids how to live off the land like we used to long ago. (SLQ-2)
The need for cash is clear. However, while jobs provide income, they interfere with subsistence activities.
Local employment allows the use of a setnet for those with the energy to process fish in the evenings, but
few job opportunities exist in Sleetmute; employment often means leaving the village for two weeks at a
time. This type of schedule might allow for some fishing, if the two weeks off coincide with the peak of
the run, but makes the long term commitment required for drying fish difficult. The balance between cash
income and fishing is not always a choice:
Sometimes we work and sometimes we don’t, ‘cause here this village some guys get all
the jobs and the rest of us have no choice but to just go out and do fishing then if they
don’t want to hire us. So we just take care of the family, make sure we have enough fish
and everything. (SLQ-5)
Both short and long term effects of proposed development of the Donlin Creek mine are of concern.
Barge traffic, expected by respondents at 4 large boats per day in the summer, is feared as disruptive in
terms of noise and rolling water on the shores. With respect to the proposed mine:
People here need work, mining is fine and nice, but just do it in a reasonable manner. To
me that doesn’t mean foreigners coming in and operating mines. They’re gonna bankrupt
themselves when they’ve made their money, sell it to ‘Joe Blow’s Fly-by-Night
Corporation.’ They’re gonna bankrupt themselves and disappear and then the government
is gonna clean it… The people who are going to make the money off that mine need to
bear the cost of it… Those mining companies on that scale do not have a good track
record, no matter what nice little Donlin Creek things come out every month showing all
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the local guys working there, and everybody’s name that you know, and it’s fun to see the
pictures. But those aren’t the guys making the big bucks, and Donlin Creek is not doing
this to be nice to the Native villages, they’re doing it ’cause they’re making a killing on
it. (SLQ-3; direct quote, including two voices)
The hardships imposed by the increasing cost of fuel and commodities are substantial. “Boy I tell you, it’s
really really bad. Boy. Seven dollars and seventy cents a gallon? Holy smokes. Compared to when I was
a kid, five - six dollars for a can of gas. Now it’s fifty something” (SLQ-1). Increases in fuel costs were
reported to create a large financial burden for fishers. However, respondents reported that they were more
inclined to take adaptive measures, such as using setnets rather than driftnets or drifting with the motor
off to reduce fuel consumption, rather than to discontinue fishing activities. “If there’s no gasoline, it’s
gonna be tough…we’re all gonna be out there looking for those eddies, and we’re gonna be glad we have
kayaks” (SLQ-14).
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NIKOLAI

Prepared by Andrew R. Brenner

SETTING AND CONTEXT
In May, June, and July 2009, 2 ADF&G Division of Subsistence researchers documented information on
Nikolai subsistence salmon fisheries. Researchers completed a total of 13 semi-structured interviews,
averaging 63 minutes in length, with 18 Nikolai residents. Ten men and 8 women were interviewed.
While respondents represented a range of age groups (19–81 years old), the majority were community
elders. Most interviewed respondents began actively participating in salmon fishing activities as children
and had fished for much of their lives.
Historical background and natural environment
Nikolai is an Interior Alaska community located on the South Fork of the Kuskokwim River with a 2009
population of 100 (ADLWD 2012). Located 46 air miles east of McGrath, Nikolai lies within the upper
Kuskokwim River region, geographically corresponding to the broad Minchumina Basin that is bordered
by the Kuskokwim Mountains to the north and the Alaska Range to the south (Stokes 1985: 13). The
upper Kuskokwim River region has a continental climate with temperatures ranging between extremes of
-60°F and 90°F. Numerous rivers and lakes with interspersed black spruce forest, marshy tundra, and
riparian white spruce and balsam poplar forest is typical of the region (Holen et al. 2006: 2). The majority
(>90%) of Nikolai residents are Alaska Native, primarily of Upper Kuskokwim Athabascan (Dina’ena or
Dichinanek Hwt’ana17) descent. A number of residents are members of or have genealogical and social
ties to other cultural groups within and outside of Alaska, especially neighboring Athabascan, Middle
Kuskokwim Yup’ik, and Euro-American peoples (Holen et al. 2006: 65). The Upper Kuskokwim
Athabascan people historically occupied and still use much of an area encompassing approximately
22,000 square miles (Hosley 1966: 6), with a traditional territory ranging roughly from the mouth of the
Stony River on the Kuskokwim River northeast to Lake Minchumina, and extending north and south into
the surrounding mountains. Today, most residents of the upper Kuskokwim region live in the
communities of McGrath, Nikolai, Takotna, and Telida (Stokes 1985: 33).
Information about the inhabitants of the upper Kuskokwim River region prior to 1830 is limited.
Although relatively little is known about the ancient prehistory of the area in the immediate vicinity of
Nikolai, nearby archeological evidence indicates that the area has been occupied by humans of various
cultural traditions for over 10,000 years (Saleeby 2010: 125). Oral histories and early historical
documents provide a more detailed image of subsistence for more recent times near Nikolai. The general
pattern of subsistence in pre-contact times likely involved a small nomadic population not exceeding 300
people that traveled in small groups throughout the year, with travel heavily influenced by seasonal
concentrations of caribou, sheep, salmon, and whitefish and the majority of time spent in upland areas
rather than river lowlands.
The first direct contact between Russians and Upper Kuskokwim Athabascan people probably occurred in
the 1830s as fur traders traveled into the upper Kuskokwim (Zagoskin 1967: 80–81). A trading post was
established at Vinasale (twenty miles south of McGrath) by 1850, and trade between Russians and local

17

Self-referential terms for Upper Kuskokwim Athabascan people include Dina’ena “the people”, not to be confused with the
neighboring Dena’ina of Southcentral Alaska, and Dichinanek Hwt’ana “Timber River people” (Collins 2004 (revised): 8).
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residents took place primarily at this trading center, with few Russians traveling upstream of the mouth of
the Takotna River (Oswalt 1980: 86).
Following the American purchase of Alaska in 1867, Euro-American presence increased in the upper
Kuskokwim. It is likely that an increased use of sled dogs corresponding with the development of the fur
trade in this period resulted in an increased emphasis on summer salmon fishing for dog food, a trend also
noted for other areas of Interior Alaska during this time period (Andersen 1992). In 1898, an exploratory
expedition led by Josiah Spurr first documented the seasonal community of Nikolai, which has since
moved twice from its original location at the confluence of the Little Tonzona and South Fork
Kuskokwim rivers (Brown 1983: 159–160).
After significant gold discoveries in the Innoko River drainage in 1906, mining opportunities in the upper
Kuskokwim led to an influx of American prospectors who required food for themselves and their dog
teams (Stokes 1985: 28–29). Local residents supplied this increased demand for food with game meat and
fish, and this effort was helped by the adoption of highly efficient fish wheels in upriver communities by
1918 (Schneider 1985: 12). While 19th century residents of the upper Kuskokwim River region relied
primarily on caribou, bear, and sheep that were hunted over a large area in and around the Alaska Range,
by the beginning of the 20th century moose had increased in abundance in the region’s lowlands (Collins
2004 (revised): 132–133) and eventually became a staple food resource. Together with increased access
to trade goods at river locations, salmon and moose provided a consistent and localized food supply that
may have promoted the development of riverside communities at Medfra, Big River, East Fork and
Salmon River (Collins 2004 (revised): 12–13; Stokes 1985: 31). Epidemics in the early 20th century,
together with the draw of increased trade opportunities and the establishment of a Russian Orthodox
church in the 1890s led to the consolidation of some members of these smaller communities at Nikolai
(Collins 2004 (revised): 29; Stokes 1985: 27). When a permanent school was established in Nikolai in
1948, remaining residents of surrounding communities moved to Nikolai during the winters so that
children could attend school and Nikolai became further established as a permanent community (Collins
2004 (revised): 15).
The gradual abandonment of dog teams as a primary mode of transportation affected the nature of
subsistence salmon fishing by Nikolai residents during the 20th century. In the 1930s, airplanes came to
replace dog teams as the primary mode of long distance mail delivery and shipping. Mining intensity
declined in the region with the onset of World War II and the need for heavy equipment elsewhere in
Alaska in support of the war effort (Stokes 1985: 30), reducing demand from miners for dog food.
Finally, the introduction of snowmachines in the 1960s replaced dog teams as the primary mode of local
transportation in winter in a relatively short period of time. Prior to the adoption of snowmachines, many
residents of Nikolai and Telida spent a large part of each summer using fish wheels to harvest chum
salmon to be used as dog food (Stokes 1985: 61). At Alaska statehood, subsistence salmon fishing
regulations changed and fish fences that had been used before this to harvest king salmon became illegal.
(Holen et al. 2006: 93). This regulatory change led to the replacement of fish fences with a rod and reel
subsistence king salmon fishery that, along with the harvest of king salmon with set gillnets, currently
yields a large portion of Nikolai’s total wild food harvest.

FISHING PRACTICES
TIMING OF SUBSISTENCE SALMON FISHING
We always went to fish camp every summer after school, and my grandma…both my
parents…they’d all set out fish nets ... We’d be there all summer long and come back for
school. (NIK-13)
The seasonal pattern of salmon fishing in Nikolai has changed from harvesting multiple salmon species
over the entire summer to emphasizing mainly king salmon from late June until mid-July. Fishing for
other salmon species continues for some residents into August or September.
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Nikolai residents prepare for salmon fishing in early summer. In the past, a portion of the community
relocated downriver to Medfra in May to prepare for salmon fishing and to take advantage of limited
employment opportunities including work at a local trading post and selling dried chum salmon for dog
food. “Everybody would pack up their boats and dogs, everything, and go down to Medfra and camp out
in wall tents and come back in the fall” (NIK-1). In late May, prior to regulatory prohibition on the use of
fish fences (see “Gear” section below), some families traveled to fish camps and began preparing wooden
fish fences, drying racks, and making other preparations for the arrival of salmon. In recent years,
socioeconomic changes, including more reliable year-round employment opportunities in Nikolai, have
led to fewer Nikolai residents using fish camps for extended periods of time each summer. Those families
that do travel to fish camps tend to leave Nikolai in mid to late June or early July in anticipation of the
arrival of king salmon.
The first king salmon reach the Nikolai area in late June or early July. Respondents emphasized that the
arrival of king salmon varies depending on which tributary the salmon are returning to. For example, king
salmon normally reach Big River and Blackwater Creek in mid to late June; king salmon returning to the
Little Tonzona River arrive slightly later, and king salmon return to Salmon River around the 4th of July.
Corresponding to this variation in timing of salmon arrival, fishers leave Nikolai for salmon fishing at
different times depending upon in which tributary they fish. King salmon fishing for most families peaks
soon after the 4th of July. Many Nikolai residents who do not spend much time at fish camps will travel
for day or weekend trips to favorite fishing locations during early July to ensure that they harvest king
salmon. King salmon fishing continues less intensively through the remainder of July. Respondents
described that the numbers and quality of king salmon begin to deteriorate after early July and fishing
effort correspondingly diminishes throughout the month.
Chum salmon arrive about a week after the first main king salmon pulse in early July. While in the past,
many families remained at fish camps to fish for chum and coho salmon throughout July and August to
secure a food supply for dog teams or for trading, most families now return to Nikolai once they have
harvested king salmon. Some residents continue fishing for coho salmon in the immediate vicinity of
Nikolai. Respondents described that the best coho salmon fishing is typically during the first two weeks
of August.

GEAR
Key respondents described several gear types and associated techniques that are used in Nikolai or were
used in the past to harvest salmon, including fish weirs and fences, fish traps, fish wheels, rod and reel, set
gillnets, dip nets, and fish spears.

FISH FENCES/FISH TRAPS
They were so smart that they would open up the fence and let the salmon go
through…they got as much as what they needed, how much they could handle, they’d let
it go through, they never spoiled nothing. They knew the fish had to go through to keep
coming. So they’d tear off a section of that fish fence. (NIK-1)
Wooden salmon weirs and attached traps were widely used in the past to harvest king salmon. While such
weirs or “fish fences” were not used by Nikolai residents at the time of this study, key respondents
regularly discussed the former importance of fish fences in their subsistence fishing. Stokes (1985)
provides illustrations of a fish fence used to harvest king salmon in the area around Nikolai (Figure 7-1).
Fence construction involved driving numerous wooden stakes across shallow clear water tributaries of the
Kuskokwim River, temporarily blocking passage of salmon and utilizing their upstream movement to
divert them into a small hole in the fence that led into a holding pen area. From the holding pen, king
salmon would drift with the current into a trap constructed of long white spruce splints. Respondents in
this study elaborated that they also remembered fish fences being used without a trap to concentrate fish
downstream of the fence, and then using other gear including dip nets, spears, and rod and reel to harvest
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Sourcce: (Stokes 19885: 383)
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started ggetting full. W
We just pulledd the fence
ou
ut, fishtrap. Threw
T
it in thee bank. And all
a the fish go by. (NIK-7)
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In general, respondents were skeptical of the ability of such traditional fish fences to cause significant
damage to salmon populations, an argument they bolstered with the fact that this technology was in
regular use long before their lifetimes and yet salmon continued to arrive every year. While several
respondents expressed a desire to be able to employ fish fences without restriction in the present, other
respondents described the amount of fish potentially harvested with this technology as above the current
needs of Nikolai residents. Some respondents were concerned about the knowledge of fish fence
construction and use not being passed down to younger generations. One respondent had constructed a
fish trap for educational purposes that was located in the school at the time of this study, although the
actual demonstration of fish fences’ use as a harvest method for salmon is currently not legal under state
regulations (AS 16.10.100). However, a small fyke net with a lead that does not obstruct more than half
the stream or channel is legal subsistence gear for nonsalmon fishes (5 AAC 01.270; 5 AAC 39.105
(d)(17)).

FISH WHEELS
Fish wheels formerly played a large role in salmon harvests near Nikolai, although none were in use in
Nikolai at the time of this study. Respondents described operating fish wheels in the past to harvest large
numbers of chum salmon for use as dog food (both to supply trading posts and for personal dog teams),
particularly in the now largely abandoned community of Medfra downriver from Nikolai. The need for
salmon as dog food declined with the arrival of airplanes and then snow machines, and as trapping and
mining activity in the region lessened, decreasing the need for multiple roadhouses and trading posts
along the upper Kuskokwim River (Stokes 1985). Consequently, the use of fish wheels to harvest large
quantities of salmon and whitefish to sell as dog food eventually stopped. Some families continued to
operate fish wheels for their own dog teams and for personal consumption after this period, although this
seems to have been rare in the past few decades (Stokes 1985). An additional factor leading to the
reduced use of fish wheels may be improvements in other fishing gear. Respondents described the
preference of fish wheels over nets of the past that were more prone to rot and tearing than those available
today.
Interviewer: When you used to come to fish camp as a little boy, you came up to Nikolai
and then did you say you used a fish wheel?
(NIK-19) Yeah. That’s all they ever use. Fish net is too much trouble. They tear up real
easy.
(NIK-20) Everybody used to have fish wheel.
(NIK-19) They rot too...there was no good material. Today even you can buy them gill
nets and they last a long time if you don’t tear them up.
Respondents described constructing a community fish wheel in Nikolai in recent years, which was
eventually abandoned because there was little need for the large quantities of chum salmon and whitefish
it produced as well as continual problems with maintenance, although some respondents expressed
interest in constructing a community fish wheel again in the future.

ROD AND REEL
Following restrictions on fish fences and traps in the 1960s and the decreased need to use fish wheels to
harvest large amounts of chum salmon for use as dog food, the use of rod and reel for king salmon in
clear water tributaries of the Kuskokwim River developed into a major component of the annual
subsistence harvest. Rod and reel fishing for salmon was only recently reclassified from sport fishing gear
to a legal subsistence gear type in the upper Kuskokwim region. Some respondents were somewhat
uncomfortable describing rod and reel fishing as a subsistence practice relative to other more well-known
subsistence gear types such as fish traps and gill nets; however, in many ways, rod and reel fishing has
come to replace the historically used fish fences and traps. Respondents described the tributaries where
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fish fencees were tradittionally used as less effecttive for gill nnets due to the nets’ visibiility in clear w
water.
Fishers haave refined ro
od and reel teechniques succh that they ccan usually haarvest sufficieent king salm
mon to
meet theiir subsistencee needs at th
he same harrvest locationns. A responndent described, “There w
was a
transition where rod and reel becam
me the metho
od of subsisteence becausee there were oother methodds that
were takeen away. So I think it wouldn’t be fair to
t say that it’’s sport. I thinnk it is food. You just donn’t get
as much. And
A they get quite a bit….” (NIK-15).
Rod and reel fishing in Nikolai primarily
p
targ
gets king andd secondarilyy coho salm
mon, in additiion to
nonsalmon species succh as northern
n pike and sh
heefish. The uuse of rod annd reel for kiing salmon haarvest
normally takes place in
i clearwater tributaries off the Kuskokkwim and invvolves large sspinning rodss used
with heav
vy monofilam
ment line and large
l
spinnerss as lures (Figgure 7-2). Fishh are landed with commerrcially
produced landing nets or by reeling them into sh
hore so that a bbystander cann grab and dispatch them w
with a
wooden club.
c
Fishing takes place either
e
from sh
hore or from small beacheed or anchoreed boats and often
involves small groupss or families fishing simu
ultaneously aand nearby eeach other w
with several ppeople
helping to
o land individ
dual fish. Alth
hough the num
mber of king ssalmon an inddividual fisheer is able to haarvest
is variablee, one respon
ndent who waas highly active in the rodd and reel fishhery in recentt years descriibed a
typical in
ndividual catcch of between
n 5 and 9 kin
ng salmon ovver a long nigght of fishingg at Salmon R
River.
This samee respondent also described limiting his
h catch to thhis range, evven when it bbecame possibble to
catch morre, due to co
oncerns with the time neeeded to proceess more sallmon than this concurrentt with
regular su
ummer emplo
oyment during
g the week an
nd long travell (typically arround 8 hourss) between Saalmon
River and
d Nikolai.

Photo by James M. Van Lanen

Figuree 7-2.‒ Nikolaai youth fishin
ng for king saalmon with rood and reel at Salmon Riveer.
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Some resp
pondents desccribed regularrly releasing large
l
female king salmon as a self-reguulated conservvation
practice, although
a
otheer respondentts expressed concern that catching andd releasing saalmon may leead to
higher ov
verall mortalitty for fish. In
n addition to king salmonn, respondentss also describbed use of rood and
reel to tarrget coho salm
mon (locally referred to ass either red, ssilver or cohoo salmon; socckeye salmon more
commonly
y referred to as “reds” in
n other areas of the Kuskkokwim riverr do not reguularly occur iin the
vicinity of
o Nikolai) an
nd nonsalmon
n species inclu
uding northerrn pike, Arcttic grayling, ssheefish, and other
whitefish..

NETS
Set gillneets are used in
n Nikolai as gear for harv
vesting salmoon and nonsaalmon fish species (Figuree 7-3),
although currently theeir use is lesss common th
han in the paast. Similar too the patternns of historicaal use
described for fish wheeels above, fisshers used seetnets to harv est large quaantities of chuum salmon foor dog
food at reemote fish cam
mps or near former
f
tradin
ng post townss such as Meddfra. In generral, set gillneets are
currently used in turb
bid, low visib
bility waters in contrast to the use oof rod and reel in clear water
tributariess, and they may be used to
o harvest a varriety of fish sspecies at the same time. S
Several responndents
in this stu
udy described using set gilllnets as their primary salm
mon fishing geear, while othhers, and espeecially
younger Nikolai
N
fisherrs, relied morre heavily on
n rod and reell. One responndent describbed traveling much
further aw
way from Nik
kolai than otheers to set a giillnet specific ally for king salmon. “Seee, I go way ouut and
catch lots of fish” (NIK
K-10). He haad gained a grreat deal of eexpertise in ppredicting when and wheree king
salmon would
w
arrive based
b
on perrsonal experieence as well as in-seasonn reports on salmon runs from

Photo bby James M. Van Lanen

Figure 7-3.‒Nikolaii salmon fisheer retrieves a king salmon from a setneet placed in a Kuskokwim River
tributary.
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downriver communities. Set gillnets are also set in slow current backwaters or “eddies” close to Nikolai,
which often have limited access or ownership.
It’s kind of owned I guess...people have a certain pole they put in the banks…so that’s
where he wants his net. Just pretty much leave it alone. Then you find a different spot.
There’s not very many spots so you just tend to find one and just stick with it for years on
end. (NIK-14)
Mesh size is variable, but one respondent described generally using multiple nets, all with a relatively
small mesh size of between 4 and 5 1/2 inches. This allowed him to catch king salmon, chum salmon,
sheefish, and other whitefish, and had the additional benefit of catching king salmon “around the nose”
rather than in the gills, which he felt allowed easier removal from the net. In addition to the previously
described species, some respondents described using gillnets to specifically target coho salmon (locally
“reds”) into the fall (see next quote below). No respondents described current or past use of drift gillnets
near Nikolai, where generally shallow waters with large amounts of debris make driftnetting impractical.
One respondent described “drifting” with a dip net while simultaneously setting gillnets for coho “red”
salmon and whitefish:
We’d set out a little whitefish net and just toss it out and across the river down here we’d
set out a regular fish net for reds. And same time we’ll use driftnet and go down, walk
down the bank, along the bank…my dad has a long pole and we put our little, small dip
net on there-at the end and we just go down the bank and get either whitefish or dog
salmon or reds. (NIK-16)
Although setnetting near Nikolai is less selective towards highly prized king salmon than rod and reel
fishing at Salmon River and other locations, some respondents favored setnetting for its relatively low
investment requirements in time, energy, and financial resources. Setting a gillnet near town overnight
enables some fishers to maintain regular summer employment in town, avoid spending large amounts of
money on fuel for travel to traditional fishing locations such as Salmon River, and still secure the benefits
of harvesting their own fish.

FISHING LOCATIONS
In contrast to downstream Kuskokwim River communities with direct access to the main stem of the
Kuskokwim River, the environment surrounding Nikolai is characterized by numerous smaller river
channels and tributaries that vary in returning salmon abundance and species composition. Nikolai salmon
fishers are knowledgeable of when and where to fish for specific species of salmon within the Upper
Kuskokwim and regularly use several different locations as primary fishing areas.
The South Fork Kuskokwim River in the immediate vicinity of Nikolai is used for salmon fishing by
some residents. Setnets are placed in calm backwaters locally referred to as eddies close to Nikolai and
are used to harvest some salmon as well as whitefish and other fish species. Most Nikolai fishers,
however, fish for king salmon in locations relatively distant from Nikolai where it is often more
productive. For example, king salmon are harvested at Salmon River, Big River, Blackwater Creek, and
Tonzona River. Set gillnet locations are located in turbid glacial waters such as Big River and the South
Fork Kuskokwim River near Nikolai. Gillnets were described as effective in these locations because fish
are not able to see the net webbing. Clearwater tributaries including Salmon River and the Little Tonzona
River were traditional fish fence sites for kings, but king salmon are now largely targeted in these
locations with rod and reel due to restrictions on fish fences and the limited effectiveness of gillnets in
clear water.
For much of the 20th century, Nikolai residents traveled to the small encampment of Medfra downriver
from Nikolai to conduct summer fishing activities and to harvest large quantities of chum salmon with
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fish wheeels for use as dog food. The
T use of thiis site for sallmon fishing has declinedd in tandem w
with a
decline in
n reliance on dog
d teams forr transportatio
on.

PROCESSSING AND PRESERVAT
TION
Drying
Ju
ust wash thosse fish and put them up. And
A we driedd those fish eeggs too. Annd they cut
th
hose fish head
d, and we dry those too. We
W dried, put thhem up, everyything. (NIK--18)
Nikolai reespondents deescribed num
merous ways in
i which salm
mon are proceessed, preservved, and preppared.
Salmon preservation and
a preparatio
on often involves both tradditional and m
more recentlyy adopted meethods
that utilize nearly all of each fish an
nd minimize waste.
w
Prior tto the introduuction of freezzers as a methhod of
food preseervation, nearrly all salmon
n was either eaten fresh, sm
moked and driied, or aged.
Manyy Nikolai resspondents conntinue
to drry or partiallyy dry some saalmon,
prim
marily king ssalmon, eachh year
for human conssumption. D
Drying
king salmon requires a great ddeal of
skill and attentioon to detail, and
houssehold heads usually direct
severral less exxperienced ffamily
mem
mbers throughhout the proocess.
Prepaaration for drying saalmon
beginns before salm
mon are harvvested
with the construuction, repaiir, or
cleanning of fish cutting tablees and
dryinng racks, norrmally built using
locall wood. Caarefully rem
moved
sheetts of white sppruce bark (F
Figure
7-4) are often used as noon-slip
coveers for the fi
fish cutting ttables,
and w
were traditionnally used to cover
the drying rackks. Commerrcially
availlable plastic tarps are oftenn used
as drying rackk covers ttoday,
althoough some respondents still
prefeer spruce barrk sheets for this
use bbecause they can create a ccooler
envirronment connducive to sslowly
dryinng fish duringg hot days annd “at
nightttime, it dooesn’t sweatt…the
plasttic tarp, at nighttime, it sw
weats,
condensation”
water
(NIIK-5).
Woood is gatheredd for smokingg fish
Photo
o by James M. Vann Lanen
whilee the fish beegins to dry: green
Figuree 7-4.‒Remov
ving bark secction from wh
hite spruce trree to or drry alder and cottonwood were
be used ass a non-slip su
urface for salm
mon processiing.
all uused at the ttime of this study
accorrding
too
individduals’
preferencees. Once salm
mon are caug
ght, they are either left too sit in waterr overnight, w
which responndents
reported was
w traditionaal and made cutting
c
easierr, or are cut fo
for drying imm
mediately. Thhe basic methhod of
cutting saalmon in the Nikolai area involves rem
moving the fl
flesh from thee backbone inn either indivvidual
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fillets or one
o large piecce, also know
wn as a “blank
ket,” and thiss step is oftenn described ass the most diffficult
and left to
o experts. Otther parts of the salmon, such as the rroe, head, annd backbone, are also saveed for
drying. Deep
D
linear cu
uts are made in the flesh side
s
of filletss (Figure 7-5)) to promote drying and tthis is
followed by
b rinsing in clean water, soaking in a saltwater
s
brinne for 10 to 20 minutes, annd inserting seeveral
carved wo
ooden skeweers into oppossite edges off each fillet oor blanket “soo it will dry flat and get more
smoke on
n em” (NIK-5
5). The salmo
on are then hung
h
to dry inn the coveredd smoke housse with smokke and
heat levells carefully monitored,
m
and
d the salmon fillets
f
are perriodically rearrranged for upp to several w
weeks,
depending
g on ambientt moisture an
nd temperaturre, until they are dry (Figgure 7-6). Sallmon are regularly
removed prior
p
to comp
plete drying to make “halff-dry” fish thaat must be preeserved by otther means suuch as
freezing eventually,
e
bu
ut is more resiistant to spoilling than fressh fish and haas a similar flaavor and textture to
the traditional dry fish..
The majority of salmon that is currrently preserv
ved by dryingg in Nikolai iss king salmonn. For much of the
20th centu
ury, large quaantities of chu
um salmon were
w also driedd and packageed as “bundlees” of forty saalmon
for use ass a trade item
m. Dried chum
m salmon bun
ndles were esssentially a foorm of currenncy in the passt and
were also used as dog food for fam
mily dog team
ms. Such use has been extrremely minim
mal in recent years
due to thee near absencce of working
g dog teams in
i Nikolai, allthough somee chum salmoon is still drieed for
human co
onsumption an
nd as food fo
or non-workin
ng dogs. The process is geenerally simillar to that for dried
king salm
mon, yet less care is typicallly put into foo
od to be driedd for dogs thaan for human consumptionn.

Photo bby James M. Van L
Lanen

Figuree 7-5.‒Scoring
g king salmon
n fillets with knife
k
prior to smoking andd drying.
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Other Methods
M
In additio
on to smokin
ng and dryin
ng
of
salmon,
several
methods
preservatiion were used befo
ore
commerciial
freezeers
becam
me
available, including undergroun
nd
caches, feermentation, and preservin
ng
with saltt. Undergrou
und permafro
ost
caches off dried, parttially dried, or
fresh salm
mon flesh, heads,
h
and ro
oe
were com
mmon in the
t
past, an
nd
responden
nts identified
d several old
o
cache sitees located neear current fish
camps. Respondents
R
described a
careful prrocess of coveering food wiith
birch bark
k and grasses as it was bein
ng
buried, an
nd emphasizzed that in th
he
past, con
ncealment off caches was
w
essential in preventin
ng animals as
well as neighboring
n
and
a sometim
mes
hostile groups
g
of people fro
om
discoverin
ng and stealin
ng the primaary
winter foo
od supply.
Respondeents indicated
d that aging or
fermentation of fish used to be quiite
common in the area around
a
Nikolaai,
although it
i has only raarely been don
ne
in recent years.
y
Used
U
to prepaare a stinkfissh,
yo
ou’d eat all the time yo
ou
kn
now a long
g time ago I
reemember. Th
hey used to put
p
Photoo by James M. Vaan Lanen
it in a burlap bag and let it
Figure 7-6.‒King ssalmon filletss hanging in thhe smokehouuse.
haang in the water dow
wn
th
here. When th
hey started flo
oating, that on
ne’s done theey know. Youu get a big fissh pan, put
it in there and pour
p
water ov
ver it, and it’ss done. (NIK--5)
on to the pro
ocess of soak
king in wateer described aabove, respoondents also recalled prepparing
In additio
fermented
d salmon roee and whole fish by burrying them uunderground at specific ttimes of yeaar and
removing them once th
hey had “sourred.”
h familial roo
ots in Central Kuskokwim
m communities described m
making sulunnaq or
Two respondents with
b completely
y covering freesh salmon in
n a barrel with
th salt. This ppreserves the fish for at least an
salt fish by
entire win
nter. The heav
vily salted fissh is soaked in
n several chaanges of water in order to rremove excesss salt
prior to eaating.

Freezing
In
nterviewer:

What did you think when you first saaw the freezerrs for the fish??

NIK-10:
N

ughing) Betterr. I got one, tw
wo, three, fouur freezers.
Wow! (Lau
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Interviewer:

Four freezers?!

NIK-10:
Gotta have at least two for fish, and you gotta think about moose too,
right. Gotta have one big freezer. And you’ve gotta have number four, not too big,
salmonberries, cranberries, blueberries… No, there are never enough berries…
Freezers were widely used in Nikolai to preserve salmon at the time of this study, and Nikolai residents
have developed unique strategies to utilize the convenience of freezers while maintaining connections to
older traditions. In comparison to traditional methods of drying fish, freezers are remarkably timeefficient and simple. While respondents described that years of experience are required to gain the skills
necessary for preparing high quality dried salmon, using freezers is relatively simple. “I don’t have to do
all that work, you know? I can just throw it in the freezer. Cut it up and throw it in the freezer” (NIK-14).
In addition, drying fish requires a much larger time and energy commitment than freezing fish, which is
difficult to set aside for those Nikolai residents who are employed or have other commitments during
salmon fishing season.
The dry fish takes several weeks of constant, continuous maintenance, and so if you’re
not in a situation when you even go to fish camp, and you’re going back and forth, that
doesn’t work. You need to kind of be there until it’s done. You’ve got to take weeks or a
summer and it just doesn’t work with the kind of life we have (NIK-15).
Some residents have developed strategies that represent a compromise between traditional preservation
methods and freezing fish due to lack of time. For example, some residents put fresh salmon in a
smokehouse for around a day or more without fully drying it, and then freeze this fish to be cooked later.
This technique imparts some of the flavor and texture of traditional dried fish without requiring as much
of a time commitment.

PREPARATION
Prior to consumption, salmon may be prepared in a variety of ways. Salmon hearts and livers are often
fried and eaten shortly after fish are harvested because they are somewhat difficult to preserve. Dried and
smoked salmon is typically eaten without further preparation. Fresh or frozen salmon may be prepared by
frying, baking, or cooking in a soup. Nemaje, or “fish ice cream” is prepared by combining cooked and
flaked fish, either salmon or other fish species, with a mixture of berries, fat, and sugar (Figure 7-7).
Salmon is often prepared in large quantities and shared at gatherings including holidays, funeral
potlatches, and other important community events.

SHARING, BARTER, AND CUSTOMARY TRADE
Sharing is an important way of distributing salmon throughout Nikolai. While several respondents
described that levels of sharing for salmon in particular have declined in recent years relative to the past,
recent survey results show that in 2011 50% of Nikolai households gave salmon to other households and
73% of households received salmon from other households in Nikolai or elsewhere in Alaska. Sharing is
common between Nikolai and communities downriver, particularly McGrath where multiple households
have family connections to Nikolai.
My dad used to sell fish. Dry fish for dogs. To that guy at Medfra. He must be a
storekeeper…Bundles of fish. We had to bundle it up. So many in a bundle I think. I
don’t know how much he sold em, but he used to sell fish. Mostly for dogs, not for
people to eat. (NIK-11)
Although there has never been a formally regulated commercial salmon fishery in the Nikolai area, for
much of the 20th century there was a substantial market for salmon to be used as dog food, and Nikolai
residents described that trade and sale of fish for this purpose was important in the past.
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Photo by James M. Vann Lanen

Figuree 7-7.‒Nemaje, or “fish icce cream” prrepared here with flaked northern pikke flesh. It iss also
sometimees prepared wiith salmon.

ENVIRO
ONMENTAL CHANGES
Respondeents described
d observing several
s
enviro
onmental chaanges over thheir lifetimes that are relatted to
salmon an
nd salmon fishing. The mo
ost pervasive observation oof environmeental change iinvolved an ooverall
reduction in the size off returning kin
ng salmon fo
or at least the past decade. “They’re moostly about tw
wo feet
long I gueess. The fish [king
[
salmon]] right now. Back
B
then theyy used to get three or four feet long. Saalmon.
They werre huge. Now
w they’re sm
mall” (NIK-14
4). Some resspondents alsso described reductions iin the
number of returning kiing salmon. “M
My parents saay they are geetting to be leess and less, aand I believe them.
They’ve been
b
going att it for a long
g time now; th
hey’re tellingg the truth” (N
NIK-1). Anotther environm
mental
change th
hat some resp
pondents reported noticin
ng over their lifetimes is less predictaable and gennerally
warmer weather
w
condittions. Related
d to salmon, one
o respondennt described ppreserving chuum salmon foor dog
food by burying
b
it und
derground in permafrost: he
h recently loost salmon prreserved in thhis way to spooilage
when the permafrost warmed
w
to a much greaterr extent thann he was accuustomed to inn the late sum
mmer.
“We put it
i right on thee permafrost, there,
t
I dug a hole with thhe Cat. For doog feed. But, yyou know it sstayed
warm thatt summer, all through” (NIIK-5). Some respondents rreported noticcing changes in river condditions
near Niko
olai, such as generally lo
ower water, increasing levvels of erosioon on the baanks with thaawing
permafrosst, unusual riv
ver ice conditions, and the loss of severaal eddies wheere setnets useed to be placeed.
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SUMMARY OF 2011 SUBSISTENCE HARVEST SURVEY DATA
In January 2012, ADF&G Division of Subsistence conducted comprehensive subsistence harvest research
in Nikolai to document annual levels of subsistence harvest and use for 2011. Research included
household subsistence harvest surveys, subsistence land use mapping, and in-depth interviews with 6
community members knowledgeable about long term and more recent trends in Nikolai subsistence
patterns. This section provides an overview of quantitative findings and land use data from this study
related to salmon use and harvest in Nikolai for 2011.
Researchers surveyed 26 of the total 39 households (67%) in Nikolai. Harvest and use estimates were
extended to un-surveyed households, assuming that un-surveyed households’ harvest and use of salmon
reflected the average of the remainder of the community. However, researchers believe it is likely that
nearly all households that actually fished for king salmon in 2011 were surveyed. As such, it is probable
that the actual salmon harvests fall towards the lower end of the harvest estimates’ 95% confidence
intervals in the case of Nikolai.
In 2011, salmon was harvested by 46% of households and used by 85% of households. Nikolai fishers
harvested an estimated 2,021 individual salmon, which contributed 15,336 edible lb of food to the
community. Nikolai fishers’ harvest of an estimated 1,143 (±40%) individual king salmon made up the
majority of the salmon harvest and represented 18% of Nikolai’s total subsistence harvest of all fish,
game, and edible plant resources in 2011. Nikolai fishers also harvested an estimated 416 coho salmon,
340 chum salmon, 119 sockeye salmon18, and 5 pink salmon19. The majority of salmon were harvested
with set gillnets, although rod and reel was used to harvest 26% of all king salmon and 11% of all coho
salmon. While use of salmon for dog food is minimal in comparison to historical levels, 13% of the
salmon harvest by edible weight was used for dog food: the majority (77% by edible weight) of this was
made up of 308 individual chum salmon, although smaller numbers of king, coho, and sockeye salmon
were also used for dog food.

MANAGEMENT
Discussions of salmon management with Nikolai respondents focused on concerns about the impacts of
downriver fisheries on salmon that eventually return to the upper Kuskokwim River, a need for more
research on salmon in the Nikolai area, and disagreement with the prohibition of traditional salmon fish
fences and fish traps over the past several decades. Since fieldwork for the current project in 2009, several
management actions affecting Nikolai salmon fisheries have taken place; this is discussed in the “2012
Update” section.
Several respondents expressed concerns about the potential for over-harvesting salmon in Bering Sea
commercial fisheries as well as both commercial and subsistence fisheries in the lower Kuskokwim River.
“They’re really hitting it hard, and there’s more fishermen down there, whereas a long time ago there
used to be only a few people fishing. Now everybody’s got a power boat and a net” (NIK-1). Those
respondents who had noticed a decrease in the size or numbers of returning king salmon often attributed
this to downriver fisheries where greater numbers of people consistently harvest far more salmon than up
river fisheries.
Some respondents were hopeful that increased research on salmon in the upper Kuskokwim River near
Nikolai would take place and lead to better management. One respondent suggested that a salmon

18

Respondents reported that sockeye salmon are only on rare occasions harvested in the vicinity of Nikolai. The majority of the
sockeye salmon harvest is from outside the upper Kuskokwim region.

19

It is possible that the harvest estimate for pink salmon can be attributed to misidentification of salmon species. While it is
highly unlikely that pink salmon are ever found in the vicinity of Nikolai, one respondent was adamant that pink salmon were
harvested near Nikolai in 2011.
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monitoring weir located in an upper Kuskokwim tributary near Nikolai, such as the Little Tonzona River,
would allow managers to better monitor the health of upper Kuskokwim River salmon stocks that are
utilized by Nikolai residents.
As described above in the “Gear” section, some respondents were also in disagreement with the long-term
prohibition of traditional fish weirs and fish traps for harvesting salmon and suggested that this harvest
method never seriously endangered salmon stocks in the area around Nikolai.
You know years ago we used to fish with a fish trap all the time. And nowadays they say
you can’t do it cause fish spawning and be running out of fish. I don’t know how they
can, how they keep fishing every year years ago. I don’t know if that really affects fish.
(NIK-5)
While most respondents were not interested in using fish fences and traps for salmon in the present day
due to the difficulty in constructing and maintaining them, there was some concern that future generations
in Nikolai would not have the knowledge to construct salmon traps or use this once important subsistence
harvest method.

EFFECTS OF SOCIOECONOMIC CHANGES ON NIKOLAI SALMON FISHING
Discussions of socioeconomic changes affecting Nikolai salmon fisheries focused on recent high fuel
costs as well as the challenge of maintaining salmon fishing traditions at the same time as year round or
seasonal employment that is currently essential to survival in Nikolai.
Hardly anybody will be going out this year. Gas prices so high. I was wishing I stayed
longer and helped my parents out this year. But I have to go back and do the rest of
my…go back to work. (NIK-16)
As many Nikolai families travel considerable distances away from Nikolai to access salmon fishing
locations, high gas prices can sometimes limit individual families’ ability to fish for salmon. In spite of
this, some respondents emphasized that their families will continue to fish for salmon even at great
personal cost.
(NIK-18): [Gasoline costs] $8 a gallon I think right now.
Interviewer: Has that really changed the way people fish?
(NIK-1): No. You got to do what you got to do. Fish is really important. More than
anything.
Related to increased expenses in recent years such as higher gasoline prices, Nikolai residents emphasized
the importance of securing available work opportunities. Respondents described that year round
employment or seasonal employment during salmon fishing season, such as summer firefighting, limits
families’ ability to devote large amounts of time to salmon fishing and processing during the summer
months. This has likely been influential in an overall decrease in the number of families traveling to long
term fish camps during the summer as well as changing methods of fish processing and preservation such
as a decrease in the number of families drying and smoking salmon.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The upper Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon fishery provides a major component of the food source
in Nikolai. While some residents described that salmon are not as important as a food source when
compared to the past, salmon continues to be harvested in substantial numbers and represented over
15,000 edible lb of food for the community in 2011 (Ikuta et al. In prep).
Major changes have taken place in Nikolai’s subsistence salmon fishing practices over the past century,
changes that highlight the adaptation of old patterns to new realities. Types of gear, methods of
preservation, and timing of subsistence salmon fishing have changed for many residents, but elements of
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traditions have been readily incorporated into current fishing practices. For example, fish fences have not
been used to harvest king salmon in the Upper Kuskokwim region since their elimination in the 1960s,
but a rod and reel fishery has developed in exactly the same locations that fish fences were used.
Respondents in this study expressed concern about the future of salmon fishing in Nikolai. Nikolai
residents face challenges such as finding ways to balance salmon fishing, related expenses, and limited
employment opportunities. Concerns related to environmental changes including reduced numbers and
size of returning salmon and unpredictable weather conditions are shared by many residents as well.
Nikolai respondents emphasized the nutritional and cultural importance that salmon continues to hold in
their community. Of particular importance to respondents was the perspective that the subsistence harvest
of salmon links generations together and connects Nikolai residents to unique family and cultural
traditions.
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2012 UPDATE

Prepared by David Runfola

INTRODUCTION
The 2012 subsistence salmon fishing season was unique not only in the very low returns of king salmon,
but also in ADF&G’s resulting management strategy and the public’s response to its actions. The seminal
event of the season that most affected the livelihood of subsistence fishers was the initial 12-day rolling
closure of all subsistence salmon fishing in the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries (Appendix BSummary of Subsistence Closures). During this closure subsistence fishing was restricted to gillnets with
a mesh size of 4 inches or less20 and to fish wheels with a livebox.
These subsistence fishing restrictions resulted in particular hardship for fishing families for a variety of
reasons. Overall, the 2012 subsistence salmon fishing management strategy in the Kuskokwim River
placed two major constraints on residents of the region: 1) the inability to harvest what fishers perceived
to be enough king salmon due to gear restrictions and a limited fishing schedule; and 2) the difficulty of
processing large numbers of chum salmon and sockeye salmon later in the season. This chapter provides a
brief summary of ADF&G’s management actions and the effects that these actions had on fishers and
their families during the 2012 salmon fishing season in the Kuskokwim River. Results of ethnographic
interviews and relevant background information are organized into the following categories: restrictions
to king salmon harvest, effects of mesh size restrictions, harvest of chum salmon, value of king salmon,
preservation methods, weather, and difficulties of the 2012 season.

SUMMARY OF KUSKOKWIM RIVER SALMON
MANAGEMENT AND ITS EFFECTS, 2012
In March 2012, the WG held their annual meeting in Anchorage during an ADF&G and FWS interagency
management meeting in Anchorage, with special meetings throughout the season in Bethel, Alaska and
via teleconference, beginning on May 30, 2012. Alaska Department of Fish and Game management staff
began their inseason run assessment projects in May. The Bethel Test Fishery (BTF) was the first
assessment project to provide any salmon run-size data, beginning with king salmon in late May. Early
season run size estimates based on the BTF catch per unit effort indicated a late and weak king salmon
run, and that there was not a sufficient return of king salmon to achieve the management objective agreed
upon by ADF&G and FWS and supported by the WG. As a result, in a June 8 WG meeting, ADF&G and
FWS recommended a 7-day rolling closure for all subsistence salmon fishing to begin in the lower section
of Kuskokwim River Subdistrict 1-B (Appendix B: Working Group Meeting Packet) effective June 10,
2012.21 A rolling closure is so called because as the calendar progresses, the period of restriction
20

21

Gillnet mesh dimensions in this report are given in stretch-mesh size, which is the length of a single mesh when the net is
stretched taut (Hubert 1996: 160). Gillnet mesh sizes typically used by subsistence fishers in the Kuskokwim River are varied
depending upon the species to be targeted. Fishers usually target nonsalmon fishes with set gillnets ranging in size from
approximately 2- to 5-inch mesh. Fishers often target chum, sockeye, and coho salmon with set and drift gillnets ranging in
size from approximately 5- to 6.5-inch mesh. King salmon are usually targeted with drift gillnets that have a mesh size from
approximately 7 inches to 8.5 inches.
A closure to subsistence salmon fishing prohibits the use of any gear type for the targeted harvest of salmon by subsistence
fishers (5 AAC 07.365). In the Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon fishing rolling closure that began on June 10, 2012,
fishers were prohibited from harvesting king salmon with hook and line gear and restricted to the use of gillnets with 4-inch or
less mesh not exceeding 60 feet in length. Subsistence fishers were permitted to retain incidental catches of king salmon with
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progresses (or “rolls”) upriver. Thus, as a period of restriction ends in a lower river section, it begins in
the adjacent upper river section.
On June 8, the WG voted unanimously to accept the recommendation for the initial closure. By June 15,
results from the BTF indicated continued returns of king salmon that were not sufficient to meet the
management objective. In a June 15 WG meeting, ADF&G and FWS managers recommended a 5-day
extension to the original 7-day rolling closure. The WG voted not to support the recommendation,
objecting on the basis that a 12-day closure for subsistence salmon fishing would result in an
extraordinary hardship for Kuskokwim river families that rely upon harvesting king salmon in early June.
The initial 12-day rolling closure ended in the lower section of Subdistrict 1-B on June 22. Following the
12-day closure, ADF&G lifted the original restrictions on subsistence salmon fishing, allowing the use of
gillnets of 6-inch or less mesh. Subsistence salmon fishing opened for 6 consecutive days following the
rolling closures. After the 6-day opening, ADF&G and FWS initiated a 2-day rolling closure, after which
subsistence fishing was opened, with the use of gillnets with 6-inch or less mesh permitted. Subsistence
salmon fishing remained open with a 6-inch mesh restriction through July 15, when daily catch per unit
effort for the BTF indicated the end of the king salmon run in the lower river. On July 16, ADF&G ended
restrictions on subsistence salmon fishing, allowing the unrestricted use of gillnets, hook and line gear,
and fish wheels in the lower section of Subdistrict 1-B. The restrictions were lifted in the upriver sections
with the rolling schedule.
A description of the management regime is helpful in understanding the regulatory context present during
the 2012 salmon fishing season in the Kuskokwim River; however, it fails to represent the social, cultural,
and nutritional aspects of the salmon fishery that exist for subsistence fishers of this region. Throughout
summer 2012, many fishers expressed—not only in ethnographic interviews but also in public forums—
that harvesting and storing salmon is critical to many families’ survival each year. People explained that
restrictions to salmon fishing and the resulting disruptions in the seasonal round cause serious limitations
to food supplies and the threat of extreme hardship in months to come. Recent comprehensive subsistence
harvest studies in 17 communities of the Kuskokwim River drainage indicate that salmon frequently
compose the largest percentage of total community subsistence harvest in comparison with all other fish,
mammal, and plant resources (Brown et al. 2012, 2013; Ikuta et al. In prep). Studies such as these, as well
as ethnographic information discussed throughout this report, support the idea that residents of this region
have a very strong reliance on salmon. They also suggest that a lack of salmon can potentially result in a
serious threat to the food security of families that rely on large harvests of salmon each summer. The
results presented here attempt to summarize the concerns expressed in key respondent interviews
conducted in 2012, as well as the adaptive strategies that many fishers employed as means to overcome
what many perceived to be an extraordinarily difficult situation.

RESULTS
RESTRICTIONS TO KING SALMON HARVEST
For 12 days beginning in June 2012, the majority of Kuskokwim River fishers were limited to using 4inch mesh gillnets to harvest subsistence-caught fish. Throughout most of the Kuskokwim River drainage,
subsistence fishers typically use 4-inch mesh gillnets to target nonsalmon fish species such as whitefishes
and burbot. Fishers prefer to use gillnets with mesh sizes from 7 to 8.5 inches to target king salmon, and 5
and 3/8-inch to 6-inch mesh gillnets to target chum, sockeye, and coho salmon. Pink salmon which are
present in the lower Kuskokwim River (Morrow 1980: 80) can be effectively harvested using gillnets of
various mesh sizes, including those used to harvest nonsalmon fishes. Although fishers commonly use set
gillnets and drift gillnets in the Kuskokwim River drainage upstream of the mouth of the Holitna River,

the use of a legal gillnet. Fish wheels were permitted; however, they were required to be equipped with a livebox, which
fishers were required to check at least every six hours and return all king salmon to the water alive.
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some families in this area also operate fish wheels. From the start of the rolling closure until mid-July,
these fishers were prohibited from retaining king salmon when they operated their fish wheels. In the
upper Kuskokwim River and its headwaters where three species of Pacific salmon are present—king,
chum, and coho salmon—many fishers use hook and line gear. Hook and line subsistence fishing was
prohibited during the rolling closure and afterward. Managers did not lift this restriction until mid-July
when one upriver fisher described that many king salmon were advanced in pre-spawning morphological
changes and were considered by local fishers to be largely unsuitable as food.
The purpose of the 12-day rolling closure was to prevent or minimize the harvest of king salmon in the
subsistence fishery. Managers made the decision to initiate the closure due to what they observed to be a
late and weak run of king salmon, which was likely to result in total returns that would not achieve the
escapement needed to meet the management objective. The 12-day rolling closure occurred during the
earliest portion of the 2012 king salmon run when returning spawners were at low abundance; however,
this was also the period of time when subsistence fishers expected to harvest king salmon. The traditional
salmon fishing season begins when migrating king salmon first enter the river. This is typically early June
for lower Kuskokwim River fishers, the middle of June for central Kuskokwim River fishers, and late
June for fishers in the upper Kuskokwim River region (Appendix D). Restrictions prevented fishers from
harvesting fish according to the region’s traditional seasonal round, forcing residents to wait later into the
season before attempting to target salmon. Most key respondents expressed this concern in 2012, with one
individual stating, “[Salmon fishing] opened too late. People know when it’s time to go fishing…We’re
usually done fishing by Fourth of July” (BET-12).

EFFECTS OF MESH SIZE RESTRICTIONS
While fishers were allowed to retain any salmon caught incidentally in 4-inch mesh set gillnets, these nets
were generally inefficient at harvesting salmon, particularly the principal species, king salmon. When
management actions permitted the use of 6-inch and smaller mesh gillnets, chum salmon and sockeye
salmon were in greater abundance than king salmon. The 6-inch mesh and smaller mesh drift gillnets
deployed during the peaking chum salmon and sockeye salmon runs were very efficient at catching these
species, much more so than they were at catching king salmon. As a result, the majority of subsistence
salmon harvests immediately following the 12-day rolling closure was composed of chum and sockeye
salmon. Several respondents discussed the effects of having an excess of chum salmon, explaining that
their larger than normal harvest of chum salmon resulted from restrictions requiring them to fish with
smaller mesh gillnets during the peak of the chum salmon run.

HARVEST OF CHUM SALMON
Many fishers in 2012 discussed the prevalence of chum salmon in their subsistence harvests. While some
respondents shared the opinion that chum salmon are not as desirable as king salmon, others expressed a
general acceptance of the abundance of chum salmon in their harvests. Some indicated that chum salmon
were acceptable and welcome, with one respondent stating, “We’re eating more chums this year, but they
are fatter and better than they used to be” (BET-5). Another explained that his family “always uses
chums” (BET-10), indicating a somewhat common sentiment among respondents that chum salmon are a
species that is typically harvested by many fishers each summer. One woman described strips made from
chum salmon as “really good, and they dry faster than kings. We’ll use more chums this year” (BET-14).
Another respondent explained, “Even though [the chums] are smaller [than kings], we have plenty of fish.
The kings get to pass and hopefully come back strong. It’s a win-win” (BET-20). This sentiment, which
was shared by several respondents, demonstrated the adaptability of some lower Kuskokwim River
subsistence fishers to the below-normal harvests of king salmon during the 2012 season.
There were also respondents who described the difficulty of getting too many chum salmon.
Respondents’ concerns about harvesting too many chum salmon are likely related to a widespread social
prohibition on wasting subsistence resources described in other chapters of this report: several
respondents in 2012 described preventing waste of wild foods as a deeply felt cultural and even spiritual
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mandate. An attempt to harvest some king salmon was often inhibited by a large harvest of chum salmon
that respondents felt obligated to keep from going to waste. One key respondent described his harvest of
chum salmon as unusual in his experience, stating that “in a normal year we get a few incidental chums.
This year we got 50. We cut them all into dry fish” (BET-1). Another respondent explained that she
disliked cutting chum salmon because she would “get so many all at once” (BET-9), indicating the
common concern regarding the increased effort required to process a large number of fish. Some
explained that they would try to limit their harvest of chum salmon by trying to return some alive to the
river if they were taken from the net “still flipping and not bleeding” (BET-8). Another respondent
explained that he shortens his drift gillnet or uses a short net to prevent catching too many chum salmon
(BET-6).

VALUE OF KING SALMON
Although fishers typically harvest large numbers of chum and sockeye salmon each year in the
Kuskokwim, king salmon are the most highly desired of the Pacific salmon species for various
economical, nutritional, and sociocultural reasons. Focusing only on the economical and nutritional
incentives, king salmon are very large fish—the largest salmon on average by weight—and rich in oil.
Processing a large number of king salmon is potentially the most efficient use of a family’s time and
resources for these reasons. Each processed king salmon will produce the greatest amount of food by
weight, and the greatest amount of calories in the least amount of processing time and fish rack space.
Relative to smaller chum salmon and sockeye salmon—approximately half the weight of king salmon on
average—high harvests of king salmon can help to maximize a fishing family’s food production
efficiency.
Several key respondents discussed their disappointment and anxiety over harvesting many fewer king
salmon than their families normally obtain. One fisher described getting only 10 king salmon, when his
family normally harvests 100 each summer. (BET-19) Another fisher explained that her smaller harvest
of king salmon would result in serious hardship: “We only got 15 this year where we usually get 70 to 90.
Now I can’t share with my family in Anchorage. We need kings. It’s what we grew up with” (BET-23).

PRESERVATION METHODS
Families in the lower Kuskokwim River normally begin harvesting and processing king salmon and chum
salmon in early June. As described in several of the Results chapters of this study, salmon are cut into
fillets and the various parts of the fish (i.e., fillets, heads, bones, and roe) are processed into different final
products. A portion of deboned king salmon fillets are often processed into a popular product known
locally as strips. These are made by slicing deboned king salmon fillets into lengthwise strips. The strips
are brined, hung to dry in covered, outdoor racks for a few days to a week, then hung in the smokehouse
where wood smoke saturates the flesh with preserving compounds (Kjällstrand and Petersson 2001) and
they dry more completely (see Kwethluk and Tuntutuliak “Results” chapters). This method is also
referred to as a cold-smoke process, so-called because drying occurs at temperatures sufficiently low to
prevent cooking of the fish. Cold-smoking is a process wherein brining, drying, and smoking each
contributes to the fish’s preservation. Proper drying of fish for preservation in a cold-smoke process
cannot occur at high relative humidity (Crapo 2011). Cold-smoking of strips is one of the preferred
processing methods for king salmon in many parts of the Kuskokwim River because individuals of this
species tend to be very large. Large, thick fillets will often not dry thoroughly before spoiling, unless the
ambient relative humidity of the fish rack is sufficiently low and the ratio of surface area to mass of the
flesh is greatly increased, as it is in these strips.
Smaller species of salmon such as chum, sockeye, and coho salmon, are often processed into a product
known locally as dry fish. In this process, salmon are headed, gutted, and filleted. The fillets are cross-cut
through the flesh down to the internal surface of the skin. These fillets are hung on a covered fish rack for
several days until dry. The cross-cutting of the fillets increases the ratio of surface area to mass of the
flesh, allowing quicker and more complete air-drying. It is usually unnecessary for processors to cut
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smaller fish into strips, because cross-cutting the thinner fillets sufficiently increases the surface area to
mass ratio to allow for drying. Large king salmon fillets are also processed in this fashion by some
Kuskokwim River fishers when weather conditions permit it. Some fishers refer to these as slabs or
blankets.
Although dry fish is not normally cold-smoked, weather conditions may require processors to move their
dry fish fillets into the smokehouse for proper preservation. The small smudge fire of the smokehouse
results in a temperature slightly higher than the ambient outdoor temperature. The higher temperature
decreases the relative humidity. As compared to the ambient conditions of an outdoor, covered fish rack,
the lower relative humidity of the smokehouse decreases the time required to dry the fillets during a
period of humid weather conditions.

WEATHER
Another challenge in harvesting salmon (of any species) later in the 2012 season was the fact that the
majority of harvests occurred during a time when weather had cooled, precipitation was common, and
egg-laying flies were abundant, particularly in the lower Kuskokwim River. These conditions made
preserving salmon with traditional techniques much more difficult than in the periods of warmer, drier
weather that the region experienced in early June 2012 when subsistence salmon fishing had been closed.
In the 2012 portion of this study, respondents from communities of the lower Kuskokwim River indicated
that, as is typical of this region, during early June 2012 weather was favorable for successful traditional
fish processing activities. The wetter and cooler weather from late June to mid-July made processing fish
more time consuming. When weather is wetter and cooler (i.e., higher relative humidity) and flies are
laying eggs on processed salmon hanging in fish racks, fishing families must spend more time keeping
fish dry. This usually entails moving the processed fish into smokehouses when rain begins to fall, and
moving the fish back to the drying racks when the weather becomes drier and less overcast.
Unfortunately, despite people’s vigilance at their fish racks, many reported that spoilage of fish often
occurred, much more so than if fish had been processed earlier in the season at lower relative humidity
and when flies were less abundant. Many respondents described devoting an unusual amount of time
tending processed fish. One fisher explained that “it’s hard to cure fish in this wet weather. You have to
baby them, and we still lose some” (BET-11). Another fisher discussed this challenge, stating that “I had
to smoke my dry fish constantly and we still lost some to maggots. It was worse than ever” (BET-18).

DIFFICULTIES OF 2012 SEASON
All of these conditions combined to make an extraordinarily difficult season of harvesting, processing,
and preserving salmon for many Kuskokwim River families. People’s unease with these challenges
resulted in a season of frustration, anxiety, and sometimes outrage over subsistence salmon fishing and
management. One fisher, a single mother, described that “this summer it’s scary” (BET-5). Some
respondents openly expressed their displeasure with management agencies, with one fisher shouting to a
researcher that “all we can get is chums. Chums are for dogs. We don’t eat dog food” (BET-13). This
frustration and conflict with management decisions culminated when subsistence fishers in a number of
lower Kuskokwim River communities chose to deploy their drift gillnets in violation of the fishing
closure. These acts resulted in several arrests and the seizure of fishing gear and fish by law enforcement
officers (Hopkins 2012a). At the time, 61 people received citations from law enforcement officers for
violating subsistence salmon fishing restrictions. Community leaders described the situation as a crisis for
people who needed to be able to harvest food for their families, despite the apparent need to conserve a
low run of king salmon. As a result, fishers justified their acts by explaining that the elders of their
community had instructed them to harvest fish for their families, demonstrating the conflict between local
traditional values and state and federal management objectives. One community leader summarized this
conflict of values when he said,
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We have done this because there were many people from the river who stated that they
did not have any fish hanging…on their racks…The Elders have directed their fishermen
to fish without any fear of breaking laws. They said that putting up fish for their survival
is not breaking the law. (Hopkins 2012b)
The 2012 salmon fishing season in the Kuskokwim River was remarkable in that fishery managers
initiated some of the most extensive restrictions on subsistence fishing ever implemented in the
Kuskokwim River. While some individuals of the region claimed that they were able to adapt to these
restrictions, many fishers, their family members, and regional community leaders expressed extreme
distress over fishing closures and the associated difficulty of harvesting and processing enough salmon to
meet their needs for food. In the process of monitoring the 2012 season, ADF&G Division of Subsistence
personnel, among others, recognized the unprecedented nature of these events. The Division of
Subsistence determined that documenting people’s concerns about salmon management and recording
local knowledge of salmon fishing and processing would make a significant contribution to the
department’s understanding of the effects of low king salmon returns for Kuskokwim River residents.
Results from ethnographic interviews conducted in the lower Kuskokwim River region in summer 2012
revealed that many subsistence salmon fishers experienced difficult challenges in meeting their needs for
salmon, particularly king salmon. Despite these challenges and the resulting hardships described by some
fishers, many respondents expressed an ability to adapt to the decreased availability of king salmon and
the difficulty of processing fish later in the season during periods of cool and wet weather.
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KUSKOKWIM SALMON ETHNOGRAPHY DISCUSSION

Prepared by Andrew Brenner
The importance of salmon harvested for subsistence in the Kuskokwim River has persisted into the
present, and communities are heavily reliant on annual returns of salmon not only for basic nutrition, but
also for maintenance of cultural identity and values. Current patterns of social organization surrounding
salmon fishing revealed that salmon fishing continues to play an important role in intergenerational
transmission of knowledge and traditions.
Salmon fishing in all communities involved the active participation of multiple generations working
together. Children continue to learn salmon fishing and processing techniques by observation from very
early ages. Respondents described learning to fish and process fish by watching their parents,
grandparents, and other relatives. Even children who are too young to assist their elders are included so
that they can observe fishing and processing in practice. Some reported bringing infants to be with the
family during fishing outings. Multiple key respondents explained that children today fulfill the same
roles in fish camp that they have for generations. Some key respondents described a decline in youth
participation in salmon fishing and processing activities. While it is difficult to assess the extent of this
phenomenon based solely on ethnographic interviews and limited observation of fishing activities,
researchers regularly observed children and young adults participating in subsistence salmon fishing
during this study.

REGIONAL SALMON FISHING PATTERNS
While Pacific salmon consistently form an important component of the subsistence harvest in all
Kuskokwim River communities, differences in salmon fishing patterns between communities exist. This
study explored differences in salmon fishing patterns in 5 communities throughout the Kuskokwim
drainage based on regional affiliation with the lower, central, or upper Kuskokwim River22. While
regional boundaries are not discreet, and there is some overlap in regional patterns for border
communities in particular, a number of general similarities within each region’s salmon fishing patterns
emerged, corresponding to similar natural environments, as well as related cultural and historical
backgrounds. The following section details current regional salmon fishing patterns for the lower, central,
and upper Kuskokwim River regions. A summary of regional differences is provided in Appendix D.

LOWER KUSKOKWIM RIVER
For the purposes of this discussion, communities defined as lying within the lower Kuskokwim River
region follow Haynes and Andrews (1985: 217), who describe the lower Kuskokwim River region as
including 12 villages (Tuluksak, Akiak, Akiachak, Kwethluk, Oscarville, Napaskiak, Napakiak,
Nunapitchuk, Kasigluk, Atmautluak, Tuntutuliak, and Eek) and the regional center community of Bethel.
Lower Kuskokwim River communities are socially connected through a shared Yup’ik history, language,
and culture that permeates the region. The annual harvest of subsistence resources is crucial to area
residents, and survey data consistently documents the large contribution of salmon to the subsistence
22

For the purposes of this discussion, Lower Kuskokwim River communities are defined as those communities from the mouth
of the Kuskokwim River upriver to Tuluksak, the Central Kuskokwim River includes those communities from Lower Kalskag
to Stony River and Lime Village, and the Upper Kuskokwim River includes those communities including and upriver from
McGrath.
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harvest of lower Kuskokwim River communities. Out of all salmon species in the Lower Kuskokwim
River region (hereafter lower river), king salmon is the most important in terms of its contribution to the
diet of area residents (Andrews and Coffing 1986: 1), and respondents regularly emphasized the
importance of king salmon relative to other salmon species in this study.
Salmon has long been a primary component of the subsistence harvest in the lower river (Patton and
Carroll 2011: 2). Before 2,400 years BP, groups ancestral to the current inhabitants of the lower river
region likely harvested salmon primarily with fish spears and traps. The development and increased use of
more efficient fish nets for harvesting salmon around 2,200–2,400 years BP likely accounted for a marked
increase in the human population of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta region (Shaw 1998: 242). Predictable
salmon runs, together with the development of this new and more efficient salmon harvesting technology,
likely represented the key factor in the settlement of inland riverine environments (including the Lower
Kuskokwim River and other major river systems in Southwest Alaska) by coastal groups in ancient times
(VanStone 1984: 207). The importance of salmon harvested for subsistence in the lower river has
persisted into the present: for four lower river communities in 2010, salmon contributed 47% on average
to the total annual wild food harvest by edible weight (Brown et al. 2013).
The lower river is densely populated relative to the Central and Upper Kuskokwim River regions: the
average size of communities, even when the regional center of Bethel is excluded, is larger than for
upriver regions, and there are more communities overall located along a smaller portion of the river.
Corresponding to this higher human population, Lower Kuskokwim River communities typically harvest
the majority of salmon within the drainage (Patton and Carroll 2011: 2). In 2010, residents of
communities in the lower river took 79% of the overall Kuskokwim Area subsistence salmon harvest23,
with 34% of the total Kuskokwim Area salmon harvest taken by Bethel households (Carroll and
Hamazaki 2012b).
All five species of Pacific salmon found in Alaskan waters return to the lower Kuskokwim River. Given
its downriver position, salmon fishing begins and ends earlier in the lower river than in upriver regions.
June is currently the primary month in which salmon fishing takes place in the lower river: king salmon,
the most important salmon for most families, is largely available only in very late May and throughout
June, and June is normally the only month that traditional fish drying methods are practical due to
weather conditions. Chum and sockeye salmon arrive in mid-June and are present in the region into midJuly. Chum and sockeye salmon are important food resources for many families, and the commercial
fishery for chum salmon in the Kuskokwim is important to some lower river residents (see “Commercial
Salmon Fishing” below). Pink salmon are harvested in small numbers, generally incidental to fishing
efforts for other salmon species from mid-June through July. Fishing efforts for coho salmon generally
take place from late July and throughout August.
The natural environment of the lower river differs somewhat from upriver regions: the river is on average
deeper, wider, and is influenced by tidal forces. Especially for the most downriver communities,
conditions are often intermediate between riverine and marine; large waves and marine weather patterns
periodically affect residents’ ability to fish for salmon. Floating obstacles, commonly referred to as
“drift,” are generally less of a concern in the lower river than in upriver regions. These conditions
generally allow larger nets to be used more easily.
Drift gillnets are currently the most common gear type used for harvesting salmon in the lower river. As
described above, river conditions in the lower river often consist of deep water in wide, open stretches,
and as such salmon fishers in the lower river often use drift gillnets of the maximum allowable size. Set
gillnets are also common and are typically smaller than drift gillnets. Some residents use rod and reel to
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Lower Kuskokwim River communities harvested an estimated 152,009 salmon of all species, while communities in the greater
Kuskokwim Area (including the entire Kuskokwim River, Kuskokwim Bay, and nearby Bering Sea Coast) harvested an
estimated 191,667 salmon of all species.
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harvest smaller numbers of salmon for subsistence, although this is not generally considered a primary
subsistence harvest method in lower Kuskokwim River communities. The most common boat style seen
in lower river communities is a 16 to 18 ft. riveted aluminum boat with a partial V-hull and around a forty
horsepower motor. Such boats are used by area residents for salmon fishing as well as for transportation
to other communities and subsistence harvest areas. Water conditions in the lower river, especially in
communities near Kuskokwim Bay, make it beneficial for some salmon fishers to use larger boats and
motors that are well equipped to handle marine conditions. Relatively large welded aluminum boats with
motors over 70 horsepower were widely used for commercial fishing when income from commercial
fishing was more reliable in past decades, and some salmon fishers have maintained this equipment into
the present for subsistence and limited commercial salmon fishing use.

Commercial Fishing
Kuskokwim River salmon are currently harvested primarily for subsistence use, although commercial
salmon fishing does occur in the lower river and is important to many area residents. Commercial salmon
fishing in the lower river until relatively recently represented the largest single source of nongovernmental income in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta (USFWS 1987: 20) but in recent years has largely
been reduced to a supplemental source of income. While the commercial fishery initially focused on king
salmon, chum and coho salmon were also fished commercially beginning in the 1970s, and by the 1980s
represented a large portion of the fishery’s commercial value (Albrecht 1990: 24–26). Directed king
salmon commercial fishing in the Kuskokwim River was discontinued in 1987 by regulation, in order to
reach management objectives (Francisco et al. 1989: 13). The Kuskokwim River commercial salmon
fishery was generally stable during the 1980s and mid-1990s, with chum salmon harvests accounting for
the largest portion of the regional exvessel value (Buklis 1999: 44). Reduced value of salmon and poor
returns of king and chum salmon in the late 1990s influenced a reduction in exvessel value, fishing effort,
and number of fish harvested through the early 2000s. Although abundance of returning chum and king
salmon improved by the mid-2000s, poor market conditions and limited processing capacity continued to
limit commercial fishing opportunities relative to historic levels (Bavilla et al. 2010: 11). Exvessel value
has rebounded somewhat in recent years from the early 2000s, partially due to an improving chum salmon
market (Brazil et al. 2011: 5). Coho salmon have accounted for the largest portion of the exvessel value in
recent years in the Lower Kuskokwim River region, generally followed by sockeye salmon, chum
salmon, and king salmon (Brazil et al. 2011: 5).

CENTRAL KUSKOKWIM RIVER
For the purposes of this discussion, central Kuskokwim River communities follow Brown et al. 2012,
who describe the central Kuskokwim River region as including 8 permanent communities from Lower
Kalskag upriver to Stony River.24 Georgetown and Napaimute, once permanent but recently largely
seasonal communities (with a small permanent population in Napaimute) are also located within this
region. Central Kuskokwim River communities share a similar natural environment characterized by
boreal forest and bordered by the Kuskokwim Mountains. Although individual differences exist,
communities in the central Kuskokwim region generally share a culture characterized by a blend of
Yup’ik and Athabascan heritages and traditions, as well as long standing influences from a European and
Euro-American presence in the region dating from mining in the early 20th century.

24

Lower Kalskag, Kalskag (Upper Kalskag), Aniak, Chuathbaluk, Crooked Creek, Red Devil, Sleetmute, and Stony River. Lime
Village may be considered to be marginally part of the central Kuskokwim River region, although due to its location on a
tributary river relatively distant from the mainstem Kuskokwim River, as well as its cultural and historical connections to
groups outside of the Kuskokwim River drainage, patterns that apply to other communities in this region do not necessarily
transfer to Lime Village.
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Historical and archeological sources suggest that until the early-20th century, residents of the central
Kuskokwim River region (hereafter central river) likely followed a harvest pattern of caribou, moose, and
beaver as primary sources and fish as secondary sources of food (Redding-Gubitosa 1992: 63). In the
early-20th century, because of the development of highly efficient fishing technologies including fish
wheels and commercially available nets, salmon became the greater portion of the subsistence harvest
over large game (Redding-Gubitosa 1992: 156–157). Mining activity was widespread in the central river
region in the early 20th century, and such mining activity was supported by dog teams for winter
transportation. Similar to other areas of Alaska described in Andersen (1992: 8) relatively high harvests of
chum salmon to feed dogs probably occurred in the central river region from at least the early 20th
century until relatively recently. All communities in the region continue to depend heavily on the
subsistence harvest of wild foods into the present, and out of all wild foods, salmon is currently among
the most important: salmon of all species made up 65% of the total subsistence harvest by edible weight
for 8 central Kuskokwim communities in 2009 (Brown et al. 2012: 350).
In terms of population density, the central river is intermediate between the lower and upper Kuskokwim
River regions. Communities are generally smaller than those located in the lower Kuskokwim Region,
with populations in 2009 ranging from 32 people in the smallest community of Red Devil to 502 people
in Aniak, the largest community in the region and subregional hub for other communities (Brown et al.
2012: 339). The percentage of subsistence salmon harvested in the entire Kuskokwim River that is
harvested by central river communities is relatively small, forming about 16% of the total salmon harvest
for all species in 2010 (Brazil et al. 2011).
While all five species of Pacific salmon found in Alaskan waters may be found in the central river, pink
salmon are rare and make up a very small portion of the salmon harvest even when compared to the small
harvest in the lower river. Salmon fishing in the central river begins somewhat later than in the lower
river. King salmon fishing typically occurs from mid-June into early July. While respondents in this study
described that king salmon are still available in the first part of July, similar to residents in the lower river,
many fishers prefer to do most of their fishing for king salmon in June as weather conditions in July often
make traditional fish drying techniques difficult. Chum and sockeye salmon fishing generally takes place
from late June though late July, and coho salmon fishing takes place from mid-August and into early
September.
Drift gillnets are currently the most common gear type used for harvesting salmon in the central river,
although setnets are also widely used. Water depth in the central river was described by respondents as
much shallower than in the lower Kuskokwim River region, and while some respondents described using
full length nets of 50 fathoms as is typical in the lower Kuskokwim River, they also described that depth
of nets needs to be less than the maximum legal mesh depth to avoid the numerous snags and shallow
stretches typical of the central Kuskokwim river. While gillnets are used to harvest the majority of
subsistence salmon in the central river, area residents use rod and reel to a greater extent than in the lower
river, and rod and reel harvest typically makes up a substantial portion of the overall harvest for coho and
king salmon.

UPPER KUSKOKWIM RIVER
For the purposes of this discussion, Upper Kuskokwim River communities include McGrath, Nikolai,
Takotna, and Telida as defined by Stokes (1985). Upper Kuskokwim River region (hereafter “upper
river”) communities share a common Athabascan cultural background, and the communities of McGrath
and Takotna also have relatively long histories of Euro-American settlement in the area dating back to
early 20th century mining efforts. Subsistence utilization of wild foods is extremely important to area
residents. In contrast to downriver regions, a larger percentage of the annual wild food harvest in the
Upper River typically comes from large land mammals (in recent years primarily moose) than from fish.
Nevertheless, king and coho salmon form a major component of the annual subsistence harvest,
particularly for the communities of McGrath and Nikolai.
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Salmon fishing has been a major component of the subsistence harvest in the upper river for many
generations of area residents. While there is little archeological information related to salmon fishing in
the upper river, oral accounts from lifelong area residents as well as the presence of salmon storage pits of
apparent antiquity indicate that salmon have been actively harvested by area residents since at least the
mid 1800s (Stokes 1985: 212). Upper river residents developed unique and highly efficient fish fences
and traps constructed from locally available materials that were used prior to historical contact and
continued to be used until the mid-1960s when their then recent illegality was first enforced. In the
historic period, salmon was important as both a subsistence resource and in a limited market or quasicommercial fishing industry that supported European and American trappers and traders in the region
from the early 20th century through at least the 1930s (Stokes 1985: 215). The importance of the
subsistence salmon fishery in the upper river has persisted into the present: Recent research indicates that
in 2011, salmon made up 22% of the total harvest of wild foods by edible weight in Nikolai and 29% in
McGrath.
The upper river is the mostly sparsely populated region of the Kuskokwim River. Only four permanent
communities are currently located in the region, and they are all relatively small: the hub community of
McGrath (population 341) and the smaller communities of Nikolai (pop. 101), Takotna (pop. 49) and
Telida (pop. 2) (ADLWD 2010a). Corresponding to this relatively small human population, upper river
communities consistently harvest a very small portion (2% in 2010) of the total Kuskokwim River
subsistence salmon harvest.
The upper river is shallower and narrower than downriver portions of the Kuskokwim River. While
downriver from McGrath, the Kuskokwim River is characterized by one continuous mainstem channel,
above McGrath the river branches into several smaller tributaries or forks. Seasonal flooding or high
water is a regular occurrence in this region, often interfering with salmon fishing efforts. The river is
bordered by dense stands of riparian forests, and large amounts of submerged or floating vegetation can
also hamper fishing efforts.
Generally, only three species of Pacific salmon are found in the upper river: king, chum, and coho
salmon. Sockeye salmon are not regularly present, although some residents travel outside of the region
during salmon fishing season, typically to communities of the central Kuskokwim River region, and
harvest sockeye salmon as well as other salmon species at these locations. Within the region, the
distribution and run timing of each salmon species is not uniform. For example, coho salmon is the only
salmon species that regularly occurs near the small community of Telida. Fishing for individual salmon
species by the community of Nikolai requires knowledge of particular tributary drainages and the
presence or absence of each species there along with run timing by drainage.
Salmon fishing in the upper river begins and ends later than for other regions of the Kuskokwim River.
Very late June and early July is generally the primary season for king salmon fishing. Some fishing for
king salmon takes place in later July, although Nikolai respondents described that the quality of fish
deteriorates rapidly as July progresses. Chum salmon fishing generally takes place from mid-July
through late August, and coho salmon fishing takes place from late August to as late as mid-October. In
general, salmon that have reached the upper river are further progressed in pre-spawning morphological
changes. Chum salmon and late season king and coho salmon are often considered to be less suitable for
human food than in downriver regions.
Currently setnets are used to harvest the majority of salmon in the upper river, although rod and reel is
also used as a primary or the only salmon harvesting gear by many families. The use of driftnets is
generally not feasible in the upper river due to the smaller size of river channels and greater number of
snags and drift relative to downriver. Fish wheels were formerly used to harvest large numbers of chum
salmon for use as dog food, but have not been used in recent years. Corresponding to shallower river
conditions in the upper river, salmon fishers generally use flat bottom boats as transportation to setnet or
rod and reel fishing locations.
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CHANGING PATTERNS OF SALMON FISHING
Respondents in all five study communities, from lower, central, and upper river regions, reported
experiencing economic and ecological changes that altered salmon-fishing patterns over their lifetimes.
The following section describes changes in salmon fishing patterns that are likely representative of
general patterns of change throughout Kuskokwim River communities. While it is perhaps impossible to
determine precise mechanisms for individual changes that have occurred, it is likely that these changes
have not occurred in isolation from other factors: this suggests that changes in salmon fishing patterns
reflect holistic strategies that area residents have developed to adapt to broad socioeconomic changes
while maintaining the importance of salmon fishing.
In recent years, families have spent less time in remote fish camps than in past decades. Many
respondents described that prior to the 1990s families would spend the majority of each summer at a fish
camp continuously harvesting successive runs of multiple salmon species. In contrast, most families
currently fish for salmon in shorter periods while residing in permanent communities. Some families
continue to utilize traditional fish camp locations, although this usually occurs only during the king
salmon fishing season. This major change in seasonal residency patterns is intimately connected to other
region-wide changes related to salmon fishing, including increased employment opportunities, changes in
preferred gear types, and the decreased need to harvest salmon for dog food.
Increasing obligations to employment have restricted many respondents’ ability to travel away from
permanent communities for the time typically required to fish from a seasonal camp. In addition,
increased employment opportunities have provided greater amounts of cash that can be used for gasoline
and other expenses related to fishing. Many respondents remembered earlier decades when limited access
to cash required that families stay in a productive fishing location for the majority of each summer in an
attempt to conserve gasoline. In recent years, the increased availability of cash for purchasing gasoline
has enabled many salmon fishers to fish many times each summer for short periods directly from their
home community, or visit traditional fish camp locations over several shorter periods of time each
summer. However, recent dramatic increases in the price of gasoline have led some salmon fishers to be
especially conscious of their fuel efficiency. Fuel conservation strategies in recent years have included
staying at fish camps for longer periods (particularly for retired or unemployed individuals), eliminating
short trips between permanent residences and fish camps and fishing as close to permanent communities
as possible, purchasing more fuel efficient motors, and finding ways to cooperate with other families and
share the cost of fishing.
Changes in fish camp residency patterns are also likely associated with a shift away from stationary to
more mobile salmon fishing gear. In each study community, respondents described changes in salmon
fishing gear over their lifetimes, although these changes are generally region-specific. Stationary fish
wheels in the central and upper river, and fish fences in the upper river, have been largely replaced by
gillnets and rod and reel gear. This allows for more mobility in the fishery. Fish fences in the upper river
have not been used since the 1960s due to regulatory restrictions. While fish wheels were very common
for much of the 20th century in both the middle and upper river, in recent years only a handful of fish
wheels have been operated in the Kuskokwim River. Positioning a fish fence or fish wheel in a productive
location requires the cooperation of multiple individuals. Once in place, these gear types require regular
maintenance and are seldom moved. Such salmon fishing gear is ideal in a long-term salmon fishing
camp or in the immediate vicinity of a community, but impractical if productive salmon fishing locations
are far from a permanent community and if fishers with wage jobs only have short periods of time to fish.
In contrast, rod and reel gear can be used for brief periods of time such as a weekend fishing trip. Set
gillnets can be easily transported and deployed, providing more flexibility to salmon fishers with time
limitations. A similar shift involving a transition from set gillnets to drift gillnets has likely occurred to a
lesser extent in the lower and middle river regions. While setnets are still utilized by many families in
these regions, the efficiency of driftnets over short periods of time, and reduced need for maintenance and
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monitoring relative to setnets, makes driftnets an ideal harvesting method for those who are limited in
time by employment obligations.
Respondents in all communities described that far fewer salmon are being harvested for dog food relative
to what was common in previous decades. A reduced need for salmon used as dog food generally
coincides with reductions in dog team winter transportation following the widespread adoption of
snowmachines throughout rural Alaska. This reduction in salmon used as dog food is likely associated
with greatly reduced overall harvests of chum salmon in the past 50 years. One Kalskag respondent
described that his family’s 10-dog team prior to the introduction of snowmachines required up to 2,700
fish a year (primarily chum salmon) exclusively to be used as dog food, while a recent chum salmon
harvest estimate for the entire community of Kalskag in 2009 was 972 chum salmon (Brown et al. 2012:
315). Associated with the decreased need for dog food, those families that continue to use fish camps
often do not remain through the chum salmon fishing season.
Respondents described that income from commercial fishing in the lower and central river regions has
been greatly reduced since the 1990s. Families have developed strategies that compensate in some ways
for the loss of this source of income, thereby continuing subsistence fishing activities that were formerly
supported by commercial fishing. Families in recent years generally rely more on other sources of wage
labor. In addition, some families attempt to maintain a balance of individuals who specialize in either
wage labor or subsistence production, ensuring that there is both cash to support subsistence activities and
individuals with the time and expertise to harvest wild food for the entire family.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This project provides a foundation for understanding the subsistence use of Kuskokwim River salmon in
2009 from a social and historical perspective. The broad scope of this project revealed overarching
patterns in the Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon fishery but necessarily failed to capture many of the
specific and important details of salmon fishing in this region. Specific recommendations for additional
research include further analyses of economic patterns in the Kuskokwim River subsistence salmon
fishery.
Results from this study reveal the increasing interplay between subsistence salmon fishing and the cash
economy. For example, respondents in this study described complex strategies for maintaining a balance
between limited opportunities for cash income and increasing cash expenditures on subsistence salmon
fishing resulting from rising gasoline prices. An in-depth, quantitative analysis of current economic trends
in the subsistence salmon fishery may prove helpful in understanding non-ecological factors that could
potentially affect the economic viability of the fishery in the future. Specific suggestions for lines of
inquiry include:
1) Potential relationships between specific regulatory actions and the amount of cash families spend
to subsistence fish for salmon. Respondents in 2012 indicated that subsistence fishing closures can lead
salmon fishers to fish during open periods when desired fish species may be less abundant; e.g., later in
the king salmon season. Currently, more information is needed to describe the economic impacts that
reductions in king salmon harvest opportunities will have on subsistence communities. Potential effects
could involve an increase in overall costs to families as they spend more gasoline during longer or more
frequent drifts in an attempt to reach their harvest goals. Similarly, respondents described that harvesting
salmon during limited open periods that coincide with poor fish drying conditions generally requires more
time and effort to properly dry salmon. It is possible that this increased time and effort dedicated to drying
fish has some impact on individuals’ earned cash income or harvest of other subsistence resources, such
as berries.
2) Potential relationship between a decline in commercial fishing opportunities and increased cost
of subsistence salmon fishing. Some residents of the Kuskokwim River who formerly obtained a
substantial portion of their income from commercial fishing have maintained boats, gear, and fishing
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techniques that were common when commercial fishing was far more lucrative than in recent years. Some
area residents use boats and motors that are suitable for harvesting large numbers of fish for commercial
fishing and are more expensive to operate, but it is likely that their primary function is increasingly
shifting towards subsistence fishing. The extent of this phenomenon is unclear. However, in the event that
subsistence fishing would become less productive in the future (in terms of the amount of food that can be
harvested per cash expenditure) due to continued low abundance of returning king salmon and increased
costs of fuel, this pattern may result in the subsistence fishery becoming overcapitalized for some area
residents. Preliminary data indicates that in 2011, the lower Kuskokwim communities of Napakiak and
Napaskiak invested on average 7% and 5% respectively of total annual community income on boats and
motors (Ikuta et al. In prep). While these figures do not account for costs of fuel and nets used for salmon
fishing, and boats and motors are also used extensively for transportation and hunting, in-depth analysis
may reveal to what extent subsistence fishing for salmon continues to be economically feasible to area
residents. In the event that there is a pattern of increasing costs and decreasing productivity in the
subsistence salmon fishery, it would be particularly important to determine whether subsistence salmon
fishing will develop into a fishery accessible only to smaller percentages of households with higher than
average income.
3) Further investigation of strategies families or communities adopt to maintain a balance between
cash income and subsistence salmon fishing. This study identified several patterns that some families
use to maintain a balance between cash income and subsistence salmon fishing. These include sharing the
costs of fishing with other households, decreasing time spent at seasonal fish camps, purchasing more
fuel-efficient motors, and maintaining diversity within families between individuals who specialize in
either cash or subsistence production. Further investigation of strategies that families or communities
currently use and could potentially use in the future would be beneficial to understanding trends in the
fishery.
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Year

King

Chum

Sockeye

Coho

Total

1990

109,778

153,825

45,897

57,560

367,060

1991

74,820

87,237

47,370

39,252

248,679

1992

82,648

116,373

43,486

52,305

294,811

1993

87,674

59,797

51,616

28,485

227,572

1994

103,343

76,937

42,362

36,609

259,251

1995

102,110

70,977

30,905

36,828

240,819

1996

96,415

100,900

40,589

43,199

281,103

1997

79,382

37,366

38,745

29,817

185,309

1998

81,219

61,652

36,052

24,623

203,545

1999

72,775

44,242

47,360

27,409

191,786

2000

70,833

59,369

48,766

45,911

224,878

2001

78,009

56,005

53,245

31,089

218,349

2002

80,983

86,406

32,272

42,617

242,278

2003

67,228

41,217

32,237

33,291

173,973

2004

97,110

64,899

40,405

48,898

251,312

2005

85,097

58,020

41,517

33,351

217,984

2006

90,094

89,500

43,143

41,272

264,009

2007

96,139

73,561

47,272

35,212

252,184

2008

98,099

68,678

58,732

46,461

271,970

2009

78,225

43,621

34,943

29,559

186,348

89,531

66,676

45,121

37,171

238,499

10-year average
(2000-2009)

84,182

64,128

43,253

38,766

230,328

Historical average
(1990-2009)

86,599

72,529

42,846

38,187

240,161

5-year average
(2005-2009)
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APPENDIX B: ROLLING CLOSURE INFORMATION FROM
KUSKOKWIM RIVER SALMON MANAGEMENT WORKING
GROUP
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RECCOMMENDATION
Rolling Closure Section Descriptions
Lower Section of Subdistrict 1-B: Section 1
This area is defined as, that portion of the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries upstream from a
line from Apokak Slough to the southernmost tip of Eek Island to Popokamiut to a line between
ADF&G regulatory markers located between the Kialik and Johnson Rivers. This area is also
known as the Lower Section of commercial fishing Subdistrict 1-B.
Excluded waters are nonsalmon spawning tributaries; those portions of Kinak, Kialik, and
Tagayarak rivers more than 100 yards upstream from the mouth of these rivers, are open with
any mesh size gillnet and are not affected by these closures.
Upper Section of Subdistrict 1-B to Tuluksak: Section 2
This area is defined as that portion of the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries upstream from a
line between ADF&G regulatory markers located between the Kialik and Johnson Rivers to a line
between ADF&G regulatory markers located approximately half a mile upstream of the Tuluksak
River mouth. This section includes the slough (locally known as Utak Slough) on the northwest
side of the Kuskokwim River adjacent to the Tuluksak River mouth.
Excluded waters are nonsalmon spawning tributaries; the Whitefish Lake drainage near Aniak
and those portions of Discovery, Birch, and Swift creeks more than 100 yards upstream from
the mouth of these rivers, are open with any mesh size gillnet and are not affected by these
closures.
Tuluksak to Chuathbaluk: Section 3
This area is defined as that portion of the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries upstream from a
line between ADF&G regulatory markers located approximately half a mile upstream of the
Tuluksak River mouth to a line between ADF&G regulatory markers located at the downstream
edge of Chuathbaluk. This section does NOT include the slough (locally known as Utak Slough)
on the northwest side of the Kuskokwim River adjacent to the Tuluksak River mouth.
Chuathbaluk to the Holitna River mouth: Section 4
This area is defined as that portion of the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries upstream from a
line between ADF&G regulatory markers located at the downstream edge of Chuathbaluk to a
line between ADF&G regulatory markers located downstream of the Holitna River mouth.
The Holitna River mouth to the Headwaters of Kuskokwim River: Section 5

This area is defined as that portion of the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries upstream from a
line between ADF&G regulatory markers located downstream of the Holitna River mouth
upstream to the headwaters of the Kuskokwim River.
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APPENDIX C: 2012 UPDATE QUESTIONS
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2012 Update Questions
1. How did the Rolling closures impact your family? What did you do differently this
year?
a. Fishing effort
i. What fish species did you use? How many of each species?
ii. What factors impact you fishing effort?
iii. Do you use a setnet or driftnet?
iv. Do you ever fish in nonsalmon tributaries during restrictions?
b. Mesh sizes
i. What size mesh nets do you own or use?
ii. Did you fish with a 4 inch mesh net during mesh size restrictions?
1. Did you have to exert more effort than usual?
2. What did you catch?
3. Did you drift?
4. Was finding a setnet sight difficult?
iii. Did you fish for kings with a larger net once restrictions were lifted?
c. Preservation
i. Drying (strips and dry fish)
1. Did you have difficulty drying fish this year?
2. Can you dry King salmon in July?
3. What techniques increase success in the late season / wet
weather?
a. What techniques prevent maggots?
b. What techniques prevent mold and spoilage?
ii. Freezing
iii. Canning
2. Conservation and management
a. What is your opinion about saving king salmon for future generations?
b. What are your opinions and ideas about management?
3. History
a. Has usage of chums changed over time?
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APPENDIX D: KUSKOKWIM REGIONAL SUMMARY AND
COMPARISON
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Lower River

Middle River

Upper River

Number of Salmon
Species Commonly
Present

5

4

3

Most Common Gear
Types

Drift gillnet, set
gillnet

Drift gillnet,
Set gillnet,
fish wheel,
rod and reel

Set gillnet, rod
and reel

Percentage of Total
Subsistence harvest
from salmon, edible
weight

47%a

65% b

26% c

Estimated Percentage
of total Kuskokwim
River salmon harvest
in 2010d,e

86%

12%

2%

River conditions

Large, low
gradient, estuarine
river

Wide,
relatively
shallow,
moderate
gradient

Shallow, narrow,
multiple forks,
high sinuosity

Formal Commercial
Fishery

1959-Present

1959-mid1990's

None

Major Cultural
Affiliation

Central Yup'ik

Central Yup'ik
and
Athabascan

Upper
Kuskokwim
Athabascan

Number of Permanent
Communities/(Relative
Population Density)

13 (High)

8 to 10
(Medium)

3 to 4 (Low)

Chinook Salmon
Season

Early June-Late
June

Early/Mid
June-Early
July

Late June-Mid
July

Chum Salmon Season

Mid- June-Mid
July

Mid June-Late
July

Mid July-Late
August
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Sockeye Salmon
Season

Mid June-Mid
July

Mid June-Late
July

NA

Coho Salmon Season

Late July-Late
August

Early AugustMid
September

Late August-Mid
October

a) Brown, C. L., J. S. Magdanz, D. S. Koster, and N. M. Braem. In prep Subsistence harvests in 6 communities in the
Kuskokwim River drainage, 2010. Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Subsistence Technical Paper, NNN.
Fairbanks.
b) Brown, C. L., J.S. Magdanz, D.S. Koster, and N. M. Braem. 2012. Subsistence harvests in 8 communities in the Central
Kuskokwim River drainage, 2009. Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Subsistence, Technical Paper No. 365,
Fairbanks.
c) Ikuta, H., Brown, C. L., and D. Koster. In prep Subsistence harvests in 8 communities in the Kuskokwim and Yukon River
Drainages, 2011. Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Subsistence Technical Paper No. NNN, Fairbanks,
Alaska.
d) Regions in this table are defined differently than in Carroll and Hamazaki 2012. Lower Kuskokwim River communities
include communities from Tuntutuliak upriver to Tuluksak. Central Kuskokwim River communities include communities
from Lower Kalskag upriver to Stony River and including Lime Village. Upper Kuskokwim River communities include
McGrath, Nikolai, and Takotna.
e) Carroll, H., and T. Hamazaki. 2012. Subsistence Salmon Harvests in the Kuskokwim Area, 2010. Alaska Department of Fish
and Game, Division of Commercial Fisheries.
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